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SORJ (Ship and Offshore Repair Journal)
Welcome to the June/July edition of SORJ (Ship and Offshore Repair Journal), which also includes the Offshore
Repairs Supplement. The war in Ukraine continues and as such continues to affect the entire maritime industry.
According to Putin, the war was expected to be over fairly quickly – however, it looks as if it is likely to continue certainly
to the end of the year – if not longer. The resultant rise in energy prices has led to a flurry of activity in the offshore
industry withy more projects now being discussed. This rise in prices has also led to an increase in the need to reduce
fuel consumption and GHG emissions, with all shipowners, large and small, looking to improve their fleet. All this is
good news for the shiprepair industry as it moves into a busy period, which may last some time.
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Front Cover: The large graving dock at France’s Cantieri Naval de Marseille (CNdM) with examples of the two main markets in which this
yard operates – the LNG tanker and the cruiseship repair markets. CNdM is part of Italy’s GIN Holdings, which also operate the shipyard San
Giorgio del Porto, Genoa. Both these yards are among the busiest and most successful in the Mediterranean Sea.
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Major conversion
contract for Remontowa
During mid-June, Poland’s Remontowa,
Gdansk, completed another prestigious
project for France’s Louis Dreyfus Armateurs.
The yard has rebuilt the existing PSV into a
specialised submarine cable maintenance
vessel for the ASN cable fleet. The Ile de
Molene has undergone a total metamorphosis
in the shipyard – she has been re-built and
had installed a number of structures, which
completely changed her shape. She has been
equipped with systems and devices of the latest
generation that will allow her to perform the
most difficult tasks. Ile de Molene is now a very
modern, specialised vessel and is a market
reference in this market segment.
A spokesman for Remontowa said, “We
are very pleased that we could participate
in this prestigious project, which created the
opportunity for us to present our competences
and experience. Appreciate confidence of Louis
Dreyfus Armateurs and Alcatel Submarine
Networks Marine.”
Nordic Tankers’ 16,909 dwt chemical tanker
Harbour Feature came to Remontowa for
repair and installation of BWM system. Since
2013, this was the second visit of the vessel
in Remontowa. K Line’s 17,735 gt car carrier
Malacca Highway was another example of a
repeat drydocking, this time the first carried out
in 2019.
During mid–May, Odfjell’s 49,466 dwt
chemical tanker Bow Sun came to Remontowa
for repair. The scope of work included steel
works in ballast tanks, standard maintenance
and drydock work. Since 2010, Remontowa
has performed more than 30 repairs for the
Norwegian shipowner – Odfjell.
Remontowa is also very successful in the
dredger market - In mid–April, Boskalis’
12,000 m3 TSHD Willem van Oranje arrived
in Remontowa for class renewal. She is one of
the first dredgers in the world to be powered
by 100% biofuel. Meanwhile, another vessel
of the Boskalis fleet, the 1,536 dwt hopper
barge Wadden 2 arrived in Remontowa at
the beginning of May for repair, which mainly
involved hull works. The motor hopper has
been used to transport dredged material for
more than 40 years.
The repair of Briese Schiffahrts’ 6,309 gt bulk
carrier, BBC Brisbane came to an end recently.
This distinctive ship has two deck cranes on
its port side, and is another ship repaired by

The Ile de Molene arrives in Remontowa

Remontowa from the fleet of Germany’s Briese
Schiffahrts. The BBC Brisbane repair included
primarily installation of a BWM system, hull
work, replacement of seals on the propeller
blades and on the bow thruster horizontal
shaft, overboard valves inspection, as well as
replacement of anodes on the box cooler.
Transal Denizcilik Ticaret’s 26,215 dwt
chemical tanker Diamond T was in Remontowa
for general repairs including standard
maintenance and drydock works.

All Palumbo
yards are busy
All Palumbo shipyards – La Valletta (Malta),
Messina (Italy), Naples (Italy) and Croatia’s
Viktor Lenac (Rijeka), are all continuing to work
with proven and trusted shipowners/managers.
All the yards are reporting an especially busy
period for the fist few months of this year.
Drydocking and general maintenance and
repairs remain the Group’s core business with
Malta’s La Valleta and Viktor Lenac observing a
strong demand from the market for installation
of BWM systems.
Palumbo Shipyard Malta has recently
completed an intensive refit on-board the
171,598 gt cruiseship MSC Veraviglia. She is
registered as the heaviest vessel ever entering
the yard and accommodated in Dock 6. With
a length overall of 315.83 m and beam of 43
m – exposing freeboard of 21 decks measuring
to a height of up to 80 m, this was the fifth
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cruiseship accommodated in Dock 6 since the
beginning of the year.
Entering the yard during the third week of
April and in just under 30 days in drydock – a
lot of activities were carried out – such as
engineering, piping, hull treatment, steel and
logistic services. Drawing on its infrastructure,
competent engineers, technical staff and
workers – the work was needed all over the
vessel including that of a cosmetic touch to the
appearance of the vessel – for reaching up high
a 70 m, state of the art manlift was engaged work was all executed impeccably!
Palumbo Shipyard together with the
Propulsion Mother company completed the
entire dismantling and removal of the Azipod
propulsion systems where the hub and propeller
blades were also removed and renewed. A new
slewing bearing in addition to the normal fiveyear maintenance was needed together with the
seal renewal and parts overhauling. Another
activity was the dismantling of the Azipod
room, which required a technical access on
the transom of the ship used as a passageway
to new spares and machinery. The removal
operation required laborious preparation, as
the fin was cut - securing of a hauling cradle
under the Azipod, disconnection of the Azipod
from its recess and slowly lowering down using
a very high-tech equipment. The peculiarity
of the operation was the weight of the Azipod
unit - 186 tonnes – hence the handling and
transportation challenges.
Malta’s facility La Valletta also recently
carried out drydocking and repairs on-board
Navigator Gas’ 23,273 dwt LPG tanker

www.remontowa.com.pl
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The MSC Veraviglia in Palumbo Malta’s Dock 6

Navigator Virgo. Navigator Gas is one of the
biggest operators in the world in this sector and
the group has been proudly working with this
client for more then 10 years. Malta’s facility
has also recently welcomed Langh Shipping’s
12,356 dwt containership Charlotta, two
tankers from Greece’s Liquimar – the 167,295
dwt Evridiki and the 166,164 dwt Aphroditi,
Naftomar’s 49,995 dwt LPG tanker Gaz Liberty
and Liquimar’s 29,917 dwt chemical tanker
Orpheas.
Rijeka’s Palumbo Viktor Lenac shipyard
had a busy winter and start to this year with
drydocking and repairs of several vessels for its
steady Italian clients operating on the tanker
market. The yard was engaged in BWM system
installation on-board Amoretti Armatori Group’s
chemical 12,100 dwt chemical tanker Dante
A, with another chemical tanker owned by
the same owner – the 23,470 dwt Angelina
Amoretti expected to commence with the same
scope of works during the coming summer
period. Socomar’s chemical tankers 47,302
dwt Emmerald and 47,329 dwt Zapphire

recently underwent drydocking and repairs.
Over recent months, Italy’s Socomar entrusted
the yard with drydocking and general repairs
on-board all eight of its chemical tankers.
The Messina facility, in addition to carrying
out drydocking and repairs projects for its
standard clients, engaged in demanding rudder
repairs on-board Costamare’s 34,044 dwt
containership Monenvasia, which is operated
by V-Ships Greece. The yard has been busy the
entire winter and there are good predictions till
the end of the year. The yard in Naples has also
been fully operational throughout the year and
busy with local clients.
Jan de Nul’s 41,346 kW cutter dredger
Willem van Rubroeck is one of the two largest
cutter dredgers in the world. The ship was safely
moored at Viktor Lenac berth No.8 which is
specifically designed for vessels with draft sup
to 11 m.
Additionally, Viktor Lenac has recently carried
out demanding drydocking work on-board
one of Jan de Nul support vessels – multi-cat
DN 46, and it welcomed Dredging & Maritime
Management SA’s 23,520 kW cutter dredger
IBN Battuta, which is managed by Jan de Nul,
in March involving full hull blasting and class
renewal works.
DEME’s 44,180 kW Spartacus is the world’s
largest and most powerful self-propelled
cutter suction dredger and also the first to run
on LNG. The dredger has just completed a
successful refit at Palumbo Shipyards in Malta.
Fugro Group’s 1,340 gt research vessel Kobi
Ruegg was welcomed in the Naples yard during
Christmas holidays where a complete Schottel
SRP 550 FP upper gearbox overhaul was
carried out in four days. Palumbo’s technicians

commenced with the job as soon as the vessel
was berthed. Insulation was removed and pad
eye for shaft handling was welded, after a quick
meeting with the crew to implement safe work
practices and issue hot work permit.

Upgrade for
Boskalis dredger
Holland’s Bakker Sliedrecht has upgraded
Boskalis’ cutter suction dredger Taurus II,
enabling the vessel to be used as a booster
station. By increasing the booster capacity of the
dredge pumps from 6,000 to 7,400 kW, the
Taurus II can pump sand over greater distances
from a stationary position.
The 112 m long and 24 m wide Taurus II
was built in 1983 as a cutter suction dredger
and was upgraded in 2010. At that time,
Bakker Sliedrecht, as one of Boskalis’ trusted
partners, modernising all electrical installations
on-board.
The converted Taurus II will be used as a
booster station, which is able pump sand over
great distances. The existing 25 MW of power
on-board had to be used to an even smarter
system to cope with this task. Bakker Sliedrecht
also updated all automation systems, inspected
electrical installations, and expanded the
camera system (CCTV). Among other things, to
monitor the arrival and departure of all hopper
dredgers.
Bakker Sliedrecht began the project in June
2021. The first work was prepared in Sliedrecht,
after which the adjustments were implemented
and installed on-board in the UAE. The project
was completed at the end of February, and
afterward, Bakker Sliedrecht handed over the
Taurus II to Boskalis.

Good second
quarter for Navantia

The Taurus II
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Navantia Shiprepairs Ferrol Estuary began the
second quarter of 2022 with the docking and/
or repair works of five commercial vessels in
April. These include two vessels from Sinokor
Group – Sinokor Tanker’s 126,750 m3 LNG
tanker Bering Energy and Sinokor Energy’s
110,720 gt FPSO Terra Nova.
The Asset Life Extension (ALE) project
involving the FPSO Terra Nova continues as
programmed, with the vessel drydocked in
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Dock No 3 in Ferrol, whereas the LNG tanker
Bering Energy remains alongside a repair berth
in Fene awaiting a second drydocking, once its
reactivation process has been resumed, which is
foreseen for the second half of 2022.
During April, the facility completed and
delivered the repair projects started in the
previous month on Delta Seatrading’s 45,248
dwt chemical tanker Johnny Traveller and
Compagnie Maritime’s 9,125 gt ro/ro vessel
MN Toucan, which were drydocked in Dock
No 5 in Fene. Also, during April, the yard also
undertook the repair of the 8,973 gt trimaran
ferry Benchijigua Express, which was redelivered
to its owners after completing its docking in
Dock No 5 in Fene.
Navantia Shiprepairs Cadiz Bay focused its
activity during the month of April in the docking
and repair works of 10 commercial vessels.
Oceaneering’s 2,255 gt research vessel Ocean
Intervention 11 began her drydocking at Dock
No.2 on April 1st, where it remained for six days.
After her departure for sea trials, she returned
to berth at the Armament Dock until April 20th,
when it finally left the yard.
Fugro’s 2,018 gt research vessel Fugro
Discovery, which drydocked at the Elcano
dock in San Fernando since the 2nd of April,
is carrying out surface treatment in over and
under water surface, taking of rudder strikes,
dismantling of the shaft line and installation of
the ballast water treatment system.
Fugro’s 2,255 gt research vessel Fugro
Meridian remained at Dock No.1 where
she underwent mechanical works, repair of
shaft line, transverse shafts, rudder, main and
auxiliary engines, plus works on piping, steel,
painting and several works in fitting out. After
her departure, she spent four days docked at
the North Pier until she finally left the yard on
April 25th.
Another research vessel owned by Fugro, the
Fugro Discovery drydocked at the Elcano dock
in San Fernando on April 2nd, and is carrying
out surface treatment in above and underwater
surfaces, taking of rudder strikes, dismantling of
the shaft line and installation of a BWM system.
Carnival’s 130,000 gt cruiseship Carnival
Breeze drydocked at Puerto Real dock from
March 31st to April 21st. Among main work
were hull treatment, reconditioning of valves,
thrusters, stabiliser and seals, repair and
painting of seals, and tank cleaning.
RCI’s 90,090 gt cruiseship Brilliance of the
Seas was drydocked at Dock No.4 in Cadiz
from April 8th to April 27th and is currently
berthed at the Armament dock. Among the
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One of the graving docks at Navantia Ferrol

main work was hull treatment, repair of thrusters
and stabilisers, renewal of lifeboat davits, steel
works in the engine room and renewal of
bottom valves.
New Century’s EOS Esperance remained in
Dock No.2 from April 18th to April 29th. She has
undergone a name change and is now called
Trawind Dolphin, as well as hull treatment (sport
jetting and complete painting), load tests of
all the ship’s lifting equipment and gangways,
renewal of piping in the engine room, and
cleaning, checking and calibration of the
chains.
Dravo’s dredger Costa Atlantica underwent
a short drydock in Dock No.2 of Cadiz between
April 26th and April 29th. The yard repaired the
bottom doors, corrected the pitch of the bow
thruster, changed the seals of the tail shaft and
carried out maintenance work on the engines.
ROW’s 43,188 gt cruiseship The World
drydocked at Dock No.4 in Cadiz on April
29th to begin her drydocking work, which was
carried out during the month of May.
Boluda’s tug V.B. Cadiz berthed at San
Fernando’s Dock No.1, where she underwent
surface treatment, repair of transom strike, deck

inserts, and disassembly of port SCHOTTEL
propulsion unit.
Transpetrol’s 8,200 dwt containership Ilha da
Maderira left San Fernando’s Dock No.4 after
a three-day berth at San Fernando’s Muelle
Elcano, where she underwent surface treatment,
blasting and painting, renewal of anodes,
bottom valves, opening and inspection of tanks,
steel works in tanks, assembly of ballast water
treatment system and also Navantia assisted the
technicians for works on the main engine.
Navantia Shiprepairs Cartagena focused its
activity over the month of April in the docking
and repair works of one commercial vessel –
Boluda’s tug Anibal. After two months out of
the water, all the work corresponding to the
standard survey drydocking of the tugboat
was duly completed within the set deadline,
subsequently proceeding to her launch at the
end of April.

town of Shelburne. Its business as usual, nothing
changes for them other than a different owner.”
Since the sale, Shelburne Ship Repair has
been busy with the docking of a number of
vessels including Atlantic Towing’s tug Atlantic
Hemlock, Miawpukek Horizon Maritime’s
2,062 gt tender Polar Prince, and is currently
working on Atlantic Towing’s barge Atlantic
Sealion. In addition, the yard has recently won
the contracts for SNC Lavalin’s fuel barge YRG
62 and Arctic Fishery Alliance’s 346 gt fishing
vessel Kiviuq 1.
General Manager, Alan Stewart, is looking
forward to a productive year and future for the
team at Shelburne Ship Repair.

New owners
for Shellburne

A fourth ship was added to the fleet of the new
cruise line operator Azamara following extensive
refitting at the yard of Holland’s Damen

Another Azamara
contract for DSAm

Shiprepair Amsterdam (DSAm). Benefiting from
equipment overhaul and conversion to cleaner
fuel, the 30,277 gt, 1999-built Azamara
Onward sailed to Monte Carlo for her naming
festivity during early May.
The 180 m passenger vessel was berthed
alongside at the Amsterdam yard from August
2021 as the P&O Cruises’-owned Pacific
Princess, to get an upgrade to the standards of
cruise operator Azamara, refurbishing all cabins
and suites and adding spa suites and terrace
rooms. Passenger shared spaces like restaurants
were upgraded and a new bar was created. As
a relatively small vessel in today’s cruise market,
this vessel aims to offer an intimate luxury cruise
experience.
From mid-March through April 2022, the
vessel was in the largest drydock of DSAm
where technical and maritime conversion
was performed. Lots of steel work for the
reconstruction of deck arrangements, balcony
structures allowed for the creation of the newly
planned luxury suites, some of them with their
own Jacuzzi baths. This steel work was on

Decks 8 and 9, where also the on-board spa
is located. Steel reinforcements were placed to
support the spa pools and installations.
Tanks for ballast water and fuel oil were
restructured, to accommodate for bunkering
larger volumes of Marine Grade Diesel. The
work included a lot of piping throughout the
vessel and the engine room. The grey water
tanks as well as the tanktop were replaced.
Stabilisers both on starboard and port were
overhauled and the shaft seals were replaced.
Thrusters were upgraded to allow for the use
of Environmentally Acceptable Lubricants. The
tailshaft and the propeller seal were replaced.
The hull was completely cleaned and painted
to fit in the appearance of the Azamara fleet.
The steel logo on the top side was taken off and
replaced with the new sign Azamara Onward.
Performing all of these interior, exterior and
technical upgrades in limited time, required
complicated logistical planning and strict
schedules. “It was challenging to organise all
the operations to be performed in time and in
a manner that steel work does not interfere with

Canada’s Shelburne Ship Repair was sold by
J D Irving to new Owners, Mersey Seafoods
in March 2022, and is now operating as
an independent shipyard, under the name
Shelburne Ship Repair Limited
President of the new company, Greg
Simpson, said, “This makes perfect sense in our
business. We’re very committed to the South
Shore being headquartered in Liverpool (Nova
Scotia), and shiprepair is a very important part
of the fabric of the South Shore, especially the

Build. Repair.
Maintenance. Conversion.
Building Customer Success

Cammell Laird Shipyard | Campbeltown Road
Birkenhead | Merseyside | CH41 9BP
T: +44 (0) 151 649 6600
The Polar Price in Canada’s Shelburne Ship Repair
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The Azamara Onward under modification in DSAm

decorative jobs,” says project manager Colin
Husslage from Damen Shiprepair Amsterdam.
“We managed to deliver the ship to its proud
new owner at the date agreed, so Azamara can
have it in full service during the 2022 season.”

ART Shipyard is reporting
strong performance
Turkey’s ART Shipyard, part of the Besiktas
Group, is reporting a busy period. As an
improving shipyard globally, ART Shipyard
has secured more than 45 projects for the
first half of 2022 from various shipowners for
different vessel types and sizes. During the first
half of this year, ART Shipyard repaired a wide
range of ships such as tankers, LPG tankers,
containerships, bulk carriers and ro/ro vessels.
Repeat business remains a major focus
in ART’s strategy and first half of 2022 it has
completed contracts from customers such as
Maersk Tankers, Borealis, Dynacom, Fleet
Management and Synergas.
ART recently repaired the 38,877 dwt crude
oil tanker Maersk Kalea, which was the first
project from Maersk Tankers, the ship in the
yard for her fourth special survey. ART also
welcomed Uni-Tankers’ 11,347 dwt chemical/
oil products tanker Tasing Swan for her third
special survey, cargo tank coating repairs and
Alfa Laval BWM System installation.
ART also welcomed three ships from Italy’s
Synergas during the first half of this year.

These included the 4,026 dwt LPG tanker Syn
Turais, the main work on the vessel being the
installation of an OceanGuard BWM system,
retrofitting work and her third special survey.
Other recent projects have included
Medlog’s containership Med Samsun (fourth
special survey and an Optimarin BWM system
installation), Bernhard Schulte’s bulk carrier
Lila 11 (second special survey, CH treatment
and Techcross BWM system installation),
Z&G Halcoussis’ bulk carrier Lorentzo (fourth
special survey, CH treatment and Techcross
BWM installation), Navigazione Montanari’s
chemical tanker Valle di Nervion (fourth special
survey), K Ships’ bulk carrier Bereket (fifth

special survey, CH treatment and Bsky BWM
system installation) and Sealife’s bulk carrier
Lady Moon (standard drydocking, hatch cover
repairs, steel work and Optimarin BWM system
installation).
ART Shipyard is carrying out repairs onboard Wilhelmsen Ahrenkiel’s containership
AS Constantina. The work scope includes third
special survey items, hatch cover repairs, steel
work and Alfa Laval BWM system installation.
Another ongoing project is Borealis Maritimes
containership Bomar Praia for silicon paint
application and Erma First BWM system
installation.
Other recent projects include Fleet
Management’s chemical tanker FMT Urla
(afloat repairs including Alfa Laval BWM
installation), Nordic Hamburg’s bulk carrier
Nordic Oslo (second special survey, CH
treatment and Alfa Laval BWM installation) and
Anglo-Eastern’s general cargo vessel Glenpark
(first drydocking).
At the time of writing, ART Shipyard continues
to fill up its order book with special projects.
These include Gulmar’s bulk carrier Sanita
S (third special survey and 50 tonnes of steel
renewal), Synergas’ LPG tanker Syn Zaura
(fourth special survey and Oceanguard BWM
system installation), Diligent Holdings’ bulk
carrier Bliss (third special survey and Erma First
BWM installation), Blue Seas Shipping’s bulk
carrier Freedom Line (fourth special survey, CH
treatment and Techcross BWM installation),
Allseas’ bulk carrier Alethini (regular drydocking
and Erma First BWM installation) and Fleet
Management’s chemical tanker FMT Bergama
(afloat rep[airs and BWM system installation). SORJ

Proficient,
professional &
perfectly placed
Halcoussis’ bulk carrier Lorentzo in ART Shipyard
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Shipyards
ABS in JDP with N-KOM
A pioneering joint development project (JDP)
between ABS and Qatar’s N-KOM will examine
how techniques developed by ABS for its
industry leading programme of remote survey of
vessels in service can be applied to surveys and
inspections in the shipyard. Remote inspection
technologies will be applied to six Class surveys
for this trial, to test how they can then be used to
verify the required survey or inspection by ABS
Surveyors to optimise scheduling and minimise
downtime for the shipyard, the vessels and ABS.
The JDP will examine how remote techniques
can be carried out on rudder clearance
inspection, stern tube weardown inspection,
rudder plug opening inspection, boiler safety
valve testing, fit-up inspections prior to welding
and final weld visual inspection of non-critical
items.
N-KOM Chief Executive Officer Damir
Glavan said, “As one of the leading shipyards
in the Middle East, N-KOM is committed to
provide value-added services and solutions to
our customers. In this spirit, we have worked
closely with ABS to develop the remote
inspection technique which would enhance our
operational efficiency during the vessel repair
and maintenance process. This will enable us
to meet Class inspections requirements and
fulfil our delivery commitment to clients while
upholding our commitment to provide safe,
time-saving and quality services.”
“We are taking our leadership in remote
survey of operational vessels and applying
that experience and insight to the shipyard.
Together with our partners, we are committed
to advancing safety and efficiency to augment
surveys after construction with the application
of the latest digital techniques. The potential
of these technologies is significant and while
we will begin with these initial six survey items,
over time, as the approach is proven, we can
potentially expand the scope,” said Patrick Ryan,
ABS Senior Vice President, Global Engineering
and Technology.

The N-KOM yard in Qatar

The shipyard in Bijela

DDW to assist
Bijela shipyard
Montenegro’s The Adriatic 42 Company, which
intends to transform the former Shipyard in
Bijela into a premium location for the overhaul
and maintenance of superyachts, enjoys the full
support of the Government of Montenegro.
“We are pleased that, in the first weeks of
the new Prime Minister’s term, we were given
the opportunity to present the project plan of
the Consortium comprising Adriatic MarinasPorto Montenegro and Drydocks World Dubai
(DDW). Our main goal is to make Bijela
recognised as a location where mega and
super yachts can receive premium service. It is
important to us that the Prime Minister himself,
as well as his team, understands the importance
and perspective of the project, which will,
without doubt, change the economic and tourist
situation in Montenegro,” said the President of
the Board of Directors of Adriatic 42, Dr Rado
Antolović.
As Antolović announced at the meeting,
the company Adriatic 42 has so far invested
€40m in the project. “Such an important project
implies the best possible equipment. That is why
we procured a 180 m floating dock, which is
37 m wide, with 10,000 tonnes lifting capacity,
allowing it to accommodate the world’s largest
yachts. Also, in addition to the dock and
numerous other investments, we have procured
a new 720 tonne capacity travel lift, the largest
in the region. Our main task and goal is to
bring reliability and high technical standards
for all our clients in the future, through smart
investments,” said Antolović.
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In a conversation with the Prime Minister and
the line minister, Antolović announced that over
20 people from Montenegro have currently
been employed on the project, while the
number will constantly grow.
“Our goal is for many local experts from
various fields to get their opportunity and
give their expert contribution. We know what
tradition the former Shipyard in Bijela had, and
we want to use all the professional potential and
jointly transform this place and return it to its
former glory. Also, we have already established
co-operation with numerous local contractors,
who will also be part of this great story for
Montenegro,” stated Antolović.
The President of the Board of Directors
of Adriatic 42 stressed at the meeting that
special attention will be paid to environmental
protection, as new and modern equipment will
enable more energy efficient business and smart
use of alternative energy sources.
As Antolović concludes, the vision of the
Adriatic 42 Company has definitely been
endorsed, as acknowledged by the President of
Montenegro, Milo Đukanović, who also gave
his full support to the project.

New appointments
at ASRY
Bahrain’s ASRY has recently celebrated working
women in conjunction with the International
Day for Women in Maritime, in appreciation
of women’s distinguished role and remarkable
contributions to the maritime industry. Attended
by ASRY’s Managing Director, representatives
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of the Executive Management and a number of
Divisional Managers, the celebration was held
with the aim of spotlighting women working
in the maritime industry and highlighting their
achievements as key partners in the economic
advancement as well as their valuable
contributions to the company’s success.
International Day for Women in Maritime
is observed on May 18th every year.
ASRY Managing Director, Mazen
Mohammed Matar praised the role of working
women and their outstanding contributions
to the national development in a variety of
fields. He also expressed his appreciation
for all the efforts of ASRY female employees
and congratulated them on this international
celebration.
Sahar Ataeei, ASRY’s Chief Financial Officer
commented, “Celebrating this occasion
is a culmination of women’s distinguished
role as key players in the nation-building
process. Women have strengthened their role
with hard work, courage, determination as
reliable partners in the company’s sustainable
development process where they have proven
their worth and exceled through their effective
participation and substantial contributions in
all fields to become inspiring leaders in the
Maritime industry.”
ASRY has recently attracted diverse talented
national women competencies as part of its
comprehensive modernisation and development
plan on various levels; from this point, ASRY
has appointed Hanan Alali as Business
Transformation Manager. Mrs. Alali brings
rich experience of over 18 years in Business
Transformation, Digital Solutions and Human
Resources with Banking and Aviation sectors.
One more national competence who came

on-board ASRY’s management team was Sara
Abdin who joined as the Head of Corporate
Communications. Ms. Abdin came with
theoretical and practical experience that spans
to more than 18 years in Marketing, Public
Relations, Event Management & Strategies,
Media & Communication, and Human
Resources Management with reputable firms.
ASRY has also taken pride to announce the
appointment of Ameera AlShaiba as the first
female diver to join ASRY team and the first ever
to join an industrial establishment. Ms. Ameera
is a certified diver who holds an advanced
licence in open water diving and an active
member of the Bahrain Diving Volunteer Team.
ASRY has also appointed Noor Seyadi as the
first Bahraini female to join ASRY Engineering
team, in addition, Shoug Hussain who has
recently joined ASRY’s Ship Repair Department
as a project co-ordinator. Both joined ASRY as
Trainee Engineers and undergone an extensive
training and development programme until they
were promoted to their current positions.

Defence Secretary
visits A&P Falmouth
In the first major visit since the launch of
the UK’s refreshed National Shipbuilding
Strategy earlier this year, Defence Secretary
and Shipbuilding Minister Ben Wallace
visited A&P Falmouth. His visit follows the
refreshed National Shipbuilding Strategy,
published in March, which set out more
than £4bn of government investment for the
shipbuilding sector over the next three years,
with a 30-year pipeline of more than 150 naval

Ben Wallace talking to
apprentices at A&P Falmouth

and commercial vessels.
During the visit, Mr Wallace met A&P
apprentices who are developing the skills and
knowledge to bolster the British shipbuilding
industry into the future. He said, “What I have
seen in the south-west is a vibrant, thriving
hub of global shipbuilding where cuttingedge innovation and skilled craftsmanship
is being supported by more than £4bn
worth of government-wide investment in the
sector. Meeting with young apprentices across
these yards, where they are leading in highly
skilled and varied roles, has been hugely
encouraging.”
David McGinley, Chief Executive Officer
Cammell Laird Shiprepairers and Shipbuilders
Ltd, Atlantic and Peninsula Marine Services
added, “The National Shipbuilding Strategy
Refresh has come at a critical time for British
shipyards and the wider supply chain, providing
greater certainty of future UK shipbuilding
projects, injecting vital confidence into the
sector.
“The Defence Secretary’s visit to A&P
Falmouth provided a platform for our
business to share our strategy for the future
and showcase our on-going commitment
to investing in our facilities and growing
apprenticeship programme. A&P Falmouth is
part of a global business which provides vital
shipbuilding, ship repair, maintenance and
support to the Royal Navy, Royal Fleet Auxiliary
and commercial marine sector. We look
forward to working with the UK Government to
deliver key pillars of the National Shipbuilding
Strategy.”

Newbuilding contract
for H&W
ASRY Shipyard in Bahrain
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Ship repair & conversion
pole in the Heart of
the Mediterranean sea
#refitting #repair #conversions

Belfast’s Harland & Wolff (H&W) has been
awarded an initial contract worth approximately
£8.5m with Cory for the fabrication of 11
barges. The barges will be used by Cory
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An artist’s impression of how the barges will look in operation

to transport London’s recyclable and nonrecyclable waste on the River Thames.
Fabrication will take place at H&W’s
Belfast site, with first steel being cut within
approximately seven weeks’ time. The
programme schedule allows for four barges
to be built in tandem, with the entire build
programme ending around mid-2023. Fully
fabricated barges will be sequentially delivered
to Cory on the River Thames.
H&W, Group CEO John Wood, commented,
“With this material contract, we shall be
opening up our vast undercover fabrication
halls in Belfast and making optimal use of
our new robotic welding panel line. This
contract gives us the opportunity to optimise
our production flows in readiness for other
fabrication programmes in our pipeline and it
demonstrates the variety of fabrication work that
our facilities are ideally placed to execute upon.

can operate easily in low water depth or high
berth.
The Durban Port experienced the devastating
April floods which caused major disruption to
operations due to the container terminals being
inaccessible to trucks. The Port Feeder Barge
is independent from quayside equipment and
can be used to move containers from different
handling facilities shifted from road to waterway.
Compared to trucking, the Port Feeder Barge
does not cause any additional work for the
deep-sea terminal. Instead of carrying a
container to the pick-up area for the trucks a
terminal vehicle carries it to any quayside zone

in terminal’s option. The key element of the
worldwide unique Port Feeder Barge concept is
its own full-scale container crane.
The internationally patented Port Feeder
Barge concept is a self-propelled container
pontoon with a capacity of 168 teu (completely
stowed on the weather deck), equipped with
its own state-of-the-art heavy-duty container
crane mounted on a high column. The crane
is equipped with an automatic spreader,
retractable from 20ft to 45ft, including a turning
device. A telescopic over height frame is carried
along on-board. The barge is of double-ended
configuration, intended to make it extremely
flexible in connection with the sideward
mounted crane. Due to the wide beam of the
vessel no operational (stability) restrictions for
the crane shall occur. The crane has a capacity
of 40 tons under the spreader, at an outreach
of 27 m (maximum outreach - 29 m). The
unique vessel is equipped with two electrically
driven rudder propellers at each end in order
to achieve excellent manoeuvrability and the
same speed in both directions. While half of
the containers are secured by cell guides, the
other half is not, enabling the vessel to carry
also containers in excess of 40 ft as well as any
over dimensional boxes. The vessel shall fulfil
the highest environmental standards. A dieselelectric engine plant with low exhaust emissions
has been chosen to supply the power either for
propulsion or crane operation. The vessel can
be operated by a minimum crew of three. SORJ

DELIVERING INTEGRATED SYNERGIES
FOR GLOBAL POSSIBILITIES
Sembcorp Marine is an integrated brand offering one-stop engineering solutions to the offshore, marine and energy industries.
We focus on four key capabilities: Rigs & Floaters; Repairs & Upgrades; Offshore Platforms; and Specialised Shipbuilding.
As a global solutions provider, we deploy the best assets and competencies from across our worldwide operations to take on
projects of any scale and in any location. With this flexibility, we can help you realise possibilities in the fast-changing and
increasingly complex business environment.
For more details, visit www.sembmarine.com.
Sembcorp Marine. Integrated Synergies, Global Possibilities.

Sandock Austal
designs new containerhandling barge
South Africa’s Sandock Austral Shipyards has
added a new tool to its maritime arsenal that
is set to revolutionise the way containers are
handled in South Africa’s ports - ultimately
leading to less road congestion and faster
turnaround times for imports and exports. The
internationally patented, German designed selfpropelled and self-sustained Port Feeder Barge
is set to solve a host of challenges experienced
by South African ports as it can be deployed at
a moment’s notice to wherever it is needed and

An artist’s impression of the new PFB

Sembcorp Marine Ltd 80 Tuas South Boulevard, Singapore 637051. Tel: (65) 6265 1766 Fax: (65) 6261 0738
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Bellona and
Jotun to develop
industry standard
A new international effort initiated by Norway’s
Bellona and supported by Norway’s paint
manufacturer, Jotun and other leading
companies in the maritime industry, aims to
develop an industry standard for proactive hull
cleaning to tackle the global biofouling issue.
The build-up of marine life on ships’ hulls,
known as biofouling, is an age-old problem
for ship operators and the shipping industry.
Severe underwater biofouling slows the affected
ship and can increase its fuel consumption by
as much as 40%, boosting already high CO2
emissions.
And biofouling doesn’t just slow down
ships. The accumulation of marine life may
cause the spread of invasive aquatic species
in environments they’re transported to,
affecting biodiversity, ecosystem health and
the livelihoods of coastal communities across
the globe. It’s something that regulators, ship
operators, port authorities and conservation
bodies are increasingly concerned about.
There are, of course, other collaborations
and initiatives that seek to tackle the
biofouling issue, but Skarbø points out the
CHI is unique in the sense that it is addressing
proactive cleaning issues. She says regulatory
inconsistencies worldwide create a major
barrier to ship operators wanting to manage
biofouling proactively, and for in-water
cleaning (IWC) providers operating in multiple
locations. Compounded by the absence of
any international regulation or standard for
hull cleaning, today there is no international
regulating body for ports and anchorages where
IWC takes place. Local biofouling and/or IWC
management guidelines vary hugely, if they exist
at all.
The launch event also shed more light
on biofouling management issues and
opportunities, the regulatory landscape and
discussions on the importance safe proactive
hull cleaning practices.
Angelika Brink, senior surface scientist at
Jotun, said that while the models may appear
to overestimate the amount and impact of
biofouling it is likely that the opposite is true,
and the impact of biofouling really is much
higher than even the predictions.
Showing a graph detailing Glofouling’s

New CII tool from Jotun

The CHI launch event included a panel debate
which shed light on biofouling management
issues and opportunities, the regulatory
landscape and discussions on the importance
safe proactive hull cleaning practices

study of impact of biofouling on emissions she
indicated a point on it and said many would
feel a 55% increase in GHG caused by just 1%
biofouling coverage is impossibly high. Brink
went on to cover the difficulties in quantifying
fouling coverage based on observation
particularly when different types of fouling were
present. Some theories and tests have shown
that it is not always the extent of coverage but
the type of coverage that matters and a single
large barnacle can have more impact on
performance than many smaller ones.
She concluded that actual data collected in
future would be improved by better correction
for environmental factors, better understanding
and estimation of coverage and types of
fouling and more knowledge of surface effect
interaction.

Norway’s Jotun has created a tool to calculate
the CII of individual vessels and project the
expected development in CII ratings based on
different anti-fouling coatings. The digital tool
will display options in a way that customers can
easily visualise. Alongside the new tool, Jotun
has published a paper that dispels the notion of
‘low friction’ coatings that can improve vessel
EEXI purely through theoretical calculations
and adjustments. The findings are supported by
vessel performance data analysed using the ISO
19030 standard.
The paper highlights those IMO guidelines
clearly state that the effect of low friction
coatings cannot be measured, calculated or
certified in isolation. In the case of a sea trial,
achieving low hull roughness requires the right
surface preparation and skilled application, and
not purely on choice of coating.
Should the vessel end up with an anti-fouling
that claims low friction but is not effective in
protecting the hull against biofouling, loss
in vessel speed, increased fuel consumption
and commercial consequences of poor CII
ratings will be costly for the shipowner. Even as
shipowners see EEXI compliance as the most
pressing need, decisions taken now on hull
coatings can significantly affect CII ratings for
the next few years. Hull coatings can make a
difference between a B- and an E- rating on
vessel’s CII.

Figure 1 - Carbon intensity factor over a five-year drydocking
period for different hull protection solutions
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Figure 2 - Carbon Intensity correlation of three different
sister vessels using available hull performance data

Taking a 388,000 dwt bulk carrier with a
momentary A-rated efficiency on leaving
drydock, the choice of anti-fouling for that dry
docking will lead to very different scenarios. On
a market average anti-fouling, the vessel’s CII
rating shows an annual deterioration, falling
short of its required CII by the end of the fourth
year.
A premium anti-fouling keeps the vessel
within regulatory expectations, while an ultrapremium anti-fouling with proactive cleaning
delivers the best CII rating - much stricter
requirements by the fifth year being the reason
for the change from A- to B-rating.
The projection is supported by evidence from
three sisterships with consistent operational
profiles. Performance data analysed using
the ISO 19030 standard for measuring hull
& propeller performance and compared with
fuel consumption records confirms the drastic
change in CII ratings over time due to the use
of lower quality anti-foulings. Biofouling growth
adds significant frictional resistance to hulls, thus
burning more fuel and releasing more carbon
dioxide.
In Figure 1, the improvements from
drydocking effect of cleaning, blasting and
recoating the hull alone are insufficient to get
an improvement beyond the D rating band.
The vessel needs significant retrofits and further
optimisations to improve its efficiency to an A
rating. These can cost upwards of hundreds of
thousands of dollars in equipment upgrade, or
opportunity cost in reduced cargo load. With a
lower quality, average anti-fouling, this newlygained A-rate efficiency is only momentary. As
biofouling catches hold, it deteriorates to a C
by the end of the third year, D by the fourth, and
E by the fifth. A poor decision on anti-foulings
practically negates the CII improvements

expected from major investments in other
aspects of vessel efficiency.

Over 30 vessels in 2021
coated with Ecospeed
Over the last year the Ecospeed coating system
was applied on the scrubber pipes, outlets and
diffusers of over 30 vessels. This demonstrates
that Ecospeed is not only the best option for the
underwater hull of a ship but can also be used
for a wide range of other purposes. The result is
a lasting, non-toxic protection against corrosion,
cavitation and mechanical damage.

Because of the tight regulations on emissions
in the shipping industry, the installation of
an exhaust scrubber system has become
increasingly widespread. This unfortunately has
also led to an increase of corrosion damage on
scrubber pipes and outlets which results in water
ingress in the engine room, ballast tanks and
cargo holds.
Ecospeed, however, is highly chemically
resistant. Using the coating to protect the
exterior outlets as well as the interiors of
scrubbers will prevent corrosion damage and
the resulting consequences. Ecospeed fits in
seamlessly with the environmental idea behind
scrubber systems. It is a lasting, chemically
resistant coating that will withstand the
hazardous pollutants and protect the scrubbers
for the lifetime of the vessel.
If an existing scrubber suffers corrosion
damage, it is not too late to fix it. Subsea
Industries’ sister company Hydrex regularly
replaces scrubber overboard pipes. This is
done on-site without the ship needing to go
to drydock. In all cases the new pipes are
protected with Ecospeed. If no welding work
needs to be carried out in close proximity to
the coated area, the new pipes are coated in
advance. If this is not an option, Ecospeed is
applied after the new pipe is installed. Pipes
can also be replaced pre-emptively. If a pipe
starts to corrode, a leak is just a matter of time.
By performing the replacement before the leak
occurs, a costly, unscheduled repair can be
avoided.

Ecospeed application on scrubber outlet
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Several benefits make Ecospeed the perfect
choice to protect scrubbers:
• The coating system is highly chemically
resistant. Taking into account the nature of the
process taking place inside the scrubber, this is
essential for our customers.
• Ecospeed lasts the lifetime of a vessel.
No repaints will need to be scheduled during
future dockings of the ship. This saves time and
money.
It is a true biocide-free solution. The coating is
100% toxin-free and that there is no negative
effect on the water quality or the marine
environment at any point of its application or
use.

KSS contract for NPM
KSS Line has applied Nippon Paint Marine’s
(NPM) FASTAR coating to the hulls of a pair of
LPG tankers, becoming the first South Korean
shipowner to apply the novel nano-type antifouling paint to existing tonnage. The gas and
chemical tanker operator applied a FASTAR
I system to the 78,000 m3 VLGC Gas Power
during a scheduled drydocking in February at
Sembcorp Marine’s Admiralty shipyard.
The application followed the success of the
coating on KSS Line’s 84,000 m3 capacity Gas
Star, which was applied in December 2021
at the Yeosu Ocean shipyard in Gwangyang
Bay, South Korea. In both cases, FASTAR I
replaced NPM’s popular A-LF-Sea 150 product
on the vessels’ flat bottom and vertical sides,
representing the first commercial reference for
the new coating not only on a Korean-owned
ship but also a LPG tanker.
With a 20% to 30% increase in drydockings
world-wide over the past 12 months, largely
due to shipowners installing systems capable
of meeting new environmental regulations, the
coatings company says FASTAR can support
shipowners’ sustainability goals.
FASTAR is a two-coat, self-polishing
copolymer anti-fouling paint that uses
hydrophilic and hydrophobic nano-sized silyl
acrylate components to precisely control the
release of biocides – the active agents that
target marine biofouling.
NPM expects more vessels in KSS Line’s
31-strong fleet to adopt a FASTAR system
at scheduled drydockings during this year.
Excluding these new applications, the marine
coatings pioneer has to date supplied antifouling systems to the petrochemical carriers
Duke Chemist, E Chemist, Falcon Chemist, and

The Basaran Bayrak under construction in Turkey’s Ceksan Shipyard

the gas tankers Gas Quantum, Gas Utopia and
Gas Venus.

Turkish award for APC
USA-based ship tank coating manufacturer
Advanced Polymer Coatings (APC) has won a
new deal to supply two new chemical tankers
being built in Turkey. APC Global Marine
Manager, Captain Onur Yildirim, said its Turkish
division begins work this month applying APC’s
MarineLINE coating system on the projects. The
new build vessels are the 8,000 dwt Basaran
Bayrak (NB 80) a chemical/oil tanker being
built for the Ceksan shipowner at its Ceksan
Shipyard in Tuzla and the 6,000 dwt (NB 68)
Sedat Basak, a tanker being built for Turkish
shipowner Atako Shipping and its partner

NPM has supplied FASTAR for
application to KSS Line’s Gas Star
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Nakkas Shipping at the Gisan shipyard also in
Tuzla.
Captain Yildirim said APC won the latest
deals due to having a committed long-term
presence in Turkey combined with the quality
of MarineLINE and its broad range of benefits.
“The low absorption characteristics and highly
glossy surface of MarineLINE allow operators
to reduce overall tank cleaning times, which
in turn help reduce fuel consumption and
GHG emissions associated with hot water
production. This, together with the cargo
versatility and flexibility that MarineLINE offers
over its competitors, is giving us a real edge.
What we mean by versatility is ease of cleaning
between different cargoes, meaning operators
can switch grades more frequently and easily,
with significantly less risk of cross contamination.
These are key advantages in the chemical
tanker market, where vessels can be expected to
transport a wide variety of chemicals.”
The latest Turkish jobs follow another new
deal for APC with Chinese shipowner Shandong
to supply a fleet of 50,000 dwt medium range
tankers to be chartered by Shell as part of its
Shell Project Solar programme.
APC grew its maritime sales by 40% in 2021
with 56 ships coated equating to over 750,000
m2 of MarineLINE applied. APC reports it
now accounts for more than 12% of the
global cargo tank coating market. Exports are
underpinning APC’s growth with key markets
including China, the Gulf, Croatia, as well as
Turkey. SORJ

H

ydrex offers turnkey underwater repair solutions
to shipowners wherever and
whenever they are needed.
Hydrex’s multidisciplinary team
will help you find the best solution for any problem encountered with your ship below the
water line. We will immediately
mobilize our diver/technicians

to carry out necessary repair
work without the need to drydock.
Hydrex performs complex permanent underwater repairs to thrusters, propellers, rudders, stern tube
seals and damaged or corroded
hulls. By creating drydock-like
conditions around the affected

area we can carry out these operations in port or at anchor.
All the projects we undertake are
engineered and carried out in close
cooperation with the customer and
any third party suppliers, relieving
the customer of all the hassle of
coordination, planning and supervision.

Phone: + 32 3 213 5300 (24/7)
E-mail: hydrex@hydrex.be

www.hydrex.be
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A Wärtsilä diver in action

Wärtsilä Underwater
Services expanding
its network
Wärtsilä Underwater Services, part of Wärtsilä’s
Shaft Line Services, acquired Holland’s Trident
BV during 2018 to strengthen its portfolio.
Specialising in shiprepairs and maintenance, the
company is a leading world-wide provider of
commercial diving services. The headquarters
of this division is in the Dutch port of Teneuzen,
close to Antwerp and Rotterdam. All the
technicians and equipment are based at this
location, but underwater operations are carried
out on a world-wide basis. According to William
Winters, Managing Director of this division, “We
follow the ship”.
“No matter where we are asked to perform
work, we put equipment and a team of divers
on an airplane and deal with the problem. We
have a manned service station in Livorno, Italy,
especially for the cruise market, and offices in
Barcelona, Valencia and Las Palmas. We do
have plans for expansion into Southeast Asia
and the US. These plans have been put on the
back-burner during the COVID pandemic but
we will be looking at these locations soon.

“Last year (2021) was a record year for us – in
terms of projects. We had an extreme example
of our commitment with a project on-board
a ship in Japan. The team had to quarantine
when they arrived in Japan, then joined the
ship for a voyage to Malaysia and then had to
quarantine again prior flying home. It was a
two-day job, but the time was extended by the
need to quarantine.
“Our client base is mainly European
– Germany being one of our most
successful areas. The large German
containership companies, such as CPO
Containerschiffreederei, which operates a fleet

William Winters
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of over 50 ships, is a regular repeat customer,
and Hapag-Lloyd use our services. Maersk is
also a regular user of our services. We have
recently had a three-ship project (back-to-back)
involving ships from three different companies,
the work carried out on the Atlantic side of the
Panama Canal. We have also been in South
Korea during recent weeks.
“Although, obviously, we have competition
on a world-wide basis, as is the case with all
the other companies involved in this market,
we combine on some occasions so that we
can offer our client base the best solution to
whatever problems arise. They are competition
but also colleagues. We have a long-term
workforce of roughly 50 – 60, based in our
offices world-wide, all of which can be sent
throughout the world.
“As we have built our world-wide network,
many more shipowners/managers have
become accessible, and we are continuing to
concentrate on offering our services on a worldwide basis. Being part of the Wärtsilä Group
of companies, has allowed us to progress.,
especially with the larger clients. This had led to
some larger projects over recent years.
“The current problem for shipowners/
managers is scrubber overboard repairs. We
have some experience with this type of repair
work involving the cruise industry. We have
carried out a number of such repairs on-board
cruiseships throughout the world. We have
come up with the idea of tailored inserts, which
are manufactured of mild steel, and which
can be welded on the ships’ hull. We have
already successfully used this method on several
projects.

Ferry work for Hydrex
When the vertical side of TESO’s ferry
Texelstroom was damaged during storm Eunice,
a leak in the ballast water tank prevented the
ship from sailing. Because this happened at the
start of a busy school vacation period, it was
essential that a fast on-site solution was found
to keep the downtime for the ship as short as
possible.
Hydrex was asked by TESO to find a way to
repair the damage the ship had suffered during
the storm. Because no drydock was available
on such short notice, the operation needed to
be performed while the vessel stayed afloat.
Another important factor was the timeframe.
Downtime needed to be kept to the absolute

minimum so that Texelstroom could get back to
ferrying passengers between Den Helder and
Texel as soon as possible.
Finding on-site solutions and saving time are
two things Hydrex has specialised in for almost
50 years now. Their Technical Department
proposed installing an open-top cofferdam over
the damaged hull plating. This would allow
the diver/technicians to access the affected
area and perform the needed repairs in dry
conditions.
As soon as the proposal was accepted,
Hydrex put everything in motion to start the
operation. At this point they also contacted
the Classification Society and stayed in
communication with them throughout the entire
operation. The cofferdam was constructed at the
company’s fast response centre in Antwerp the
very next day. Hydrex also ordered the certified
steel for the new insert plate.
The Hydrex team arrived in the port of
Texel with the cofferdam and all the needed
equipment. The repair started with a detailed
inspection of the damage from both sides of the
hull. In consultancy with the superintendent of
the ferry and the surveyor from the classification
society it was agreed to install an insert repair
measuring 1,500 mm x 700 mm. The team
then installed the open-top cofferdam over
the damage and created a dry environment in
which to work. They cut away the old plating
and installed the new insert. Hydrex secured the
insert with a certified weld both from inside the
vessel and inside the cofferdam.
Ultrasonic testing was performed by an
independent inspector and the repair was
approved by the classification society as
permanent. On Sunday morning, the cofferdam
was removed, and a final leakage test was
successfully conducted. This concluded the
operation. Throughout the entire operation the
Hydrex Technical Department was in very good
communication with the superintendent, the
class surveyor and everyone involved. The teams
worked in shifts around the clock. This allowed
them to complete the actual repair in just two
days.
Recently a Hydrex diver/technician team
carried out an underwater stern tube seal repair
on a container ship berthed in Algeciras. The
ship was suffering from an oil leak, making an
on-site repair necessary. Using a Hydrex flexible
mobdock, the team was able to carry out the
entire operation on-site and underwater, saving
the owner an expensive and time-consuming
trip to drydock.

The Texelstroom
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Last month a Hydrex team replaced the bow
thruster of a 191 m ro/ro vessel during her
stop in Rotterdam. Using one of the company’s
workboats, the diver/technicians carried out
the operation on-site. The team mobilised to
the ship’s location on the workboat loaded
with all the needed equipment. After the team
set up a monitoring station, the divers started
the operation with a detailed inspection of the
bow thruster and tunnel. In the meantime, initial
preparations were made in the bow thruster
engine room for the removal of the unit so that
there would be no ingress of water once it was
taken out.
Hydrex has also recently carried out a double
underwater stern tube seal repair on a ro/ro
ship berthed in Port of Burnie, Tasmania. The
ship was suffering from an oil leak, making
an on-site repair necessary. Using two flexible
mobdocks simultaneously the team was able
to carry out the entire operation on-site and
underwater, saving the owner an expensive and
time-consuming trip to drydock.
After arriving on-site, the diving team first
set up a monitoring station next to the vessel.
The operation then started with a thorough
underwater inspection of the stern tube seal
assemblies. After the inspection the divers
cleaned the assemblies and installed both
flexible mobdocks. By doing this they created a
dry underwater environment so that they could
work in drydock-like conditions.
The exact same procedure was followed
on both stern tube seal assemblies. The split
ring was first disconnected and brought to the
surface to be cleaned. After cleaning the entire
assembly, the Hydrex divers removed the first

Propspeed has announced that has partnered
with Marine Protection Systems

Underwater Repair
seal and replaced it with a new one which was
then bonded. This was done in co-operation
with the supervising OEM technician. The
procedure was repeated with the other three
seals. A successful operation was concluded
with leakage tests, the removal of the flexible
mobdocks and the reinstallation of the rope
guards.
Despite the remote location of the ro/ro
vessel, the Hydrex technical department was
able to make all practical logistic arrangements
and organise a mobilisation of the equipment
very swiftly. In the recent past they have carried
out several operations in Australia, including
repairs on this ro/ro ship’s sister vessel.
Because all the required material is ready
to be transported at all times, no time was lost
making preparations. This allowed for a timely
arrival of the team in Tasmania with everything
needed to successfully complete the job. With
Hydrex organising everything from start to finish,
the owner did not have to worry about making
any arrangements for the repair. After the seals
had been successfully replaced, the vessel could
sail to her next stop free of oil leaks.

Propspeed partners
with MPS
Propspeed has announced that it has partnered
with Marine Protection Systems (MPS) to
educate and provide innovative solutions to
prevent corrosion and minimise damage to
vessels and the marine biosphere.
The insulative properties of Propspeed
combined with correct anode solutions greatly
improve efficiencies, reducing fuel burn and
operational costs, while also minimising the
environmental impact that corrosion and
coating loss has on the oceans. Propspeed and
MPS have teamed up to produce a Corrosion
Protection Tank where they will show the
relationship and performance of various anodes
and coatings.
“Our team is continually developing key
partnerships in tangential technologies to help
our boating customers better understand how
our products and other products they choose
work together to protect their underwater
assets,” said Chris Baird, CEO, Propspeed.
“While our product line is known for eliminating
the adhesion of marine growth, it is also
an excellent corrosion inhibitor. This new
partnership will demonstrate the importance
of selecting your anodes at the same time as
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selecting your underwater coatings. This is
going to be a very informative demonstration.”
“We have worked towards establishing
a reputation as a market leader in the
manufacturer of anode technology and other
vessel infrastructure that improves cathodic
protection and efficiencies,” said Jess Gatt,
General Manager, Marine Protection Systems.
“Propspeed’s very knowledgeable staff is
excellent at educating their customers on the
benefits of Propspeed. Since their products work
hand-in-hand with ours, we believe that they are
the perfect partners to collaborate with.”
In the face of growing environmental
sensitivity among groups worldwide, non-toxic
alternatives to zinc are being sought. At the
forefront of this change, a massive educational
drive is being conducted by Marine Protection
Systems, the manufacturer of innovative anode
technology - Maddox Anode. With great
efficiencies being achieved from a unique
design, the Maddox Anode has proven to be
the best choice for shaft drive cruisers or the
protection of just stainless-steel components like
swim platforms and trim tabs. Vessels protected
with Maddox results in significantly less growth,
excellent coating performance and longevity
with no environmentally toxic components.
Propspeed products include Propspeed
for running gear and any underwater metals,
foulfree for transducers and Lightspeed for
underwater lighting.

Customized blanks*

Sea Chest Covers
Cofferdams
Plugs
Magnetic and non-magnetic Miko Plaster®

Miko Anchor Magnets*

upto 2000 kg

* Installed by divers or ROV

mikomarine.com

Hull cleaning by Armach
Armach was launched in November 2021
to capitalise on Belgium’s Greensea’s
digital expertise to offer an industry-leading
subscription model, proactive and robotic hull
cleaning system using autonomy, intelligence
and data fusion.
Part of the company’s USP is the HSR itself
as it’s a disruptive technology in hull cleaning,
being man-portable at fewer than 30 kgs
and around 86 cm long, greatly reducing
deployment costs and increasing convenience.
This Smaller, Smarter, Better robot was recently
launched for its first in-water trials at Plymouth,
Massachusetts marking an important milestone
in making proactive in water cleaning a viable
solution for fuel saving and optimised ship
performance.
James Truman, Armach’s VP of Engineering
says, “My favourite job in this industry is working
on next-generation systems. The team learns
so much in the development and testing of
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The Armach in-water robotic cleaning system

a product for a new application but once a
vehicle is sufficiently functional then the pace of
design evolution slows dramatically. Designing
the next generation, once you have a good
understanding of the requirements and have
developed proven key components, is an
amazing opportunity.”
The original prototypes consisted of offthe-shelf navigation systems, a custom crawler
skid, and a separate ROV all bolted together,
but as James explains, there were more
efficient ways of integrating this equipment
in the finalised vehicle, “It worked well in the
prototypes but was expensive and clunky. For
the purpose-built Armach HSR we stripped out
a lot of the structural and electrical overhead
from the prototypes. That gave us a smaller,
lighter, and more streamlined vehicle that can
operate in faster water currents and on lower
friction coatings. We’ve tested extensively to
minimise hull-coating impact and will continue
accelerated life testing and design iteration to
ensure long term reliability.”
Greensea has enormous experience in
intelligent control systems for underwater robots,
indeed this is how Armach came into being.
The vehicle is purpose built around the state
of the art in miniaturised navigation sensors.
Greensea’s OPENSEA fuses a navigation
solution from the myriad sensors and provides
rock-solid vehicle control.
For the HSR vehicle, Armach designed and
is producing the electro-mechanical drive
and cleaning components in-house because

it needed not only high power-density and
unique packaging but also precision control
and feedback. This bespoke approach
pays dividends when it comes to in-water
usability and control, along with the quality
of the hull data fed back, “The resulting
performance driving on a hull as well as the
free-flying stability are amazing. The networked
architecture and SAFEC2 functionality mean
we can monitor or control the vehicles from
anywhere in the world,” adds James.
Armach offers shipowners a proactive,
autonomous in-water robotic cleaning solution.
The company’s ‘Robot as a Service’ solution
simply offers shipowners a constantly clean hull
and following each cleaning operation provides
an accurate georeferenced hull condition
survey. The technology is not coating specific
and is based on a state-of-the-art system,
powered by Greensea’s autonomy, intelligence
and data fusion technologies. Armach’s
business model provides cleaning robots to
ships, ports, harbours and established service
providers on a monthly subscription basis.

technical seminar between the Royal Navy and
the French Navy, ECOsubsea’s solutions have
been introduced to the French Navy, based on
the positive results arising from the UK.
On the French Navy side, the opportunity
came to experiment ECOsubsea’s hull-cleaning
robot on-board the aircraft carrier Charles de
Gaulle, which has an adapted hull profile, and
was available in early 2022. The Fleet Support
Service ordered Naval Group to clean the
PACDG with the ECOsubsea robot.
To do so, a control and measurement plan
has been discussed with the authorities of the
naval base, in order to ensure compliance
with environmental regulations, in particular
the absence of discharges into the sea.
Naval Group conducted the clean-up and
environmental validation study.
“This experiment demonstrated the absence
of environmental impact, as well as a highly
positive effect on the vessel’s performance,”
says Captain (Armament) Jean-Marc Quenez
from the SSF, “based on the experimentation’s C
outcome, systematisation of the periodic use of
such a robot to keep the hulls clean is under M
consideration.”
Y
ECOsubsea´s CEO, Tor Østervold added,
“It has been great to collaborate with the FrenchCM
Navy and Naval Group on increasing the
MY
Naval fleet’s preparedness, while decreasing
CY
dramatically the air and sea’s environmental
impact. It is encouraging to see that the French CMY
Navy is not only protecting its nation and allies,
K
but also showing leadership in protecting the
environment.”
Naval Group technical experts in charge of
this first cleaning operation in Toulon, Eudes
Peronneaud and Philippe Ventos, says, “This
successful experimental action opens an
effective way to deal with coatings exposed to
hot waters during long periods of navigation
between dry-dock and regain vessel speed and
consumption performances.” SORJ

CONTACT RANDIVE FOR ALL YOUR DIVING NEEDS
24 HOUR SERVICE - SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
TEL: +1 (732) 324-1144
FAX: +1 (732) 324-1555
EMAIL: DIVINGSERVICES@RANDIVE.COM

French naval
work for ECOsubsea
The UK´s Royal Navy has already used
ECOsubsea’s services in Southampton,
Plymouth and Portsmouth through a testing
period in 2021 with encouraging results. In a
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carrier Charles de Gaulle
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Wärtsilä opens
its latest STH
During last week, Finland’s Wärtsilä
Corporation opened its €250m highlyimpressive new technology centre, the
Sustainable Technology Hub (STH), in Vaasa,
Finland. The new centre will contribute to
efforts to advance the global decarbonisation
of marine and energy by fostering innovation,
collaboration, and the development of green
technologies using sustainable fuels and digital
technologies. The STH is designed to allow
Wärtsilä to meet IMO’s carbon-free targets by
the year 2050.
This is important as many ships now being
ordered and built will have to meet these new
requirements and Wärtsilä believe that the
move towards alternative fuels during ships’
lifetime will be affected.
The new STH will allow Wärtsilä to have
much-needed conversations with shipowners/
managers to help in the move toward their
fleets being compliant within the necessary time
frame. Wärtsilä is keen to point out that this
applies not only to owners/managers of large
fleets, but also the smaller companies, which
operate fewer ships.
“The speed at which the marine and energy
industries are moving to meet decarbonisation
goals is accelerating. The STH, a world-leading
centre for research, innovation, engineering

and manufacturing, marks the start of a
new era for Wärtsilä. By taking advantage
of innovative technologies that already exist
today - we can speed up the development of
future-proof engines capable of running on
sustainable fuels. We can now demonstrate
that a carbon neutral future is achievable,” says
Håkan Agnevall, President and CEO of Wärtsilä
Corporation.
Wärtsilä already has engines operating on
carbon neutral fuels. This year the company
released its Wärtsilä 32 Methanol engine to the
market, and within 2023 an ammonia concept
will be ready. A hydrogen concept is expected to
be available in 2025.
The first order for a methanol-fuelled engine
has already been received from Holland’s Van
Oord for a new Offshore Wind Installation
Vessel (WIV) being built at Yantai CIMC
Raffles shipyard in China. This vessel will be
powered by five Wärtsilä 32 engines capable of
operating with methanol.
Wartsila has a long experience with LNGfuelled vessels; Stena Line’s ro/pax ferry Stena
Germanica was converted to LNG fuel (one
of the first) in 2015. One of the latest orders
for such ships received by Wärtsilä was Brittany
Ferries’ latest ro/pax ferry, Salamanca, for
which Wärtsilä has signed a 10-year service
agreement. The vessel operates on the
Portsmouth (UK) to Bilbao (Spain) service.
The construction of the new STH was
announced in 2018. It features a modern fuel
laboratory, flexible technology and engine

Wärtsilä’s very impressive Sustainable Technology Hub (STH) in Vaasa, Finland
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testing facilities, as well as a state-of-theart production system with a high level of
automation. The centre employs some 1,500
people under one roof, providing operational
efficiency as well as a reduced carbon footprint
in logistics. The centre has advanced energy
recovery systems that enable self-sufficiency for
heat energy. With the expansion of sustainable
fuels, the STH is a cornerstone for achieving the
company’s 2030 target for carbon neutrality in
its own operations.
Innovation and the development of service
solutions will be an important part of STH’s
output. A new, modern Wärtsilä Land & Sea
Academy training centre, Customer Expertise
Centres for remote operational support,
predictive maintenance solutions, and the
development of new digital innovations play a
central role in supporting customers to optimise
their operations throughout the life cycle of their
assets, and to accelerate their decarbonisation
journey.
The centre also acts as a global ecosystem
of collaboration by inviting customers, partner
companies and academia to incubate, test
and validate ideas. One major collaboration
showcase is the Wasaline’s ro/pax ferry
Aurora Botnia. Wärtsilä and Wasaline have
closely co-operated to establish this vessel as
one of the world’s most energy efficient and
environmentally sustainable passenger ferries.
The collaboration continues with the vessel
used as a floating testbed for Wärtsilä’s future
innovations. It is equipped with Wärtsilä’s
most technologically advanced solutions and
services. The ferry operates between Finland
and Sweden and operates out of the ‘green’
port of Vaasa.
Talking to Roger Holm, Head of Wärtsilä
Marine Power, during the inauguration
ceremony of the Vaasa STH, he told SORJ, “I
believe that ammonia is going to be a viable
alternative fuel in the not so distant future. We
have been running our engines on Methanol
since 2015, so we have that experience.
Methanol is very easy to handle on-board a
ship and it takes a bit less space. So, we know
methanol.
“For sure, ammonia will come soon and we
are currently testing a lot on this fuel. There are
a few hotspots for the use of ammonia – the
Norwegian offshore industry being a prime
example. Although ammonia is now available
in many ports throughout the world – it is not
‘green’ ammonia. The key issue with both
methanol and ammonia is that it has to be
available today, but in the fossil version. It will
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Wärtsilä supports
Eastaway Ship
Management

Roger Holm

have to be available using renewable electricity.
So ‘green’ versions will have to become
available.
“In Norway, decarbonisation is being pushed
by the Norwegian Government, therefore fuel
supply is being ramped up. This is not yet a
global movement. There are clear incentives
from the Norwegian Government for the
offshore industry to operate in a ‘greener’ way.
The only way to achieve this is by the use of
‘green’ fuels. For global players the need for the
supply infrastructure is essential. The kick start
for this is for these global players to arrange the
supply themselves.
“With regard to conversion to LNG fuel,
here at Wärtsilä, we have the technology and
the capability of carrying out such refit work
for both four- and two-stroke engines. On
the four-stroke market, the need to have the
preparations on-board the vessel, such as tanks,
fuel supply system, etc., is the first step. It is
feasible to complete the conversion, but without
these preparations it becomes difficult. Wärtsilä
can handle the complete project, including the
tanks, fuel supply and the engines. We have
already completed some projects in the fourstroke versions.
“We also have the capability of converting
two-stroke engines to LNG fuel. No such
projects have so far been completed by
Wärtsilä. When we look at the smaller twostroke requirement for newbuildings, we can
look at an alternative of supplying four-stroke
units. It is not just the fuel that will determine this
question of alternatives – the flexibility needed to
stay on the CII curve, added technology will be
required. A four-stroke hybrid system gives far
more flexibility for the future.”

Finland’s Wärtsilä is supporting Eastaway Ship
Management in reaching its decarbonisation
targets by providing Power Limitation Solutions
for six vessels. The solutions will improve the
vessels’ Energy Efficiency Existing Ship Index
(EEXI) rating in line with requirements coming
into force in 2023.
Wärtsilä will provide its new Wärtsilä Shaft
Power Limitation (ShaPoLi), together with a
propulsion system control upgrade for six
container vessels equipped with Wärtsilä
controllable pitch propellers (CPPs). The
upgrades effectively limit the shaft power during
normal operation, regardless of the power train
combination and control system arrangements.
“Decarbonisation is at the heart of the
maritime industry’s focus at this time. This new
Wärtsilä ShaPoLi system will certainly help us
at Eastaway as we work towards this goal.
We have worked with Wärtsilä earlier and
we have great respect for its experience and
expertise,” says Capt. R.S. Minhas, Managing
Director of Fleet Management, Eastaway Ship
Management.
“EEXI requirements pose a new challenge to
ship owners who need to choose the best way
to comply with upcoming regulation. Our Power
Limitation Solutions represent one of the most
suitable and advanced choices to ultimately

contribute to the maritime decarbonisation
journey,” says Giulio Tirelli, Director, Business
Development, Wärtsilä Marine Power.
The Wärtsilä ShaPoLi can be installed without
the need for drydocking. Typically, installation
can be carried out during cargo loading and
can be completed in as little as three days,
including sea trials.
The Wärtsilä Shaft Power Limitation is part of
a recently launched range of Power Limitation
Solutions which are designed to help vessels
comply with the upcoming EEXI regulations. The
other solutions include Engine Power Limitation
for 4-stroke engines, Engine Power Limitation
for 2-stroke engines and Power Limitation
dedicated to diesel-electric installations.

7

Shipyards:
Malta
Messina
Naples
Rijeka
Ancona
Savona
Marseille

17

Docks:

up to VLCC

Accelleron’s work
with shipowners
Norway’s Odfjell is continuing its road to
minimising its environmental impact, and
the company selected 49,466 dwt chemical
tanker Bow Sun for initial upgrades. Odfjell
started its journey by changing the design of
Bow Sun’s propeller, cutting performance in a
bid to decrease fuel consumption and lower
emissions. ABB Turbocharging (now called
Accelleron) then investigated ways to optimise
the engine to match new power demands.
Bringing Accelleron on-board to manage the
project meant that Odfjell could call on a huge
range of engineering expertise across multiple
areas.

palumbogroup.it
lenac.hr

A schematic of the Wärtsilä installation
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Identifying Odfjell’s specific needs and the
issues the company wanted to solve played a
big part in this project’s success. Implementing
major engine upgrades on ships is a huge
undertaking, generally involving multiple
stakeholders including turbocharger and engine
makers, classification societies and additional
companies or departments. With Accelleron’s
engineering and consulting services, however,
Odfjell only had to deal with a single
stakeholder for this specific engine upgrade
project.
Along with the upgraded propeller, Bow Sun
received a tailored engine re-tune designed
for low-load optimisation and to meet IMO
NOx classification. Accelleron modified the
engine’s shims, exhaust, fuel-cam position,
VIT parameters, cylinder liner insulation, and
upgraded turbocharger components including
the nozzle ring and compressor wheel.
The ability for Odfjell to deal with a single
point of contact at Accelleron while these
upgrades were carried out not only saved costs
for the customer, but it also saved time, with
all the necessary engineers on site at the dock
when required.
The upgrades provided and fitted by
Accelleron. For Odfjell, the comprehensive
engine upgrades include:
• Engineering for engine re-tuning including
turbocharger upgrade for low load optimisation
after propeller retrofit
• Engineering for IMO NOx recertification
• Specification of upgrade parts for
turbocharger, including nozzle ring, compressor
wheel and more
• Specification of upgrade parts for engine,
including shims, exhaust and fuel cam position,
VIT parameters, torsional vibration calculation
and cylinder liner insulation
• Complete documentation for recertification
(parent and member engine)
• Supervision of engine overhaul works
• Implementing the turbocharger upgrade
on-board
• Confirmation trial / Emission measurement
trial with final tuning
De-rating the engine for optimal power with the
new propeller, along with engine re-tuning and
turbocharger upgrades for optimal performance
has helped Odfjell to save money on operating
costs and to reduce emissions. CO2 emissions
have been cut by 3%, while NOx is down
by 20%, helping Bow Sun to maintain IMO
compliance and meeting IMO Tier I regulations.
The project is the perfect example of
how Accelleron can bring a wide range of
expertise together to respond to customer

The Bow Sun

requirements. Accelleron may be best known
for its turbochargers, but working closely
with newly acquired Tekomar, engineers are
also fully capable of adding an additional
layer of knowledge and providing far more
comprehensive solutions and all-in-one service
and upgrade packages.
The upgrades to Bow Sun have enabled
Odfjell to lower its environmental impact while
also saving a significant amount of money,
but this is just the starting point in its journey
to become greener. Bow Sun is one of eight
Poland vessels in the Odfjell fleet, and the
success of these overhauls means that Odfjell
will continue to partner with Accelleron over the
next few years to upgrade the remaining ships.
Accelleron’s own Tekomar already worked
closely with Odfjell to upgrade cylinder
lubrication systems with Tekomar CYLUBE. The
new version brings the known features and
proven technology of Tekomar CYLUBE for MC
(-C) and UEC engines to RTA / RT-flex engines
with a CLU3 lubricating system. The system also
removes the need to find the correct feed rate in
complicated diagrams, adjusting it in the RCS
parameters and using lubricator setting screws.
Tekomar CYLUBE S3 makes adjusting and
maintaining the feed rate a routine task, even
when changing fuel or load. A straightforward
user interface and consequent easy handling of
adjustments result in an optimised feed rate.
Odfjell has installed Tekomar CYLUBE S3 to
the Poland class vessels and achieved savings
of between 25% and 30% CLO on all eight
vessels. Six additional vessels with UEC engines
will be upgraded to Tekomar CYLUBE M within
this year.
Accelleron and Germany’s Hoppe Marine
have signed a partnership agreement which
will facilitate rapid on-board data collection for
Accelleron’s digital solutions used in dedicated
engine analysis. In particular, Tekomar XPERT
marine, Accelleron’s comprehensive digital suite
that delivers customers with powerful insights
into vessel’s hull and propeller performance,
as well as emissions tracking and forecasting,
will be further enhanced with continuous data
connectivity.
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Hoppe Marine has extensive experience with
data generating systems on-board, including
automation systems and sensors from different
suppliers. This data is delivered in a highly
structured and standardised way, and will
enable Accelleron to pre-populate the input
to Tekomar XPERT marine, thereby increasing
efficiency and effectiveness.
Hoppe Marine’s system infrastructure is
designed to enable the collection of data from a
wide range of on-board systems. This eliminates
the need for shipowners to install additional IoT
solutions on-board to provide data. This means
that high quality data analytics can be carried
out continuously, rather than being based on
ad-hoc engine readings.
Customers retain full control over their
vessels’ data, and operational signals can
be shared via ship-to-shore connectivity.
Furthermore, by having enhanced and
continuous readings to provide engine and
vessel insights, trends become quickly apparent
enabling any required actions to be promptly
taken. No cabling or wiring on-board ship is
required to connect the two systems.
Meanwhile, Accelleron and Danelec
Marine, a leading Voyage Data Recorder (VDR)
manufacturer and maritime Internet of Things
(IoT) infrastructure provider, have signed a
partnership agreement to offer a comprehensive
digital service that combines on-board data
collection with dedicated engine and vessel
analytics.
The joint solution delivers real time operating
data through the combined utilisation of
Accelleron’s Tekomar XPERT marine solution
and Danelec’s intelligent DanelecConnect
maritime IoT infrastructure. Tekomar XPERT
marine is a comprehensive digital suite that
provides emissions monitoring and powerful
insights into vessel performance, while
DanelecConnect delivers economic and
operational benefits from the advanced use of
ship data.
The fast availability of data from a vessel’s
systems, including the automation system, the
voyage data recorder, GPS, electronic chart
display and information system (ECDIS), the
gyro compass, the engine, propeller, automatic
identification system (AIS), and individual
sensors, delivered in a standardised and cybersecure manner, will be analysed via Tekomar
XPERT thereby enabling actionable insights
leading to efficiency improvements and cutting
additional downtime for maintenance or repairs
in port. No further on-board IoT infrastructure
is required, and no manual collection of data
from the systems is needed.

Service for
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The Nukumi

to other electrical solutions can be in the excess
of 5%, with equivalent fuel savings available.
Direct Drive Electric is also ‘future-proofed’ to
accommodate alternative energy sources, using
a DC hub - or ‘superdrive’ - to draw on main
engines or stored energy from zero emission
batteries and fuel cells, as required.

Berg Propulsion supplies
‘Laker’with direct drive
electric system

WinGD introduces
on-engine version of iCER
system and EPL

Emissions reductions have been confirmed for
the first ’laker’ to feature a diesel-electric drive
train, after the initial weeks in service of Canada
Steamship Lines’ new self-unloader Nukumi. The
vessel arrived in Halifax in time to take up duties
for the 2022 Great Lakes season complete with
patented Direct Drive Electric technology from
Berg Propulsion.
Built by China’s Chengxi Shipyard, the
delivery also marks a bulk carrier market debut
for Direct Drive Electric - an integrated solution
developed by Berg to make high efficiency
electric propulsion easier to adopt. The choice
reflects CSL’s commitment to sustainable
ship technology and aligns with Ministère
des Transports du Québec goals to improve
efficiency in transport. The 26,000 dwt Nukumi
is a single point loader developed by CSL in
collaboration with Windsor Salt to deliver deicing salt from Mines Seleine on Magdalens
Islands for use on roads across Quebec and
Newfoundland.
Frederic Jauvin, Vice-President, Global
Technical Services, CSL said that, compared
to its predecessor, the ship’s combination
of optimised hull form, electric propulsion
technology and Tier III diesel-electric engines
would cut greenhouse gases by 25% and other
pollutants by 80%. The propulsion solution will
also enhance manoeuvrability in the shallow
Magdalen Island channel.
The performance and sustainability gains of
electric propulsion are widely acknowledged,
especially when ships demand variable load
capabilities, but Berg believes the greater
simplicity direct drive solutions bring to the
marine market could prove decisive.
The removal of gears allows for shorter shaft
lines, fewer bearings and a smaller engine room
footprint, while very high torque meant the same
power could drive larger propellers, added
Nyberg.
Berg indicates that energy savings compared

Switzerland’s WinGD has introduced an onengine version of its popular iCER system,
enabling the emissions reduction technology
to be installed without impact on engine
footprint. The development is part of WinGD’s
commitment to making decarbonisation as
simple as possible for ship operators.
iCER is the first X-DF2.0 technology
introduced to further boost the emissions
performance and efficiency of the widely
deployed dual-fuel X-DF two-stroke engine
series. X-DF engines running on LNG already
offer a more than 20% reduction in greenhouse
gas emissions and a dramatic reduction in air
pollution compared to fuel oil. The addition
of iCER delivers a 50% reduction of methane

slip in gas mode. Combined with better fuel
efficiency, this reduces total greenhouse gas
emissions by up to 8% in gas mode. Running
on diesel, iCER improves the emissions
performance of X-DF engines by 6%.
The on-engine iCER offers the same
advantages while simplifying testing, building
and installation of the engine, as well as
reducing the engine room space needed for
emissions reduction equipment. The exhaust
gas cooler and all exhaust gas flow control
components are installed on the engine, offering
significant engine room design flexibility.
Dr. Rudolf Holtbecker, Executive Director of
Operations, WinGD said, “The iCER technology
is a vital component of our proven X-DF engine
portfolio that has a clear role in supporting the
marine industry’s transition to cleaner, greener
fuels and reducing the carbon footprint of a
vessel. This important addition to the choices
in our X-DF2.0 portfolio extends the benefits to
all shipyards and global engine builders with
an improved arrangement and a productionfriendly design for minimised manufacturing and
installation costs.”
On-engine iCER is initially available on
WinGD’s X72DF engines, which have become
the standard on modern LNG carriers.
Minimising methane slip on LNG tankers has an
added benefit for operators using their cargo as
fuel, allowing them to maximise the value of the

LNG delivered. The technology will be rolled
out to other models in the X-DF engine range.
The principle behind iCER, which stands
for intelligent control by exhaust recycling, is
to minimise emissions by regulating air and
exhaust gas flow. By cooling and recirculating
exhaust back to the engine, more gases
which can contribute to climate change
are combusted without escaping into the
atmosphere.
As well as reducing methane slip and total
greenhouse gas emissions, both on- and offengine iCER enable compliance with IMO’s
Tier III NOx limits, whether using LNG or diesel
fuels.
Meanwhile, WinGD has launched a
software-based Engine Power Limitation (EPL)
system to enable rapid and cost-effective
compliance with IMO’s EEXI regulations,
which enter into force next year. The solution
uses the engine control system to limit engine
power to meet EEXI design efficiency baselines
and includes a required emergency override
capability. It is applicable to all WinGD,
Wärtsilä and Sulzer X, X-DF, and RT-flex twostroke engines operating with UNIC or WECS9520 engine control systems.

Amid concerns over yard space as operators
rush to install EEXI compliance solutions,
WinGD’s EPL can be installed in a single port
stay with no engine downtime. WinGD has
established a strong global installation network
of engine experts, and authorised agents to
ensure vessels can secure EEXI compliance
without disrupting their planned voyage
schedule.
The EPL offering complements WinGD’s
solutions ecosystem of future fuel capability,
hybrid power, and digital optimisation to help
ship owners and operators choose the most
flexible, practical, and cost-effective route
towards decarbonisation.

Tru-Marine
introduce TruCare
Singapore’s Tru-Marine has announced the
commercial launch of TruCare - the marine
sector’s first-mover Turbocharger Anomaly
Detection and Predictive Maintenance-as-aService (PdMaaS) digital solution. Designed
for turbochargers on-board all ocean-going

vessels, TruCare is the result of a strategic
partnership between Tru-Marine, German
turbocharger maker Kompressorenbau
Bannewitz (KBB) and the Advanced
Remanufacturing and Technology Centre
(ARTC), a research institute under the Agency
for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR)
in Singapore.
This digital solution was developed through
the A*STAR-Tru-Marine joint lab. One of the
world’s top container shipping lines, Pacific
International Lines (PIL) has also been involved
for the successful pilot of TruCare on-board four
of its vessels to date.
The endorsement by KBB in the capacity of
a turbocharger manufacturer further synergises
the collaboration. The PdMaaS digital
application aims to meaningfully contribute to
the maritime innovation ecosystem, especially
in support of decarbonisation championed by
IMO, among other priorities.
TruCare can be fitted onto running engines
without mandatory modifications. Available
as a platform linking all end users and
service providers, KBB’s esteemed customers
and worldwide network of service partners
will be the first to be on-boarded to benefit

LINK marine and offshore instrumentation,
automation and controls

Dubai [Singapore – Philippines – Thailand]

YOUR GLOBAL CENTRE FOR MARINE AND OFFSHORE AUTOMATION
(ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, PNEUMATIC AND CALIBRATION)
MOU with MAN Energy Solutions Middle East LLC
Over 1250 main engine pneumatic remote control systems overhauled c/w supply of original repair kits
Agents for:
NABTESCO

 Marine Propulsion Bridge Maneuvering Systems
EVOQUA [Electrocatalytic]

 Chloropac®MGPS & CAPAC®ICCP
BRANNSTROM

 ODME, OWS 15ppm, MasterTrack (white box)
NORIS

 Alarm Monitoring and Control Systems
The new engine control system limits engine power to meet EEXI design
efficiency baselines and includes a required emergency override capability
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BMT SMART

 Engine performance and Hull stress monitoring
MacGREGOR (Ex-INTERSCHALT)

 Voyage Data Recorder

AQUAMETRO

 Viscosity & Density-Solutions for F/O applications
MACURCO

 Fixed gas & portable gas detection system

Office Tel (24/7): +971 4 365 9966
Email (24/7) : operations@linkmarine.ae, www.linkmarine.ae
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from the cutting-edge solution developed for
turbochargers.
TruCare aims to transform the technical
management of ocean-going vessels via an
intelligent, centralised predictive monitoring
system, and be one of the first movers in
the market today. Progressing from reactive
maintenance, the PdMaaS solution will set new
standards for the predictive maintenance of
turbochargers, using IoT technologies (edge
and cloud computing, machine learning
and digital twin) in equipment performance
monitoring and technical consultancy.
Key operational parameters will be
transmitted from ship-to-shore into a command
centre for real-time data analysis, using
machine learning algorithms and failure
models to monitor turbocharger performance,
predict failures and recommend maintenance
windows. By establishing correlations between
turbocharger performance and engine
parameters, the predictive ability of TruCare in
detecting anomalies and complex indications
for breakdowns helps pre-empt potential
operating issues before there is a crisis.
The system detects the possibility of a fault
and recommends service based on the actual
operating conditions on-board, or whenever the
need arises. Furthermore, TruCare differentiates
on its capability in predicting the Optimal Time
for Refurbishment/Overhaul of components,
thus extending the fixed maintenance schedules
– which as a result adhering to rigid service
intervals has been rendered unnecessary. This

Machinery Repairs
addresses the commonly occurring, premature
turbocharger failures and associated high costs
of emergency repairs, vessel downtime, off-hires
and delayed port calls.
Tru-Care is designed to improve the total
cost of ownership and asset management,
by reducing maintenance costs, downtime
and extending asset lifetime. Targeting the
challenges of under- and over- maintenance,
the digital solution puts control back into the
hands of ship owners, managers and operators,
to offer peace of mind through a controlled
overview of their monitored asset(s) and crew
performance.
TruCare will be made available as a platform
and ecosystem linking all service providers,
vessel owners, managers and operators for
the timely despatch of turbocharger MRO
service and spares – anytime and anywhere
in the world. Transiting to this ‘many-tomany’ business model, all end users of KBB
turbochargers will stand to benefit from the
synergies among all service providers in terms
of their proximity to vessel locations, speed
of response as well as advanced planning of
service and spares. Additionally, blockchain will
be used to track, trace and record the service
histories and movements of turbochargers and
the sub-components from manufacture and
repairs to logistics and smart contracts.
Covering every aspect of the MRO
chain, blockchain will simplify and expedite
tracking while enabling the secure sharing of
information between all stakeholders in the

The Tru-Marine and KBB teams
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value chain that include KBB as the original
equipment manufacturer, its global network
of authorised service providers, other logistics
suppliers, classification bodies, and insurance
surveyors. This addresses the current MROrelated challenges such as a lack of digital
records and global database, incomplete
and inaccurate data sharing as well as system
inconsistencies, inter alia.
The use of blockchain will bring all
stakeholders together towards improving
productivity and efficiency - hence significantly
reduce MRO costs for both providers and
end users. Savings will be derived from secure
data management that ensures privacy and
confidentiality, improved insights on service
intervals and inventory levels, and even
automated workflows with integration to our
customers’ internal systems.
James Loke, Group Chief Executive Officer,
Tru-Marine said, “TruCare is a disruptive
digitisation approach in managing asset
maintenance on-board vessels in a completely
different way. More importantly, it is our
response to the urgency of decarbonisation
imposed by world maritime and the Singapore
government’s raised climate ambition to
net zero by or around 2050. Tru-Marine is
committed to our ESG goal of carbon reduction
through component lifecycle extension,
remanufacturing and circular economy. In
addition to benefiting from the value add,
TruCare is an enabler for all vessel operators
to join us in contributing towards the circular
model for a more eco-efficient future.”
Dr Silvio Risse, Technical Director,
Kompressorenbau Bannewitz added, “TruCare
is the most beneficial way to link highly-efficient
turbocharger technology with decades of
turbocharger health and service knowledge.
Based on innovative health analysis algorithms
and a trendsetting service data management,
TruCare will support the vessel operator during
the whole turbocharger lifecycle on a new level
to keep control of maintanance needs and costs
of their equipment.”
Dr David Low, Chief Executive Officer,
Advanced Remanufacturing and Technology
Centre commented, “We are glad that
the A*STAR-Tru-Marine joint lab is bearing
outcomes that will help Tru-Marine to drive
business model innovation through the use of
technologies. Such public-private partnerships
enable local industry stalwarts like Tru-Marine
to co-create new and sustainable products and
services, seize new opportunities and move up
the value chain.”
Goh Chung Hun, General Manager (Fleet),

Fleet Division, PIL Singapore said, “At PIL,
we constantly explore innovative solutions to
improve the technical and operational reliability
of our fleet. This collaboration with Tru-Marine
and A*STAR to develop predictive maintenance
technology aims to tackle maritime industry’s
pain points. The ability to detect anomalies
and defects in advance enables us to avoid
costly breakdowns and downtime. Such cuttingedge and pragmatic solutions are important
for the industry as we map the path to digital
transformation.”

Unit 22C & D,
West Station Industrial Estate,
Maldon, Essex, CM9 6TS
enquiries@pandsautomation.com
01245 322777

•

SCHOTTEL
approves EALs
To further intensify SCHOTTEL’s on-going
commitment towards a greener future, the
German propulsion expert has approved
Environmentally Acceptable Lubricants (EALs) for
the use in its ControllablePropeller (SCP) units.
Following an extensive testing period in the
in-house test benches, oils that were able to
meet the OEM’s high performance and quality
requirements were technically approved for the
use in CP hubs. The EALs are not only able to
fully replace the mineral oils used so far but offer
a further advantage with their biodegradability.
As a result, they ensure to not harm the
environment in the long term. Meanwhile, and
in accordance with the vessel owners, there
are several long-term references available
for vessels with SCPs, operating with the EALs
approved.
In addition, EALs in stern tube bearings
were investigated in close co-operation with
a renowned manufacturer. During extensive
test runs on a full-size white metal bearing with
maximum real loads and misalignments, the
biodegradable lubricants for the stern tube
bearings also proved themselves.
SCHOTTEL confirms that the tried and tested
EALs can from now on be used for the entire
ControllablePropeller unit, including all SCP
sizes, without restrictions. As a result, there are
no longer any oil-to-water interfaces in the
SCHOTTEL SCP scope of supply.
The SCHOTTEL ControllablePropeller
combines maximum thrust and manoeuvrability
with utmost reliability, low operating costs and
user-friendly operation. Particularly suitable for
vessels fulfilling different operation profiles, the
SCP always provides optimal propulsion power
for changing speeds or loads. In addition, the
robust design keeps maintenance to a minimum
and ensures a long service life. SORJ

Automation System
Maintenance & Repair
Calibration
Replacement & Upgrade

•

IAS Monitor Upgrade

Alarm & Control Systems

•

Power Management Systems

•

Uninterruptable
Power Supplies

•

Variable Speed Drives

Alarm & Control System
Designed for drop in
replacement of
Decca Isis Systems

UK AGENTS FOR:

WWW.PANDSAUTOMATION.COM

SCHOTTEL’s ControllablePropeller (SCP) unit
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The Pacific Ineos Belstaff

Høglund to
supply world’s largest
ethane carrier
Norway’s Høglund Marine Solutions has
delivered a meticulously engineered automation
and control system for the Pacific Ineos Belstaff,
the world’s largest ethane carrier. During the
project, Høglund – the leading global marine
solutions and integrated automation systems
expert – designed an integrated automation
system with ship performance monitor and a
customised control system.
The technology for this project, completed in
just 18 months, was created to support Babcock
LGE’s cargo handling system (CHS) and fuel
gas supply system (FGSS) for the vessel, which
is owned by China’s Pacific Gas. Høglund’s
priority was to develop a good interface and
integration logic, to handle the complex gas
handling operations designed by Babcock LGE
in a safe and reliable manner.
“Most of the groundwork was laid in early
2021 with an early design of an overarching
integrated automation and power management
system,” said Duy Chau Do, Høglund Senior
Project Manager. “The owner, Pacific Gas, was
proactively involved in the project, and we had
vibrant communication over several months
discussing all the details. When it came to
cargo handling, we relied on Babcock LGE and
their tremendous engineering capabilities. We
had our most senior engineers work throughout
the summer on translating the gas safety and
alarm matrix from Babcock LGE into Høglund
software logic and to ensure that all signals

were treated correctly.”
Duy Chau Do added that effectively
integrating automation and gas handling
systems on gas newbuilds is a major challenge.
“Without properly considering automation and
integration, the vessel is at risk of becoming
too difficult to operate and maintain. A smooth
and solid collaboration between the Jiangnan
shipyard, shipowner Pacific Gas, Babcock LGE
and Høglund was vital to achieving success for
a project of this scope and complexity.”
Babcock LGE played a leading role in the
project, overseeing the complete design, supply
and advisory supervision/commissioning of the
CHS and FGSS.
“We are proud to have worked alongside
Høglund Marine Solutions on this ‘first-of-akind’ ethane carrier,” said Neale Campbell,
Managing Director – Babcock LGE.
“Collaboration and teamwork have played
a crucial role in delivering this project in
challenging conditions and we are delighted
that the vessel is now in-service and operating
well. Our ecoETHN solution, which combines
the CHS and FGSS to offer the most efficient
ethane cargo solution on the market, has been
well received by the shipowner and works
seamlessly with Høglund’s automation and
control system.”

Gas Tankers
equipment for a single LNG tanker and is
designed to maximise the ship’s uptime while
providing long-term cost predictability, and
optimised maintenance costs.
One of the features of the agreement is
Wärtsilä’s unique Expert Insight digital predictive
maintenance solution. By leveraging artificial
intelligence (AI) and advanced diagnostics,
the service enables on-board equipment and
systems to be monitored in real-time onshore.
Should anomalous behaviour be detected, it
is flagged to specialists at Wärtsilä Expertise
Centres automatically, allowing them to support
the customer proactively with an appropriate
resolution to the issue.
Wärtsilä will also provide its Dynamic
Maintenance Planning solution. This innovation
takes advantage of Wärtsilä’s extensive
experience and capabilities in digitalisation and
analytics to optimise major overhaul intervals,
without compromising reliability or engine
efficiency while also guaranteeing maintenance
costs.
The agreement covers the vessel’s three
Wärtsilä 50DF dual-fuel engines, as well as the
Gas Valve Units (GVU) and turbochargers. Two
of NYK’s sister LNG tankers are supported by
similar Wärtsilä agreements.
Wärtsilä has also successfully completed
delivery of its LPG Fuel Supply System (LFSS)
to 15 gas tankers owned and operated by BW
LPG. BW LPG ordered the first four of these
15 systems in 2018, immediately following
Wärtsilä’s full-scale testing of a full-sized
2-stroke marine engine operating with LPG fuel.
This was the world’s first such testing protocol,
and the performance attained was seen as
exceeding expectations. Orders for a further 11
systems were placed in 2020.
The Wärtsilä LFSS is a key enabler for the
use of LPG as an environmentally sustainable
marine fuel. It meets IMO emission limits
without the need for exhaust scrubber systems.

Compared to heavy fuel oil (HFO), LPG
reduces SOx emissions by 97%, NOx emissions
by approximately 20%, GHG emissions by
approximately 24%, and particulate matter
emissions by 90%.
In the retrofitting of these 15 vessels, Wärtsilä
has had system integrator responsibilities.
This has involved not only the installation of
the LFSS, but also the required ship design
modifications. The Wärtsilä LPG Fuel Supply
System is available as a stand-alone solution,
or as an integrated element within the LPG
cargo handling system.
Meanwhile, Wärtsilä has signed a renewal of
its Optimised Maintenance Agreement (OMA)
with Greece’s Maran Gas Maritime. The new
agreement will run for five additional years and
is designed to ensure operational certainty with
controlled and predictable costs for Maran
Gas’s fleet of 21 TFDE LNG tankers.
The Maran Gas vessels are all powered by
Wärtsilä 50DF dual-fuel engines. In addition to
maintenance services including scheduled parts
and maintenance work for the engines and
turbochargers, the agreement will feature all

workshop services and a full support package
of advanced solutions. These include remote
operational support, dynamic maintenance
planning, and Wärtsilä’s Expert Insight digital
predictive maintenance solution.
By maintaining the efficiency of the vessels’

engines, environmental impact and fuel
consumption is minimised, and component
use is maximised. Within the agreement, both
companies reaffirm their joint commitment
to working to accelerate the decarbonisation
of the marine industry. It further states that a

One of the BW LPG fleet

Latest orders for Wärtsilä
Finland’s Wärtsilä has signed a longterm Guaranteed Asset Performance
Agreement (GAPA) with Japan’s NYK LNG
Ship Management. The agreement is valid
for 15 years. It covers the engines and related
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NYK LNG Ship Management will benefit
from premium services provided by the
Wärtsilä Expertise Centres
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Zeebrugge, which is one of Europe’s leading
pure car/truck carrier hubs. The number of
LNG-powered car/truck carriers is growing
rapidly, subsequently increasing the global
demand for maritime LNG.
“Obtaining this licence underlines Gasum’s
commitment to act as a reliable European
maritime LNG supplier and enabler of maritime
decarbonisation. It also supports our growth
strategy and enables us to deliver safe and clean
energy, which helps our customers to reduce
their greenhouse gas emissions considerably.
Moreover, the significance of the ARA region
and Zeebrugge as a bunkering hub is likely to
increase, which makes it a strategically important
area for Gasum,” says Jacob Granqvist, Vice
President at Gasum.
Gasum bunkering operations underway

net zero-emissions future for shipping can only
be achieved through innovative sustainable
solutions and technologies, which are essential
success factors of the collaborative partnership.
Wärtsilä Marine Power is supporting globally
more than 700 vessels with Lifecycle Agreements
and 90% of cases are solved remotely.
Wärtsilä will also supply three more of its
Compact Reliq reliquefaction plants to Norway’s
Knutsen OAS Shipping. This brings the total
number of orders for the same customer to
eight, with two having been ordered in 2020,
and a further three in 2021. The systems are
being installed on eight new LNG tankers being
built for Knutsen OAS at South Korea’s Hyundai
Heavy Industries (HHI).
The Compact Reliq solution is based on
the well-proven reversed nitrogen Brayton
cycle refrigeration technology. The solution is
designed to reliquefy the boil-off gas (BOG)
from gas tankers and LNG bunker vessels, and
for keeping the cargo cool under all operating
conditions. It allows a portion of the BOG to
be used as fuel for the ship’s engines, with the
excess able to be sold as part of the LNG cargo.
“We are expanding our fleet of LNG tankers
and having them fitted with Wärtsilä Compact
Reliq, nitrogen as cooling medium is safe and
simplifies the operation. In addition, we expect
less maintenance due to the oil free magnetic
bearing compressors,” commented Jarle
Østenstad, Newbuilding Director, Knutsen OAS
Group.
“These orders strengthen even more our
relationship with both Knutsen OAS and HHI.
The Compact Reliq is a system that perfectly

meets the needs of the market, and these orders
are a clear endorsement of that fact,” said Lasse
Bergerud-Wichstrøm, Sales Manager, Wärtsilä
Gas Solutions.
The Compact Reliq is next-generation
technology designed and built with all the
experience and in-house know-how that
Wärtsilä has accumulated over the years. It is
a sensible and practical solution that serves an
existing and growing industry need.
The solution uses safe and easily obtainable
commercial grade nitrogen. It is instrumented
for remote monitoring and online operational
support as part of Wärtsilä’s Operational
Performance Improvement and Monitoring
(OPERIM) programme.

Gasum moves into
the Belgium market
Finland’s Gasum has obtained a distribution
licence for LNG on the Belgian market. The
distribution licence allows Gasum to expand its
supply network and guarantees safe and highquality deliveries of LNG to customers bunkering
in Belgium. Gasum expands the outreach and
quality of its maritime LNG offering and further
improve the service to its shipping customers.
The new LNG distribution licence obtained
during March this year (2022), will allow
Gasum to deliver LNG to maritime customers
in Belgium, expanding its supply network in
Northwestern European ports and waters.
The licence includes the important port of
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New orders for GTT
France’s GTT has been chosen by South
Korea’s Hyundai Samho Heavy Industries
(HSHI) to design the cryogenic fuel tanks of four
LNG-fuelled container vessels. These vessels,
each capable of carrying 7,900 teu, will be
equipped with an LNG fuel tank with a capacity
of 6,000 m3. Each LNG fuel tank will be fitted
with the Mark III Flex membrane containment
technology. The delivery of the vessels is
scheduled for the third and the fourth quarter of
2024.
GTT has also announced that it has received
an order South Korea’s Samsung Heavy
Industries (SHI) for the tank design of two new
LNG tankers, on behalf of an European ship
owner. These two LNG tankers will have a total
LNG tank capacity of 174,000 m3 for each
ship and will be fitted with the Mark III Flex
membrane containment system, developed by
GTT. Deliveries of the vessels are scheduled for
the last quarter of 2024 and the first quarter of
2026.
Meanwhile, GTT has received an order from
China’s Dalian Shipbuilding Industry (DSIC), for
the tank design of two LNG tankers on behalf
of CMES LNG Carrier Investment Inc. This is
the first project for the construction of an LNG
tanker at DSIC
These two LNG tankers will each have a
total LNG tank capacity of 175,000 m3 and
will be fitted with the Mark III Flex membrane
containment system, developed by GTT. The
deliveries of the vessels are scheduled for the
third quarter of 2025 and the first quarter of
2026. SORJ

Optimarin’s work to
deliver key components
Optimarin’s, headquartered in Norway, ability
to leverage a flexible delivery model for key
components for its BWM systems has been vital
to overcome supply chain challenges to keep
rolling out its in-demand product to clients
amid rising orders. Disruption to the global
supply chain has mainly been caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic, leading to shortages of
items like computer chips due to lockdowns,
and the Ukraine crisis has created further
bottlenecks that have hit shipping trade.
However, Optimarin has a dual-supplier
strategy in place that has enabled it to maintain
efficient system deliveries even though supply
capacity has been strained as demand has
rebounded after the lifting of pandemic
restrictions, explains executive vice president
supply chain Karl Morten Skjæveland.
“Optimarin operates a lean and highly
integrated supply chain based on strong and
close co-operation with a network of trusted
and reliable suppliers. The company also has
in-house control of the critical elements of the
value chain, which makes the business scalable
and flexible.”
This has proven timely as Optimarin has
seen increasing orders for its market-leading
BWM system, due to the urgent need to retrofit
thousands of vessels to achieve compliance with
IMO ballast water regulations. The Norwegian
BWM specialist has continued to be able to
source high-quality components that underpin
its well-engineered and robust system.
Skjæveland says the company has a very
efficient ordering process whereby parts orders
are automatically placed with suppliers and
shipped to a central warehouse in Luxembourg

Optimarin is maintaining BWM system
deliveries in the face of supply chain challenges
that have disrupted shipping trade

before onward shipment for installation and
commissioning. The modular nature of the
system means it can be transported in a
compact form to minimise the environmental
footprint of logistics and this also facilitates ease
of installation on-board a vessel, he says.
While the system is based on advanced
technology, it remains easy to understand and
operate using an intuitive touch-screen control
panel, with a focus on simplicity, functionality
and flexibility. The so-called Optimarin Ballast
System (OBS) has backflushing filters and UV
treatment, with separate UV chambers installed
on two manifolds and flexibility to add chambers
- each with 167 m3/hr capacity - for increased
treatment capacity.
The modular construction assures
redundancy as individual chambers are shut
down automatically in the event of a lamp
failure in one of them so that the system can
remain in operation while the lamp is replaced.
There are also unique energy-saving features
such as the flexibility to run the system at
reduced capacity if required - for example,
when using variable capacities for ballasting
and deballasting - and a one-click function for
stripping when the optimal number of UV lamps
are in use.
Its functionality has been further enhanced
with the recent addition of the OptiLink BWM
system - the first in the industry - that is a
cloud-based solution for real-time monitoring
of the BWM system with ship-to-shore data
connectivity. This digital tool makes ballast
water transfer more efficient for faster port
turnarounds to reduce downtime and fuel
consumption, while providing data transparency
to aid regulatory compliance. It also facilitates
condition monitoring of the system for proactive
maintenance and interactive remote support.
OptiLink is the latest innovation from
Optimarin, which originally pioneered the first
BWM system for shipping that was installed
on the cruise ship Regal Princess in 2000,
with the system being continually developed
in collaboration with suppliers as part of a
continuous product improvement programme.
Looking to the future, Tore Andersen,
Optimarin’s Executive Vice President Sales &
Marketing said, “We have reached the stage
whereby we are now looking at what we will
do when the market will tail off. Up to 2024 is
believed to be the peak years for BWM system
installations – we have doubled the total number
of installations this year compared with last year.
A lot of ‘experts’ say there is 30,000 ships to be

Tor Andersen

fitted with such systems – but do not believe it
will be that many.
“Optimarin will become an after-sales service
company – spare parts and service and we will
continue with the newbuilding market – we have
never sold so many systems for newbuildings
as we have during this year. We have been
particularly successful in picking up orders for
‘series’ newbuildings, such as Evergreen.
“Meanwhile we are almost ready to start trials
whereby we use our system in a different market.
We have developed a ROV for hull cleaning
and then we suck everything up into our system
and then all the particles are separated and the
water can then be pumped overboard. That will
be the new industry for Oprimarin, especially in
Norway where there is an extensive fish farming
industry, which would suffer from such particles
being discharged into the open sea. We have a
co-operation with a Norwegian diving company.
The system will allow the water from the ROV
to be cleaned twice and then it will be fit to be
pumped overboard. We are particularly looking
at ships which have been sailing for two/three
years”

Nigerian market
for DESMI
Denmark’s DESMI has sold solutions to Nigeria
for more than 20 years – and it is now time
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Team DESMI Nigeria

to take further steps into the Nigerian market
being even closer to its customers and partners.
Speaking to Leslie P. Andrews, Managing
Director of DESMI Africa, one can feel the
enthusiasm and good mood. This is another
solid step for the DESMI Group into the African
market, which has been served and supplied
with solutions from DESMI for decades.
“We are happy. The Nigerian market is a
huge market to service, and with the increasing
demand for our solutions both within oil spill
and pumps, it makes perfect sense to have our
presence, team, and knowledge, locally,” says
Mr. Andrews.
DESMI Nigeria will be located in Lagos,
and the young start-up team consists of Office
Manager Najeeba Abdulmajeed Owolabi
and the sales team Philbertus Mujuni, Collins
Ugochukwu Afoaku and Elijah Sobalaje
Ogunniran. The sales team has used the last
year to support our local customers preparing
for the strategic move into one of Africa’s largest
economies.
“Being here locally, with our own office, is
a milestone, and our goals have been set. We
have high expectations! We want to be one
of the most preferred brands with our flow
technology solutions within oil spill response,
marine debris trash, engine room pumps for
marine and utilities, and much more. An exciting
future is ahead of us in Nigeria,” concludes Mr.
Andrews.

BWM system, the type-approval project was
carried out in co-operation with DNV. Langh
Tech’s main goal is to provide vessels and
shipowners with a reliable and highly efficient
BWMS, which is easy and affordable to operate
and even easier to maintain. The suitability
to small and complex installation spaces has
been one driving factor during the product
development.
LanghBW Systems is a BWM system which
uses fine filtration and UV-C treatment. The
unique feature of LanghBW is its ability to
utilise one-way treatment in sea waters and
therefore conserve significant amounts of time
and energy during deballasting operations. This
is achieved with a highly efficient UV-reactor
design and sufficient power reserve which
also allows operation in extremely turbid and
challenging waters. The other unique feature is
the design of the reactor unit, which allows the
user to manually clean all the internal parts of
the reactor in a few minutes, without any tools
required.
“We started the product development project
in autumn 2020 and now only 18 months later
we have IMO approval in our hands,” says
Langh Tech Product Manager Kim Tervonen.
“We are proud to be one of the few makers
in the world who can provide a BWM system
with the possibility to treat the water only once,”
Tervonen continued. “The conventional way in
UV based systems is to use the BWM system unit
both at intake and at discharge, but we have
IMO approval to treat the sea water only at
intake, this will save a lot of energy and make
deballasting very fast if needed,” Tervonen
clarifies.
“In addition to IMO’s MEPC type approval
also the USCG approval for the system is
expected to be received during autumn
2022, says Joakim Keihäs, Langh Tech design
engineer, who together with Product Manager
Mr. Tervonen had a central role in the R&D

Langh Tech receives
IMO’s MEPC approval
Finland’s Langh Tech Oy Ab has received IMO’s
MEPC type approval certificate for its LanghBW

The Langh Tech BWM system
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project.
So far 18 vessels are committed to be fitted with
LanghBW system during 2022 – early 2023,
with more vessels to come. At the moment, six
vessels with LanghBW are in operation or in
installation. The first vessel installed system has
been in continuous operation since June 2021.

ERMA FIRST
partners with N-KOM
Qatar’s Nakilat-Keppel Offshore & Marine
(N-KOM), a joint venture between Nakilat, and
Singapore’s Keppel Offshore & Marine, will
provide after-sales technical support to vessels
equipped with ERMA FIRST BWM systems calling
at ports and at N-KOM.
ERMA FIRST has signed an agreement with
N-KOM to provide support by utilising the skills
of N-KOM marine engineers based in Qatar for
on-board equipment services. Our customers
will now have access to any troubleshooting,
installation, maintenance, calibration and testing
related issues in Qatar.
Greece’s ERMA FIRST is a leading
manufacturer of BWM equipment and has
installed over 2,500 systems on more than
2,000 vessels world-wide. Its global aftersales network already encompasses locations
in the USA, Canada, China, Japan, South
Korea, Singapore, Panama, UAE, India, Turkey,
Greece, Cyprus, Romania, Poland, Latvia and
Ukraine. The addition of N-KOM’s Qatar team
to ERMA FIRST’s network further widens its
reach.
“Our ability to offer customers the
most complete global after-sales network
in the market is a great source of pride
for everyone within the organisation,”
said ERMA FIRST Managing Director
Konstantinos Stampedakis. “This collaboration
with N-KOM further strengthens our evergrowing capability as we aim to assist clients
around the world.”
N-KOM’s repair yard in Ras Laffan offers
a comprehensive range of repair, conversion,
maintenance and fabrication services for
conventional ships, and offshore and onshore
structures. ERMA FIRST will have a workshop
located within the yard.
N-KOM’s Chief Executive Officer, Damir
Glavan, said, “N-KOM is delighted to partner
with ERMA FIRST. We have a highly trained
group of engineers in Qatar, who are ready

to assist all ERMA FIRST customers. N-KOM
is known in the industry for our responsive,
thorough and diligent technical support.”

New Japanese
office for Techcross
South Korea’s Techcross announced on July 1st
that it would move its Japanese office located
in Fukuyama to Osaka. The Techcross BWM
system has already been installed on more than
1,000 Japanese ships, occupying the largest
market share in Japan. Techcross explained
that its office has moved to the Osaka area,
where transportation is convenient, for quick and
thorough customer response, as it is expected
that there will be more ship management
requests and after-sales service issues from ships
that have installed the system.
In addition, long-term resident engineers
were dispatched from the Korean head office
and based on this - Techcross is focusing on
training local after-sales service partners as well

Ships in N-KOM

as nurturing new engineers, aiming for perfect
localisation of after-sales services.
Since the Techcross Japan Office is located

near Osaka Station, where one can quickly
move anywhere in Japan, it is expected that it
will further contribute to customer satisfaction. SORJ
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SSA underlines
its commitment
The Singapore Shipping Association (SSA)
has underlined its commitment to reducing
shipborne emissions by signing a partnership
agreement with the Global Centre for Maritime
Decarbonisation (GCMD) to support and
accelerate efforts towards helping the industry
achieve its decarbonisation obligations.
The agreement, which was signed last week
in Singapore, will pave the way for greater cooperation between both organisations, in the
fields of knowledge and data sharing when it
comes to maritime decarbonisation initiatives,
such as green corridors and pilot programmes,
to help accelerate the adoption of low- or zerocarbon solutions.
With the global shipping industry looking
at new fuel technologies to drastically reduce
GHG emissions, such as LNG that is currently
available, and ammonia and methanol moving
forward, the opportunity to collaborate on such
projects and initiatives is vitally important.
Caroline Yang, President of SSA, welcomed
the agreement, saying it is an important step
forward in SSA’s determination to play a leading
role in reducing shipboard emissions. She
said, “We are delighted to be working with the
Global Centre for Maritime Decarbonisation,
especially as Singapore intensifies its
decarbonisation efforts in the maritime sector,
with the recent unveiling of a blueprint that
sets out strategies and goals to be achieved
by 2050 and the resources to support these
initiatives.”
Professor Lynn Loo, CEO of GCMD, added,
“Collaboration and alignment across the

The Alfa Laval E-PoerPack

industry is key to decarbonising the sector. SSA
is a trusted advisor and partner to more than
470 member companies across the ecosystem
as well as related government agencies.
“This partnership is an opportunity for
GCMD to understand industry concerns around
the technical and standards challenges to better
ideate pilots and trials, as well as share insights
from other decarbonisation projects through
SSA’s technical committees. GCMD can also
help to support the shaping of standards and
guidelines through our involvement in the
various standards development organisations.”

Darren Shelton, Chief Product Officer
of FuelTrust (left) and Cameron Mitchell,
Director of IOMSR

Alfa Laval leads road
to decarbonisation

FuelTrust and
IOMSR sign MoU

As the marine industry works to decarbonise,
Alfa Laval is at the forefront of preparing
technologies to make it happen. Now the first
of many new energy solutions is coming to
fruition - the Alfa Laval E-PowerPack. Able to
convert waste heat directly into electrical power,
the E-PowerPack reduces fuel consumption
and CO2 emissions – creating a simple, costsaving tool for complying with new sustainability
requirements.
“Alfa Laval is pursuing a wide range of
technologies to support decarbonisation, both
independently and with partners,” says Lars
Skytte Jørgensen, Vice President Technology
Development, Energy Systems, Alfa Laval
Marine Division. “Fuel cells and many other
innovations are in the pipeline, but the first
critical step is to leverage the existing energy
on-board. The E PowerPack does that in a
revolutionary way, while building on Alfa
Laval’s many decades of waste heat recovery
experience.”
Launching in April, the E-PowerPack is a
self-contained solution that can generate
electricity from many different heat sources onboard. These include exhaust gas waste heat,
which accounts for 50% of the energy from
combusted fuel, but also liquid sources at lower
temperatures, such as engine jacket water. All
can make a sizeable difference.
Regardless which fuels they operate with
today, fleets can use the E-PowerPack to reduce
their fuel consumption, emissions and costs. On
vessels where moving to low-sulphur fuel has
created a surplus of steam, the E-PowerPack
will transform the excess into a free source of
power. Going forward, the E-PowerPack will
also be vital as energy recovery becomes key in
transitioning to green methanol and ammonia.

Houston-based FuelTrust and Isle of Man Ship
Registry (IOMSR) have signed a MoU, which will
see IOMSR use FuelTrust’s fuels and emissions
digital technology to validate vessels for the
flag’s Green Ship scheme and to collaborate
on further projects to incentivise and enable
emissions reductions.
The collaboration and co-operation
agreement will enable shipowners and
operators registered with the IOMSR to use
FuelTrust’s Bunker Insights product to predict,
measure and authenticate their fleets’ emissions
reductions.
Under this collaboration, IOMSR will accept
FuelTrust’s AI-based validation of a vessel’s
performance regarding its emissions and fuel
quality programmes. This will make vessels
using Bunker Insights eligible for IOMSR’s green
ship designation and benefit from discounts or
offerings on their annual registration fee.
The Green Ship discount programme, which
came into effect on April 1st 2022, is available
to operators of cargo ships, commercial
yachts or passenger ships that invest in
biofuel, alternative fuels, wind, or shore-side
energy technology. FuelTrust and IOMSR will
collaborate further to explore methodologies for
tracking emissions reductions from zero-carbon
fuels, among other projects, to reduce GHG
emissions.
FuelTrust’s solutions use its AI Digital Chemist
to simulate combustion on a molecular level
to track fuel quality, energy, and emissions
profiles. AI Digital Chemist combines the known
characteristics of a fuel batch, with class data
on the vessel engine, and data from the day
logs to precisely establish what results when fuel
is burned. This gives a far more accurate picture
than current emissions models and estimates,
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Boskalis’ Bokalift 1

which don’t account for chemical interactions,
source fuel data, or supply and delivery chain
impacts. Many approaches require significant
amounts of manual input, or the installation
of costly, high-maintenance devices aboard
vessels. FuelTrust solutions provide a fuel-centric
and cost-effective digital method to solve these
challenges.

Boskalis to convert
to hybrid propulsion
Holland’s dredge contractor Boskalis will
convert numerous vessels within its Offshore
Energy division into hybrid vessels through the
retrofitting of Energy Storage Systems, or ‘power
packs’. The conversions, which entail a sizable
capital investment, will reduce the vessels’ fuel
consumption and associated carbon dioxide
and nitrogen oxide emissions by an average of
up to twenty percent. The systems also provide
a power supply and energy storage facility while
the vessels are docked and contribute to quieter
and more efficient operations offshore.
The modifications, which will be completed
over the next two years, will be carried out onboard the versatile crane vessels Bokalift 1 and
Bokalift 2, two construction support vessels and
two diving support vessels, all of which have
dynamic position DP2 capabilities.
Boskalis already employs a range of
technologies on-board of its vessels, including
special dashboards to enhance efficient fuel
usage and the use of biofuels as an alternative
to fossil fuels. Within Boskalis’ fleet of trailing
suction hopper dredgers, these measures have
contributed to 20% reduction in the vessels’

carbon intensity since 2011.
Boskalis is committed to reducing its
emissions in the near term using currently
available technologies and to becoming climate
neutral across its global operations by 2050.
Reductions in emissions are, in part, dictated
by the readiness and global availability of
suitable alternatives to fossil fuels within the
maritime industry. For this reason, as a member
of a consortium, Boskalis is participating in a
comprehensive, multi-year research programme
to accelerate the use of methanol as an
alternative fuel within the sector. We continue to
collaborate with our industry peers, knowledge
institutions and other partners to develop the
expertise and technology necessary for the
industry to reach climate neutrality.

Wärtsilä acquires
Marindows
Wärtsilä Voyage, part of Finland’s Wärtsilä,
has completed an investment in Marindows,
a Japanese company delivering an open
digital platform for Japan’s marine industry.
Both Marindows and Wärtsilä Voyage share
a common vision of digitalisation as a means
to accelerating decarbonisation and efficiency
in the global marine industry, making them
a perfect fit for collaboration. The move will
also serve to strengthen Wärtsilä Voyage’s
commitment to the Japanese market.
Together, Marindows and Wärtsilä Voyage
will be creating significant value for the
Japanese market through their collaboration,
which will include the areas of vessel
optimisation and autonomy. Safer, greener
and more efficient operations are some of the
benefits both companies set to bring to the
market by reinforcing synergies and leveraging
a digital ecosystem of applications that run onboard and ashore.
Founded in March 2021, Marindows
focuses on the development of a marine
digital platform, linking edge computing onboard ships with cloud services and shorebased applications to provide a range of
maritime specific services to both seafarers
and vessel operators. Its disruptive approach
to digitalisation is a perfect fit for Wärtsilä
Voyage’s digital portfolio, which includes
innovative technology solutions to reduce

Wärtsilä Voyage has completed an investment in Marindows
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carbon emissions and enhance autonomous
shipping. Together, this collaboration will create
great value and help the Japanese market
decarbonise and move towards autonomy.

Ulstein launches
new vessel concept
Norway’s Ulstein has launched a vessel concept
capable of making the vision of zero emission
cruise operations a reality. Named Ulstein Thor,
the 149 m 3R (Replenishment, Research and
Rescue) design will feature a Thorium Molten
Salt Reactor (MSR) to generate vast amounts of
clean, safe electricity. This enables the vessel to
operate as a mobile power/charging station for
a new breed of battery driven cruiseships.
Ulstein believes the concept may be the
missing piece of the zero emissions puzzle
for a broad range of maritime and ocean
industry applications. To demonstrate its
feasibility, Ulstein has also developed the Ulstein
Sif concept, a 100 m long, 160 POB capacity,
zero emission expedition cruiseship. This Ice
Class 1C vessel will run on next generation
batteries, utilising Ulstein Thor to recharge while
at sea.
MSRs are safe, efficient and operationally
proven solutions that work by dissolving
Thorium – an abundant, naturally occurring
metal with low radioactivity – in liquid salt. The
ensuing chain reaction heats the salt, producing
steam to drive a turbine and create electricity.
Although developments on land are well
documented, its potential for delivering clean
maritime power has yet to be incorporated into
a vessel design. Ulstein, famed for innovating
the revolutionary X-BOW design, has seen an
opportunity to change that, potentially heralding
a new dawn of clean power for cruise and
maritime operations.
Ulstein Thor’s charging capacity has been
scaled to satisfy the power needs of four
expedition cruiseships simultaneously. ‘Thor’
itself would never need to refuel. As such, the
vessel is intended to provide a blueprint for
entirely self-sufficient vessels of the future.
Both Ulstein Thor and Ulstein Sif
feature Ulstein’s eye-catching X-BOW design,
created for greater operability, comfort,
operational functionality and fuel efficiency.
Ulstein Thor features helicopter pads, firefighting equipment, rescue booms, workboats,
autonomous surface vehicles and airborne
drones, cranes, laboratories, and a lecture
lounge. The expedition cruiseship Ulstein Sif can

The Ulstein Thor and Sif designs

accommodate up to 80 passengers and 80
crew, offering silent, zero emission expedition
cruises to remote areas, including Arctic and
Antarctic waters.

Silverstream signs
up Klaveness
London’s Silverstream Technologies has
announced that it has reached an agreement
with Norway’s Klaveness Combination Carriers
(KCC) to install an innovative new version of its
proven air lubrication system, the Silverstream
System, on up to 11 vessels, including three
CABU II class and eight CLEANBU class vessels.
The Silverstream System uses a series of air
release units (ARUs) in the vessel’s flat bottom to
generate a uniform carpet of microbubbles that
travel the full length of the hull, reducing friction
between the hull and the water and substantially
reducing fuel consumption and carbon
emissions as a result. Silverstream’s patented
technology maximises these net efficiency gains
through the system’s low power consumption
and highly effective delivery of microbubbles
into the boundary layer.
The retrofit installations will commence in
early 2023 and take two years to complete.
The collaboration between Klaveness and
Silverstream Technologies has resulted in a
pioneering solution suitable for any standard
tanker and bulk carrier of this size. The deal
enables KCC to further enhance the already
market-leading environmental performance of
its combination carrier fleet. With its capability
to carry both types of cargo and other design
improvements, KCC’s vessels emit up to 40%
less CO2/tonne-mile compared to standard
tanker or bulk carriers in similar trading patterns
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– a high performance benchmark that will be
boosted by the installation of the Silverstream
System.

Opsealog becomes
Green Marine partner
Opsealog, a provider of digital performance
management solutions for shipping, has
become a Green Marine partner, the
leading voluntary environmental certification
programme for the maritime industry.
Through this partnership, Opsealog will
help Green Marine’s participating companies
in Europe and North America improve
its environmental performance through
data integration and digital performance

management technologies. Based in France,
Opsealog has developed data-powered
solutions that combine digital tools and human
expertise to optimise operations of shipping and
offshore fleets, thereby increasing efficiency and
reducing fuel consumption and emissions.
Green Marine Europe is the sister
programme of Green Marine, North America’s
largest voluntary environmental certification
programme for the maritime industry. This
partnership will allow Opsealog to connect with
the Green Marine network, which includes over
60 shipowners, and to showcase its services
helping them improve their environmental
performance against performance indicators,
such as greenhouse gas emissions, underwater
noises, oily discharge, and waste management.
Based in Europe, Canada and the
US, Green Marine participant companies
span the entire port and shipping sectors,
including owners of tankers, cargo, ro/ro and
passenger vessels, as well as ports, terminals,
and shipyards. As part of the Green Marine
programme, these companies voluntarily
benchmark their annual environmental
performance against several performance
indicators.

DB Schenker to operate
zero-emissions feeder
Germany’s DB Schenker, Essen has revealed
its plans to run an innovative, zero-emission
coastal container feeder between Ikornnes quay

and the Port of Ålesund in Norway. The fully
electric vessel includes a unique design, making
the vessel first of its kind in the world.
Having just signed the prestudy agreement,
DB Schenker, and its co-operation partners
– the furniture giant Ekornes and vessel
designers Naval Dynamics, in addition to
Kongsberg and Massterly – have taken the

DB Schenker plans to run a zero-emission feeder containership on the Norwegian coast

Arnaud Dianoux, Opsealog’s founder
and managing director
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first steps in an ambitious collective aim to
replace the traditional feeder vessels utilised
along this stretch of the Norwegian coastline.
The new autonomous and electric, short-sea
container feeder leverages the Naval Dynamics’
NDS AutoBarge 250 concept developed in
partnership with Kongsberg and Massterly.
The vessel will operate between Ekornes’
own port, at Ikornnes, to the port of Ålesund
which serves the main ocean freight ports in
Europe, completing the 43 kms voyage within
three hours, at a speed of 7.7 knots. The vessel
is 50 m long and can carry 300 dwt cargo and
is designed from keel up to be fit for purpose
with respect to autonomous and zero emission
operation. The vessel aims to run un-crewed but
supervised from Massterly’s Remote Operation
Centre (ROC) which is staffed with certified
navigators and naval engineers.
The planned two-way data communication
solution between the vessel and the ROC is
destined to be another game-changer in the
sea freight sector.
The benefits will be numerous, including zero
emissions, faster and more efficient transport,
and reduced traffic on roads. Leading the way
to climate neutrality, the parties’ joint interest
is to unveil this pioneering vessel in Norway
and to take the next crucial steps forward
by receiving approval from the Norwegian
Maritime Authority and possibly secure
governmental incentives for the sustainability
and technology aspects.

SulNOx passes Class test
Conditioners developed by UK’s SulNOx
Group Plc caused no marine engine harm in

Emissions
tests carried out by University of Rostock. The
company says the results, which follow positive
results from tests carried out by Lloyd’s Register
(LR), show that SulNOx technologies can play a
major role in the decarbonisation of shipping.
The University of Rostock in Germany tested
SulNOxEco Fuel Conditioner in a marine
engine and concluded no harm was noted.
In summary of the test, a representative at
University of Rostock states, “SulNOx additives
clearly show in a MAN 6L23/30 research
engine that no negative effect on operating
behaviour was found even after the two-day
test operation using 4,000 litres of fuel. The
comparison of the cylinder pressure curves
(both propeller and generator) at the 75% load
point show a trend that would correspond to
the desired effect of the additive package. Longterm tests with SulNOx are worthwhile.”
The benefits of SulNOx’s additive package
include emulsification of free water in the
fuel and added lubricity to decrease wear on
engine parts leading to reduced emissions and
improved fuel efficiency.

Svitzer unveils
decarbonisation strategy
Belgium’s Svitzer, part of A.P. Moller-Maersk,
has unveiled its decarbonisation strategy that
will see the company become fully carbon
neutral by 2040. The strategy will see Svitzer
decarbonise in two phases. Firstly, Svitzer is
aiming to reduce the CO2 intensity of its entire
fleet by 50% by 2030. This will pave the way for
fully carbon neutral operations just ten years’
later in 2040, which is in line with A.P. Moller-

Maersk’s ambition.
As part of the strategy, Svitzer will invest time
and capital to embed sustainability throughout
its business, in day-to-day operations, in people
and how they do their jobs, in its fleet and
through the types of fuel used by its vessels.
Svitzer will measure progress against a 2020
baseline, which saw the company’s fleet of
approximately 400 vessels emit 280,000 tonnes
of CO2, or the same amount as 110,000 cars.
Svitzer has already implemented process
changes to help spur improved efficiency
across its fleet. For example, the company’s
‘Aim for 8’ initiative – which asks crew to
optimise their speed during tug mobilisation
and demobilisation – has saved over 255
tonnes of Marine Gas Oil (Diesel) in the UK
alone. Initiatives like these which influence
the behaviour of Svitzer’s staff, combined
with improved vessel connectivity, integrated
performance monitoring across the company’s
fleet and improvements to scheduling
optimisation, will help drive down emissions in
the short term.
Svitzer will also focus on changing the fuel
mix of its fleet. The success of the organisation’s
EcoTow project, which has seen Svitzer’s entire
fleets in London, Felixstowe, and Southampton
switch to low carbon biofuels, is currently being
replicated more widely across ports in the UK
and to the company’s global operations. Svitzer
will also begin to explore methanol as a fuel
for towage and, in the long-term, take required
steps to retrofit and renew its fleet in order to
operate on low carbon fuel solutions.
Svitzer will focus on improving the efficiency
of its fleet from a design perspective. As part
of this, the company will launch its new and
innovative TRAnsverse Tug design, which can
generate higher steering forces than most
designs of similar dimensions in a smaller, more
nimble package with a reduced environmental
footprint. The Robert Allan design will come into
operation from the third quarter of 2023.

2050’ project explores the possible options
for a 50,000 dwt MR tanker to comply with
incoming IMO and EU GHG regulations over
the lifetime of the vessel.
In 2019, DNV and HHI group launched
the first phase of the ‘Green tankers towards
2050’ project, which focused on developing
low and zero carbon pathways for VLCCs and
MR tankers. In the second phase in 2022,
HMD, HGS and DNV studied the design and
operational options of a 50,000 dwt MR tanker
and presented potential pathways towards two
compliance goals - meeting current IMO GHG
reduction targets in the lifetime of the vessels
and reaching full decarbonisation by 2050.
During the seminar, HGS introduced
retrofit solutions for carbon dioxide reduction
and showed how digital transformations
can improve operational efficiency. HMD
demonstrated how their latest 50,000 dwt MR
tanker design, with LNG dual fuel and Wind
Assisted Propulsion System (WAPS), could lead
to a 50% reduction in attained EEDI compared
to the EEDI reference line. In addition, HMD
projects that the new design can exceed the CII
C grade ranking into 2040.
DNV conducted an assessment of the

economic potential of different fuel strategies
using the DNV FuelPath Model. This resulted in
an estimation of the total cost, under a variety
of possible fuel price and regulatory scenarios.

Class plays a major
role in decarbonisation
DNV is set to launch its SEEMP III Generator
– as part of an integrated and easy digital
solution to support customers in ensuring their
compliance with SEEMP Part III verification.
The remaining SEEMP Part III guidelines were
expected to be adopted and published midJune 2022, with the deadline for having the
first SEEMP Part III verified and on-boarded by
January 1st 2023.
The SEEMP Part III forms part of IMO’s initial
strategy to reduce GHG emissions from ships,
including the ambition to reduce the carbon
intensity as an average across international
shipping by at least 40% by 2030, pursuing
efforts towards 70% by 2050 compared to
2008. The requirement will require affected
vessels to submit a three-year implementation

GLOBAL DRYDOCK,
VESSEL REPAIR AND
MAINTENANCE AGENTS.

A Svitzer tug in action on the River Thames
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plan describing how it will achieve the required
Carbon Intensity Indicator (CII). IMO’s CII
will rate MARPOL ship types above 5,000 gt
on a scale from A to E on how efficiently they
transport goods or passengers with regards to
CO2 emitted. For vessels obtaining an inferior
rating the SEEMP III report must be updated
with a corrective action plan which must be
verified before a Statement of Compliance
(SoC) can be issued.
Greece’s Scorpio Marine Management was
invited to participate in the pilot project for the
development of DNV’s SEEMP III Generator.
Following the successful collaboration in the
pilot project Scorpio can confirm the added

Calvey Marine has been at the
forefront of the marine industry for over
thirty years and is one of the most widely
respected agencies in the world. Calvey
Marine’s global presence and customer
centric approach ensures it remains firmly
at the forefront of the marine industry.

SPECIALISTS IN;

Results of a joint
industry project
In a recent joint technical seminar Hyundai
Mipo Dockyard (HMD), Hyundai Global
Service (HGS), and DNV presented the results
of a joint industry project (JIP) on eco-friendly
marine solutions that can help shipowners
and managers to comply with tightening
environmental regulations. The results of the
second phase of the ‘Green tankers towards

One of the BHP bulk carrier fleet

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.calveymarine.co.uk
E: calvey@calveymarine.co.uk | T: +44 (0) 1903 748860 | +44 7917 726274

› Equipment Repairs, Maintenance,
Overhauling and Reconditioning
› Global Drydockings
› Global Afloat and Underwater
Repairs and Maintenance
› Condition Monitoring
› Global Procurement Capabilities
including Anchors, Chains,
Chocks and Bollards
› Heat Exchanger, Boiler and
Economiser Surveys, Spares,
Repairs and Fabrication
› BWTS Installation, Repairs and
Maintenance on behalf of PanAsia
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value the SEEMP III Generator will provide in
achieving the required compliance within the
allotted time.
DNV has been selected by the International
Association of Oil & Gas Producers (IOGP) to
support the decarbonisation initiatives of IOGP
members – producers of 40% of the world’s oil
and gas. To support IOGP and its members,
DNV will develop metrics, recommended
practices, guidelines, and methodologies,
focusing on carbon capture and storage (CCS),
electrification of oil and gas assets, reducing
flaring and venting, increasing energy efficiency,
and developing business cases for hydrogen.
IOGP is working with its 82 members to
enable a low-carbon future - spearheading
transformative technologies, facilitating
collaboration, optimising processes, and
creating standards.
DNV and Australia’s BHP have recently
announced a partnership focusing on the use
of DNV’s independent cloud platform, Veracity,
to enable timely and accurate GHG emissions
reporting, management and insights from BHP’s
chartered vessels. The project aims to support
BHP in its on-going efforts to see Scope 3 GHG
emissions from its chartered vessels reduced.
Commodity producers and vessel charterers
are increasingly understanding the need to
report, influence and support the reduction
of Scope 3 GHG emissions occurring in their
value chains. This creates the need for a sound
strategy and fit-for-purpose digital solution to
support the journey towards net-zero GHG
emissions.
The improved transparency resulting from the
introduction of IMO’s GHG emission reporting
scheme combined with automatic and daily
GHG emission reporting capabilities are key
enablers for the service offered. Consequently,
DNV has built a standardised solution on
Veracity tailored to Scope 3 GHG emissions
management.
DNV’s solution is aimed at vessel charterers
and commodity producers and will be
implemented by BHP for all of its maritime
freight operations. Combining this with DNV’s
extensive maritime domain and regulatory
competency, BHP will be well-positioned to
receive the support it needs, from gaining a
trusted overview of the GHG emissions footprint
of its maritime freight operations to receiving
technical guidance on aspects of its Scope 3
GHG emissions reduction strategy.
The solution that DNV is providing to BHP
collects data from the charterer’s enterprise
system. It then validates, processes and qualityassures the data according to the schemes

Emissions
agreed upon with BHP. This enables production
of trusted Scope 3 GHG emission reports as
required for BHP’s external reporting. However,
this creates new requirements of trust in data,
data standardisation and access to data. In
addition, many organisations will need to fill
in the gaps, where data is unobtainable or of
insufficient quality.
With DNV’s vast maritime database,
sophisticated data models and maritime
domain expertise, the company uses analytics
models to predict the data that is missing,
enabling customers to create a complete,
transparent and trustworthy report on Scope 3
GHG emissions.
The Norwegian Ministry of Climate and
Environment has awarded DNV and its
partners a contract to develop a roadmap for
the introduction of sustainable zero-carbon
fuels across the Nordic region. The ‘Nordic
Roadmap’ aims to accelerate the transition to
zero carbon fuels by reducing the key barriers
to their uptake and creating a platform for cooperation across the region. Working together
with DNV on the development of the Nordic
Roadmap are Chalmers, IVL, MAN Energy
Solutions, Menon, and Litehauz.
IMO has already set the maritime industry an
ambitious timetable for decarbonisation – but
one that will require the significant deployment
of zero-carbon fuels for shipping. Although
steps are being made, there is significant room
for the transition towards greater sustainability
to accelerate. The Nordic Roadmap looks to
drive this acceleration in the region through
identifying and reducing the key barriers to
sustainable zero-carbon fuels, examining the
on-board, onshore and market barriers and
setting out concrete action that can be taken to
overcome them.

(Left to right) Terje Sverud, Head of Section
Environment Advisory at DNV Maritime, Espen
Barth Eide, the Norwegian Minister of Climate
and Environment, and Øyvind Endresen,
Environmental Consultant, DNV
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The Nordic Roadmap is centred around the
establishment of a Nordic Co-operation
platform to facilitate knowledge sharing,
alongside the launch of pilot projects and
studies that will build experience in new fuels,
to establish ‘green corridors’ and the enabling
infrastructure. The collaboration platform is
envisaged as a forum when partners can not
only share and discuss the progress of the
Nordic Roadmap, but receive briefings on new
policy, R&D, and other linked programmes, and
potentially develop projects outside this project.
The focus of the project is on ‘sustainable
zero-carbon fuels’ from a Well-to-Wake
perspective. The project uses a Fuel Scorecard,
where zero-carbon fuels such as ammonia and
hydrogen will be evaluated by applying a variety
of KPIs for performance and sustainability,
conducting a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), and
assessing the regulatory and safety challenges.
In addition, the sea traffic in the region will
be analysed through AIS mapping, as well
as possible bunkering and infrastructure
possibilities and challenges, leading to the
creation of an infrastructure development plan
to supply vessels across the region.
The Nordic Roadmap has already received
strong support from many of the leading
maritime companies and stakeholders in the
region, including - Wärtsilä (Finland), the
Norwegian Shipowner’s Association, DFDS
(Denmark), Yara (Norway), Samorka (Iceland),
Gasum (Finland), the Norwegian Maritime
Administration, Swedbank (Sweden), Centre
for High North Logistics/Nord University
(Norway) and Port of Oslo (Norway). As the
project develops, DNV anticipates that even
more stakeholders will be invited to take part
and participate in the Nordic Collaboration
Platform, as well as be involved in pilot projects
and welcomes other parties who are interested
in contributing.
ABS is supporting McAllister on its
sustainability journey with greenhouse gas
inventory and sustainability reporting services for
its fleet of more than 75 tugboats, crew boats
and barges.
ABS specialists worked with McAllister’s team
to calculate its operational carbon intensity
and benchmark the performance of its fleet,
leading up to an Environmental, Societal and
Governance (ESG) report. The team helped
McAllister establish a transparent governance
and stakeholder engagement strategy, identify
material ESG factors and set short- and longterm targets and develop recommendations to
generate continuous improvement.
“The need to understand and quantify your

emissions is an increasingly critical part of doing
business as organisations look to understand
the contribution of their supply chain to their
sustainability goals. However, shipping is
unique and requires deep domain expertise to
understand the landscape, navigate the options
and opportunities to build a custom, sustainable
and effective ESG framework that optimises
metrics and competitive position across the
entire industry value chain. I’m proud that ABS
can use its insight to support McAllister on this
journey,” said Georgios Plevrakis, ABS Vice
President, Global Sustainability.
“McAllister is pleased to continue our
longstanding relationship with ABS. Their
expertise is a tremendous asset in developing
our ESG report. The report will provide
valuable guidance to assist McAllister’s goal
for sustainable development. Since 1864,
McAllister has, and will continue to support
customers’ needs by enhancing our tug fleet
to provide the necessary horsepower for their
larger vessels while reducing our carbon and
GHG emissions. With ABS’s assistance
McAllister will develop the appropriate and
realistic goals of reducing our impact to
the environment while improving overall

performance,” said McAllister Vice President of
Operations, Steven J. Kress.
Lloyd’s Register (LR) Maritime
Decarbonisation Hub is working with 11
leading cross-supply chain stakeholders to
develop a fleet fuel transition strategy that can
enable the establishment of a highly scalable
Green Corridor Cluster.
Initiated by the LR’s Maritime
ABS is supporting MacAllister’s
decarbonisation drive

Decarbonisation Hub, The Silk Alliance brings
together a diverse group of organisations
whose collaboration can advance the
decarbonisation of the maritime industry.
These include shipowners, such as MSC
Shipmanagement, Pacific International Lines
(PIL), Wan Hai Lines, X-Press Feeders, Yang
Ming Marine Transport Corp, Keppel Offshore
& Marine, bunker logistical supplier, Singfar
International, Wärtsilä, Wilhelmsen Ship
Management and two financial institutions - the
Asian Development Bank and ING.
At the outset, these members will collaborate
to send an aggregated demand signal for

other stakeholders such as fuel providers, port
operators and governments to support the
Green Corridor Cluster.
The Silk Alliance members will draw from
their individual areas of expertise to develop a
fleet-specific fuel transition strategy for container
ships operating primarily in Asia, based on
the Lloyd’s Register Maritime Decarbonisation
Hub’s First Mover Framework. This is
designed to strengthen leadership and foster
collaboration in the maritime industry to meet
its COP26 commitments and to demonstrate
tangible actions that can lower the investment
risk that is currently preventing the wider uptake
of sustainable carbon-neutral fuels.
The initiative is named after the maritime
section of the historic Silk Road, linking
Southeast Asia to China, the Indian
subcontinent and the Arabian Peninsula,
which expanded over the course of centuries
to incorporate new technologies and cultures.
The cross-supply chain collaboration is
dedicated to delivering learnings to enable safe,
commercially viable and sustainable marine
transport in support of the industry’s long-term
strategy to decarbonise international shipping
by 2050. SORJ
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Viking Cruises’
contract for Bolidt
Rotterdam-based Bolidt has supplied
approximately 7,500 m2 of hardwearing and
environmentally friendly outdoor decking for
the latest Viking Cruises ship Viking Neptune,
building on a 25-year relationship with the
award-winning cruise operator.
Recently delivered to Viking Cruises,
following construction at Fincantieri Ancona,
Viking Neptune is an all-veranda small ship
offering global ocean cruise capability in
elegant on-board surroundings. With its diverse
itineraries taking in everything from subarctic
Scandinavia to the tropical waters of Southeast
Asia and Latin America, the 227 m newbuild
will be facing a wide range of temperatures and
climates.
Viking Cruises therefore required an outdoor
decking solution that could withstand nearfreezing conditions as well as long exposure to
direct sunlight, heat and humidity. Building on a
relationship dating back to Viking’s foundation
in 1997, the owner called on the expertise
of resin applications specialist Bolidt, who’s
durable, weather-resistant decking systems
feature on all of its river, ocean and expedition
cruise vessels.
For the Viking Neptune, Viking chose the
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innovative Bolideck Future Teak, which – in
addition to offering hardwearing, non-slip
properties – represents a lightweight and
sustainable alternative to genuine teak,
thereby meeting the cruise operator’s high
environmental standards. With the flexible
Bolideck Select also featuring on-board the
ship, Bolidt installed approximately 7,500 m2
of decking in total, covering all outdoor areas
including balconies, pool area, crew deck,
Sports Deck and Aquavit Terrace.
The Viking Neptune is built for global
cruising, and its varied itineraries will take it
to all four hemispheres, through a range of
weather conditions and to some of the warmest
and coolest waters worldwide. Hardwearing
and UV-resistant decking is essential to meet
such extremes. Bolidt’s scope of supply for
Viking Neptune also includes a built-in deckheating system to prevent ice formation in the
coldest environments, and additional sound
insulation on certain areas of the vessel to help
ensure the highest standards of guest comfort at
all times.
“We have worked with Viking since its
foundation in 1997, so we know exactly what
is expected of us when supplying decking for
one of its vessels – whether it be a river ship,
an exploration vessel or an oceangoing cruise
ship,” says Jacco van Overbeek, Director
Maritime, Bolidt.
“Viking places great emphasis on sustainable

The deck of the Viking Neptune
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Styccobond F40 and F3 adhesives. This
combination creates a permanent bond, using
F3, between the carpet and luxury underlay
and a peelable bond, with F40, between the
underlay and the deck of the ship. As such,

edges to reduce the risk of fraying and fibre
loss, maximising the longevity of the installation.
Luxury vinyl tiles were installed using F. Ball’s
Styccobond F46 pressure sensitive adhesive,
which provides instant grab to prevent tiles and

The Crystal Endeavour Sea Casino private room

operations and favours simple, elegant design.
Bolideck Future Teak has the look and feel
of real teak but is more resilient and far less
harmful to the environment, making it the ideal
solution for the passenger ship sector.”
Bolidt’s longstanding relationship with Viking
covers both newbuilds and retrofits and has
seen the companies collaborate at shipyards
in Italy, Germany, Norway, Portugal, Egypt
and the United States. With additional projects
scheduled in China, Bolidt is set to finalise
a further five Viking newbuild projects by the
end of the year, including for Viking Neptune’s
sistership, Viking Mars.

Perfect flooring
installation by F Ball
Delivering ‘the perfect flooring installation’ for
luxury Crystal cruise ship, the Crystal Endeavour,
has been achieved by flooring contractor Venue
Marine, installation partners of specialist IMO
products supplier Kerry Johns Marine, under the
project management of global turnkey cruise
ship interiors specialist, Merima.
To guarantee the highest levels of aesthetics
and durability, Venue Marine used Styccobond
flooring adhesives and Stopgap 1200 Pro
levelling compound from the UK’s leading
manufacturer, F. Ball and Co. Ltd.
The project demanded the highest level of
workmanship and materials to install luxurious
carpeting throughout public areas of the ship,
including the Palm Court and Crystal Cove
entertainment areas, Waterside restaurant
and the Sea Casino. In addition, luxury vinyl
tiles (LVTs) were used to create high-end,
hardwearing floor finishes in the ship’s gym,
crew offices and ‘back of house’ areas.
To install carpets, contractors opted for
a dual bond system comprising F. Ball’s

the vinyl, the adhesive can be flattened to a
smooth finish using a paint roller (pre-coated
with adhesive) after it has been trowel-applied
to the subfloor.
Prior to installing the LVT, Venue Marine
used F. Ball Stopgap 1200 Pro levelling
compound to create a perfectly smooth
and level subfloor surface, free from
indentations, ridges or an undulation
ensuring the optimum finish was
achieved.
Stopgap 1200 Pro was also used
in the Palm Court and Crystal Cove
entertainment areas to build up the
floor levels around the natural wood
dance floors to ensure that the installed
carpet finished flush with the dance floor
sections.

MJM Marine comes
back after pandemic

The art of decking

Bolidt delivers innovative on board
flooring and deck covering systems
for working decks, helidecks,
exterior decks and interior decks.
Lightweight
Flexible
Low maintenance
Durable
Environmental friendly
Efficient installation by our own
specialized teams, world wide.
Bolidt, no limits!

www.bolidt.com

the carpet will remain firmly fixed in place
and looking its best throughout its lifetime,
while enabling quick and easy removal when
it eventually needs replacing. Styccobond F1
rubber latex adhesive was used to seal carpet

planks from sliding as adjacent tiles/planks
are laid into the adhesive. The adhesive also
delivers a strong bond, which increases over
time as the floor is trafficked. To eradicate the
risk of trowel serrations ‘shadowing’ through

Northern Island’s MJM Marine, Newry
which was badly hit by the worldwide
slump in the cruise liner industry during
the Covid pandemic, has bounced back
announcing its intention to create 50 new
jobs.
MJM Marine specialises in fitting out
the interiors of luxury vessels, and has
refurbished ships belonging to many
operators, including the world’s biggest
cruise liner, Royal Caribbean’s Wonder of
the Seas which made its maiden voyage
in March.
When the pandemic struck in February
2020 TV viewers watched images of
liners like the Diamond Princess being
held in quarantine on the high seas.
Around the world, ports began closing
to passing cruise liners and the entire
tourism sector slumped.
MJM Marine’s Chief Executive Officer
Gary Annett recalls one extraordinarily
difficult afternoon on March 12th 2020,
when the firm’s order book dwindled as
clients paused their plans moving onto
cancelling in a short period. “We were
approaching £120m in orders, and that
one afternoon cut nearly 95% of that
away very quickly. It was difficult, but I think our
team realised the enormity of the task we faced
to resize the business. I think at a personal level
the possibility of going into a lockdown was
something many thought could be a few weeks
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MJM’s Gary Annett

at that stage, but it was clear the impact on our
core industry would be significant. Weeks soon
became months.”
MJM Marine had to arrange for several
hundred of its project staff on international
projects to fly home during a period when
demand for flights was high, and as people
looked to return home before any borders
were closed. It also needed to divert materials
stored and in transit around the world back to
its headquarters. The firm made a significant
number of redundancies, whilst availing of the
furlough scheme to help retain and protect as
many jobs as possible.
But now business is picking up, enabling
the Newry firm to start hiring again. The new
roles it wants to fill include jobs as Designers,
Technical Engineers, Contracts Managers,
Assistant Contracts Managers, Project Planners,
and other support roles. Many of these roles
will be based at the company headquarters in
Carnbane Business Park, Newry.
Gary Annett describes the last two years as,
“challenging for the whole cruise industry” but
says that “as things continue to recover with
vaccinations and new technological advances,
the industry is adapting and moving forward,
and we are delighted to be a part of that
journey.”
During the pandemic, MJM struck up new
partnerships, developing innovative products
to expand their offering in the marketplace.
One of those was a partnership with Vyv, a
company which makes antimicrobial lighting.
This partnership led to MJM winning the
Collaboration Award at the Cruise Ship Interiors
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Expo in London. Just last week the company
was named as the Manufacturer of the Year
(over £25m) at the Made in Northern Ireland
Awards. MJM’s Apprentice Joiner Shea Rooney
took the prize for Apprentice of the Year at the
same event.
Despite the current concentration on the
controversial trade protocol, the main Brexit
issue for MJM has been its inability to hire
staff from across Europe, an area in which it
traditionally competed for skilled employees
with other marine suppliers in countries like
Italy, Germany Spain. As part of its international
expansion, MJM has now opened up an office
in the Polish shipbuilding city of Gdansk. But
it is also keen to add to its local workforce in
Newry. MJM’s Human Resources Director,
Elizabeth O’Connor, says the company is,
“looking forward to seeing ambitious and
talented people joining our team over the next
few months as we continue to grow and expand
at an exponential rate.”
The latest large contract won by MJM is
a multi-million-pound contract with Marella
Cruises, for significant refurbishment work onboard Marella Discovery. The Marella Discovery
will undergo the multi-million-pound outfitting
of its cabins and suites, with works scheduled to
take place in November 2022 whilst in drydock
in Spain’s Navantia Shiprepairers’ Cádiz
shipyard.
Having recently worked with the cruise
operator on-board Marella Explorer supplying
antimicrobial lighting solutions for public
restrooms, in partnership with VYV, MJM
presents another major milestone in the
onboard installation of the VYV technology,
with its introduction to the wet units within
the Marella Discovery cabin refresh project.

The innovative and sustainably conscious
antimicrobial applications enable MJM to
supplement stringent onboard measures with
further antimicrobial coverage within the
cabin spaces, offering an additional layer of
protection for passengers and crew to sail
safely and securely with a new standard of
environmental wellness.
The multi-million-pound Marella Discovery
cabin and suite refurbishment contract further
provides a unique opportunity to aid the growth
of both MJM and the local economy, as the
company announce a significant number of
new job prospects, particularly in the Newry,
Mourne and Down area where MJM Marine
are headquartered.

Modelling software
helps cruiseship owners
Powerful modelling software from the forefront
of land-based architecture can help cruiseship
owners to provide better accountability of the
steps they are taking to enhance sustainability,
material selection and inclusiveness in guest
services, according to YSA Design.
The Oslo-based interiors and exteriors design
specialist is breaking new ground in using the
Revit data-based tools and Building Information
Modelling (BIM) driving digital transformation in
architecture ashore for the initial stages of ship
design. The techniques will help owners meet
new and broadening social responsibilities on
the environment and accessibility, while also
benefiting ROI, says YSA.
“The combination of Revit’s data-based
capability and 3D BIM software allows

designers to model spaces more effectively for
compliance on accessibility and to increase
control over the materials used,” says Trond
Sigurdsen, Chairman, YSA Design. “Creativity
in design is our calling card but these analytics
enhance efficiency at the earliest stage
of design, benefiting inclusiveness, hotel
management and accountability on the carbon
footprint of materials selected.”
In a market first for cruiseshipping, Sigurdsen
said that YSA Design had used the BIM-Revit
design tool in a project as lead architect to
improve communication with the Owner
and Shipyard, and enhance sustainability in
surface materials selection by taking account of
supplier, origin and recyclability. He envisages
levels of accountability being achievable for
ship sustainability to match shore-based scales
such as BREEAM.
He described class societies as, “slow in
proposing sustainable classification” and
IMO as “dragging its feet” on implementing
environmentally friendly rules. “The EU`s Green
Deal seems to be quicker in pushing shipyards
and suppliers to use lower carbon materials,”
he commented.
YSA Design is also developing population

flow simulations, guest-centric energy
optimisation and off-peak power harvesting
analyses to increase efficient use of service
engineering resources.
“Basing flow studies on simulations are

Trond Sigurdsen

less costly and risk-free. Ship designers have
become familiar with these tools as a way of
making spaces accessible on-board ship and
eradicating bottlenecks but exporting files from
3D Revit takes design to another level,” said
Sigurdsen. “It unlocks more effective design at
the GA stage and the gains for inclusiveness,
logistics and operations can be significant.
Design efficiency can increase revenue space,
cabin size or guest numbers. Alternatively, an
owner with a set number of guests in mind
might build a smaller ship which is compliant
on accessibility but less power-hungry. Today,
saving cruiseship energy is business-critical as
well as a sustainability imperative.”
YSA Design’s commitment to energy
efficiency in design has previously been
showcased in its collaborative work with Ship
Planner. Ship Planner has created a unique,
open data platform to facilitate enhanced
performance and sustainability in hotel
management. Developed with energy services
and engineering firm Scenso, Ship Planner uses
on-board sensors to monitor hotel loads and
provide actionable data to enhance efficiency in
the three ships ‘life-support systems’ - air, water
and power. SORJ
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The Marella Discovery
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One of the Seatrade fleet

Fresh approach generates new
business models in reefer sector
As supply chain disruption continues and analysts warn that no
improvement is likely any time soon, the trade in perishable consumables
by sea is more challenging than ever. However, for the last two years,
owners of conventional pallet-based refrigerated ships have enjoyed
record earnings. In March, spot rates for a 270,000 ft3 vessel hit more
than $1.60/cubic foot, according to Clarkson Research, up from just
US$0.50 in early 2020.
Earnings are significantly higher than any ‘high-season’ peaks
(corresponding to summer in the southern hemisphere) so far this
century. In fact, even those with long memories cannot remember rates
at these levels and, some say, they are unprecedented. The reason is
a combination of the pandemic, regional lockdowns, port congestion,
equipment imbalances, and now, Russia’s aggression in Ukraine.
Many consumable commodities, shipped in refrigerated conditions,
are carefully timed to ensure that they reach supermarket shelves in just
the right condition. If a cargo consignment fails to meet certain criteria,
receivers can refuse to take delivery. Now, with the unpredictability of
scheduled liner services, conventional reefer services have been given a
shot in the arm.
Yet the traditional reefer fleet continues to shrink as more and more
perishable cargoes move to containers. Conventional reefer capacity has
fallen every single year since 1993 and, at less than 190m cubic feet, is
now below half of the 400m cubic feet in that year. Yet there is still virtually
no contracting – Clarkson reports just seven conventional reefers on order
at present. The fleet has an average age of more than 30 years.
In sharp contrast, reefer slots aboard container ships have continued
to climb and now represent more than 5bn cubic feet, about 27 times
the capacity of the entire specialised reefer fleet, according to Clarkson
figures. Many of these large boxships have substantially more reefer slots
than the entire capacity of a relatively small, specialised, conventional
reefer vessel.
Reefer operators were already adapting their business models long
before the pandemic. Pallet-based cargoes had moved to containers
despite liner schedules not being able to serve some export markets –
bananas from small islands in the Caribbean, for example, or fish and
meat trades from the southern hemisphere.
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Despite the change in fortunes for the operators of conventional vessels,
however, the trend towards containerised shipments continues. And
new business models show a change in strategy on the part of reefer
operators. They are now choosing relatively small and flexible container
ships with high reefer capacity but scope to ship ordinary containers too.
A recent example is a contract placed by Antwerp-based reefer owner,
Seatrade, for four 1,800 teu containerships with reefer capacity of
about 1,300 teu. The eco-design vessels will be built to a SDARI Sealion
1800 BKK class at Huanghai Shipyard, China, and the vessels are due
for delivery from October 2023. In a statement, Seatrade said that the
acquisition represents another significant step as it develops services and
logistical systems dedicated for perishable goods.
The new ships will be deployed in current and newly developed
trades and will form an integrated part of the company’s ‘Fast, Direct
& Dedicated’ (FDD) business model, developed over the last few years.
“Transit times and associated indirect costs are increasing on services
operated by larger container lines and there remains a clear demand for
FDD services operated by specialised reefers, specialised container vessels
and hybrid vessels,” the company said. The statement reinforces the need
for conventional vessels to provide essential point-to-point services, FDD
in Seatrade lingo.
The combination of high reefer capacity as well as space for non-reefer
containers provides a more flexible cargo arrangement. Although some
conventional reefers have scope to carry containers on deck – and this
has helped to support rates with extra backhaul and ordinary container
shipments recently – they are not container ships, but reefer vessels with
capacity to take some boxes on deck.
This indicates that these ships are likely to be kept in service as long as
the finances stack up. However, the issue of carbon efficiency could prove
a challenge, with new IMO regulations due to enter force in January.
Most conventional reefers were designed and built long before anyone
considered energy efficiency. With fine hull lines, the ships are relatively
fast. But their engines are comparatively old and their fuel consumption
poor by today’s standards.
The average age of conventional reefers indicates that some
modifications will be required, if not immediately, at least as CII
requirements become stricter from 2025 onwards. Speed reductions,
or engine power limitation, are the obvious starting point, but some
operators may also consider the installation of energy saving devices of
various kinds. SORJ
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Energy security concerns
likely to boost FPSO sector
Short-term fluctuations in energy prices have little impact on capital
investment in the oil and gas market, but fundamental shifts in energy
patterns are a key input in the decision-making process. The world has
experienced two such shifts recently - first, the economic havoc caused
by the pandemic which, in many locations, is still very much in evidence,
and second, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine that has sent oil and gas prices
rocketing amid mounting concern over energy security, especially in
Europe.
As fears grow over whether power cuts will become necessary during
Europe’s winter months, individual countries are doing all they can to
identify any spare extra supplies of energy. The continent’s gas reserves
will be well below its usual October target for various reasons. Germany
has called a halt on plans to close more than 20% of its coal-fired power
stations this year, while countries including Austria, France, Netherlands
and UK have said they will delay coal plant closures or reopen
mothballed ones.
Meanwhile, nuclear facilities in France are undergoing annual
maintenance and running at less than 50% of capacity. The country’s
spot power prices averaged €197 in May, compared with just €15 at the
same time last year. Meanwhile Brent crude prices dipped below US$100
very briefly during the first week of July but rose again within days to settle
around $103.
Energy companies’ decisions on floating production systems come
after many months of detailed analysis. But even before the Russian
invasion, there were clear signs that the floating production sector was
set to make further improvements on its 2021 bounce-back. According
to figures from Oslo-based analyst, Rystad Energy, there were some 11
FPSO contract awards in 2019, but only three in 2020.
Last year, from an initial estimate of seven new contracts, the total
ended up at 10. Seven of these deals involved ultra-deepwater FPSOs for
Brazil, with one each for Australia, China and Canada. A similar number
of contract awards is expected this year too, according to Rystad. Brazil is
likely to account for three more contracts, with other deals in Angola (1),
Australia (1), China (1), Guyana (1), Malaysia (1), and UK (2).
ExxonMobil is now producing oil in Guyana, using the FPSO Liza
Destiny. The unit arrived on location last October. Separately, the oil
major awarded an FPSO front-end engineering design (FEED) contract
to SBM Offshore for the deepwater Yellowtail development in Guyana.
It will be a large unit, likely to have oil-processing capacity of 250,000
bbls/day, gas processing of 450m ft3/d and storage of 2m bbls. Rystad
estimates that when the Yellowtail and Prosperity projects start operating in
2024/5, the US major will have a total processing capacity of more than
800,000 bbls/day in Guyana.
Meanwhile, in Norway, state energy company Equinor has
commissioned a FEED contract from Aker Solutions relating to the
deployment of a circular FPSO on the Wisting field in the Norwegian
sector of the Barents Sea. The arrangement includes an option for the
engineering, procurement, construction and installation of the FPSO
topside, potentially worth between $960m and $1.45bn.
Commenting early this year, before Russian hostilities, one of Rystad’s
senior analysts, Zhenying Wu, commented on the market. “With around
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30 FPSO units under construction or queued up for construction, and
another 10 expected to be awarded over the next 12 months, the market
is set to build on its recent success,” she said. “However, as witnessed in
many other facets of the global economy in recent months, supply chain
concerns linger and will test the market’s ability to take in new contracts
without uncontrollable cost overruns and delays.”
Precise fleet numbers are difficult to verify, but analysis by Intelatus
Global Partners suggests that there are now more than 150 FPSOs in
operation. There are about 30 more units on order and in excess of a
hundred more that are planned. It is not yet clear how the latest world
energy crisis will impact the sector, but experts suggest that it is likely to
strengthen demand for floating units of various types, including FPSOs, in
the months ahead.

Decommissioning deal
Late in March, energy services company Petrofac announced that its
Perth-based team had won a contract from the Australian Government
to complete Phase 1 of the decommissioning of the FPSO Northern
Endeavour. The 274 m unit is located in the Timor Sea about 550 kms
north-west of Darwin between the Laminaria and Corallina oil fields. It
began production in 1999 and achieved a peak output of 170,000 bbls/
day. However, it has not produced oil since it was shut down in 2019.
It was at that time that owner of the oil fields, Northern Oil & Gas
Australia, went into liquidation, leaving the Government to handle both
the FPSO and the oil reserves. However, a decision to impose a levy
on oil and gas firms to fund the decommissioning process of the oil
fields and the FPSO sparked opposition from offshore firms including oil
majors Chevron Corp, ExxonMobil Corp and Shell, and Australian oil
firm, Woodside. They claimed that it was unfair that they should pay the
decommissioning costs for a facility in which they had no involvement.
However, it is understood that a temporary levy has been imposed
on oil and gas companies. According to reports, the Government has
said that this is to ensure that taxpayers are not left to pick up the bill
for decommissioning and remediation at the oil fields. The levy is being
imposed for the years between 2021 and 2029. According to the

The Northern Endeavour
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“This innovative FLNG leverages K LINE’s expertise in LNG tanker
business and contributes to re-use of existing assets to support the world’s
environment. K LINE will continue to make relentless efforts and generate
new values to meet the diversifying needs of our customers,” said Satoshi
Kanamori, Executive Officer of K LINE.
“This is based on our technical capabilities accumulated in FLNG EPC
projects. This results in the enhancement of the customer’s FLNG business
since it is potentially an optimised CAPEX solution. JGC will continue to
develop FLNG technologies for open seas and nearshore,” said Hiroyuki
Ishizaki, Executive Officer of JGC Corporation.
ABS is the preferred classification organisation for the offshore and
energy industry and has been integral to the evolution of gas development
with a long history of working with floating gas concepts including the first
purpose-built LPG floating storage and offloading unit, delivered in 1997,
and the first LPG FPSO in 2005.
Spherical (Moss-type) LNG tankers

Government’s website, this period was chosen to ensure that the levy
remains in place for the duration of the decommissioning of the oil fields
and related infrastructure.
Now, the Government has appointed offshore engineering firm,
Wood, to work on its behalf to oversee the first decommissioning phase.
Wood will work with Australia’s Department of Industry, Science, Energy
& Resources to ensure the safe, efficient, and responsible first phase of
the decommissioning operation. In a statement, Wood noted that this is
the first time that the government had selected a partner for this type of
decommissioning contract and could pave the way for similar deals in the
future.

Re-use of old LNG tanks for FLNGs
An innovative concept for a FLNG vessel utilising storage tanks from
older LNG carriers has been granted an AIP by ABS. The design, jointly
developed by Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha, and JGC Corporation (JGC),
supported by Japan’s Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and
Tourism, involves transferring and reusing LNG storage tanks from
spherical tank (Moss tank) LNG carriers in the hulls of new FLNG facilities.
By re-using existing LNG vessels’ Type B storage tanks, the potential
number of shipyards globally able to build FLNG units is increased, which
supports the forecasted demand for a wider and quicker adoption of
FLNG technology.
“In many areas of the world, FLNG represents a potential solution to
the challenge of meeting increasing demand for natural gas without the
need for an export pipeline to shore and the associated infrastructure. ABS
is committed to supporting development of FLNG globally while retaining
a laser focus on safety,” said Tor Ivar Guttulsrod, ABS Director, FLNG and
FSRU.

The FPSO Atlanta

Yinson contract for DDW
Dubai’s Drydocks World (DDW) has signed a contract with Malaysia’s
Yinson Production to upgrade, refurbish, and convert the FPSO Atlanta.
The contract with Yinson Production, which designs, constructs, and
operates industry-leading production assets for the offshore oil and
gas industry – covers conversion and life extension services, as well as
refurbishment for the FPSO Atlanta. Earlier this year, Enauta purchased
the FPSO OSX-2 for the Definitive System (DS) of the Atlanta field offshore
Brazil.
The upgraded FPSO will be delivered in the third quarter of 2023 to
Brazilian independent oil and gas company Enauta at the offshore Atlanta
Field in the Santos Basin. FPSOs are vital to offshore oil operations,
receiving crude oil and other liquids from subsea reservoirs and separating
it into natural gas and oil with processing facilities on-board. The FPSO
project with DDW will be fully operational by 2024 and support Yinson
Production’s goal of producing up to 50,000 bbls of oil/day from the field.
The technical scope of work for the 18-month project at the DDW
shipyard includes production engineering, procurement of bulk material,
construction as well as support for onshore commissioning. Additionally,
the redeployment scope of the project includes steel renewal, piping
refurbishment, tank coating, refurbishment of equipment, and the upgrade
of an FPSO for operation at the Atlanta field in the Santos basin, Brazil.
This includes life extension and installation of new equipment in order to
utilise 100% of produced gas and minimising GHG emissions.

DELIVERING INTEGRATED SYNERGIES
FOR GLOBAL POSSIBILITIES
Sembcorp Marine is an integrated brand offering one-stop engineering solutions to the offshore, marine and energy industries.
We focus on four key capabilities: Rigs & Floaters; Repairs & Upgrades; Offshore Platforms; and Specialised Shipbuilding.
As a global solutions provider, we deploy the best assets and competencies from across our worldwide operations to take on
projects of any scale and in any location. With this flexibility, we can help you realise possibilities in the fast-changing and
increasingly complex business environment.
For more details, visit www.sembmarine.com.
Sembcorp Marine. Integrated Synergies, Global Possibilities.

ABS to class FPSO Atlanta
The FPSO Atlanta, contracted by Enauta to Yinson for conversion to
service the Atlanta Field offshore Brazil, will be operated under ABS
Class. The Atlanta, which is being converted in Dubai’s Drydocks World
(DDW), including structural upgrades, refurbishment and enhancement
of equipment, will have a production capacity of 50,000 bbls of oil/day,
12.4 MMscfd gas and a storage capacity of 1,800,000 bbls.
Operated by Enauta, the Atlanta Field is located in the Santos Basin,
block BS-4, at 1,500 m water depth with estimated reserves of 106
MMbbl. Formerly known as OSX-2, the vessel was converted in 2013
under ABS Class to operate in the Waimea field in Brazil but never
commenced operations.
“This is a significant, complex asset capable of operating in ultra-deep
Sembcorp Marine Ltd 80 Tuas South Boulevard, Singapore 637051. Tel: (65) 6265 1766 Fax: (65) 6261 0738
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The whitepaper explores the latest Artificial Intelligence tools used to aid
in corrosion detection and measurement and the potential of an accurate
digital condition model, or ‘digital twin’ to support modern risk-based
inspection techniques.
“The FPSO fleet is in the midst of a generational shift in the technology
available to support offshore operations. For 50 years, maintenance
management and condition evaluation have been a labour intensive,
analogue exercise. As a safety focused organisation operating at the
forefront of these technologies, ABS is able to share the insight we have
learned with the industry to support the adoption of new tools and systems
that improve both safety and performance,” said Matt Tremblay, ABS Vice
President, Global Offshore.

Shell contract for BW Offshore

The potential of the latest digital technologies to advance safety
performance of the global FPSO fleet is explored in the latest
offshore industry guidance from ABS

water offshore Brazil today. Through our focus on safety and innovation,
we are able to continue demonstrating our leadership in Brazil, where
more than 60% of all FPSOs in service are ABS classed. This is not
only down to our long-standing leadership in offshore classification but
our deep knowledge of the Brazilian regulatory environment and the
experience to support clients in achieving regulatory compliance,” said
Matt Tremblay, ABS Vice President, Global Offshore.
ABS has developed detailed practical guidance to assist offshore
operators in navigating Brazil’s unique regulatory environment. ‘Practical
Considerations for Regulatory Compliance in Brazil’ is designed to help
floating production installations operating in Brazilian Jurisdictional Waters
comply with a series of requirements that are specific and set forth by
multiple local agencies.
Meanwhile, the potential of the latest digital technologies to advance
safety performance of the global FPSO fleet is explored in the latest
offshore industry guidance from ABS. The ABS Whitepaper Enhancing
Safety on FPSOs - Leveraging Digital Technologies considers how
technologies such as remote inspection and digital twins are giving the
industry an opportunity to rethink the methods to conduct asset inspections
and collect and evaluate condition data.

Norway’s BW Offshore has announced the award of a limited notice to
proceed (LNTP) by Shell Brasil Petróleo and its partners for early-stage
engineering and supplier reservations for the supply of an FPSO for the
Gato do Mato oil and gas field offshore Brazil.
The LNTP is valued up to US$50m. Upon completion of the LNTP,
Shell and its partners target to award a lease and operate contract
to a consortium comprising BW Offshore and Saipem, which will be
jointly responsible for the engineering, procurement, construction, and
installation (EPCI) of the FPSO with expected delivery in 2026. The award
is subject to the parties finalising the commercial and pricing terms of the
contract in view of the current inflationary supply chain market and a final
investment decision to proceed by Shell and its partners. The FPSO lease
and operate contract will have a firm period of 18 years with seven years
of options.
Meanwhile, BW Offshore has closed the transaction for the sale of
the FPSO BW Joko Tole to PT Bahari Inti Tanker and PT Cahaya Haluan
Pasifik, both of which are Indonesian companies, in consortium with PT
Buana Lintas Lautan Tbk, a company publicly listed in Indonesia.
BW Offshore has also signed an agreement for the sale of the FPSO
Polvo to BW Energy for a total consideration of US$50 m. The sale will
be completed no later than July 24th, 2023. BW Energy has the option to
complete the transaction before that date.
If the transaction is completed early, BW Energy will pay US$30m upon
the vessel transfer date, with the remaining US$20m provided as a seller’s
credit by BW Offshore until settlement on July 24th, 2023, at the latest. An
independent third-party valuation of the FPSO concluded that the sales
price is within a fair market value range.
FPSO Polvo vessel recently ended its charter on the Polvo field in Brazil
and is currently in lay-up in Dubai. BW Energy plans to redeploy the
FPSO on the Maromba field offshore Brazil. The decision to divest the
FPSO, instead of entering a traditional lease and operate contract with
BW Energy, is due to regulatory challenges under Brazilian related- and
associated-party legislation.

EPC agreement for KM

A BW Offshore FPSO
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Norway’s Kongsberg Maritime (KM) has announced that it has signed
an Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) agreement with
the global offshore production contractor Yinson for the supply of an
integrated suite of electrical and control equipment for a FPSO currently
under conversion. The contract scope covers KM’s E-house, electrical,

Keppel Shipyard is the trusted partner for the repair
and upgrading of a diverse range of vessels. We are the
market leader in FPSO, FSO, FSRU and FLNG conversions
as well as the fabrication of topside modules, turrets
and mooring systems.
Keppel Shipyard Limited (A member of Keppel Offshore & Marine Limited)
Volume 20 Issue 2 – Page
51 Pioneer Sector 1 Singapore 628437 Tel: (65) 68614141 Fax: (65) 68617767 Email: ks@keppelshipyard.com www.keppelom.com
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control, safeguarding and telecommunication equipment solutions, and
includes service support on-board the Maria Quitéria FPSO owned by
Yinson.
The conversion project is being carried out in China’s Cosco Shangxing
shipyard, Shanghai and will be chartered to Brazil’s Petrobras. She
is the former FPSO Integrado Parque das Baleias. She was originally
the 309,020 dwt, 2003-built VLCC Hawk, owned by Greece’s Neda
Maritime. She was built in South Korea by Samsung Heavy Industries and
was delivered in 2003 as the Front Hawk.
FPSO Maria Quitéria is on schedule to commence work in 2024 at the
Jubarte field, part of Parque de Baleias area in the North Campos Basin,
Espirito Santo State in the waters off Brazil, for field operator Petrobras. The
vessel is Yinson’s second project award with Petrobras and its third project
award in Brazil, in line with the group’s plans to expand its presence in this
high-growth country.
KM will utilise its experience as an EIT (Engineering and Information
Technology) EPC contractor working alongside Yinson to enable both
organisations to leverage their dedicated and professional people to work
together effectively as one team.

Anchoring system
contract for Seasystems
Scana-owned Seasystems has signed a contract for the delivery of yet
another anchoring system to an FPSO project in Brazil. This is a substantial
contract for Scana, with a value of more than NOK50m. The delivery
consists of mooring equipment such as dual axis chain stoppers, chain
handling systems and winches. The FPSO will be rebuilt. Integration of
the mooring system will be conducted at Drydocks World, Dubai. For
Seasystems, the project starts at once and will be delivered in the second
quarter of 2023.
“Our mooring solutions are in demand. This is shown both in the strong
order intake we have experienced so far this year and in the many inquiries

The Maria Quitéria FPSO (ex Hawk) owned by Yinson

we receive for new deliveries,” Styrk Bekkenes, CEO of Scana, says.
Mooring systems is Seasystems’ main focus area, and over the last
10 years the company has delivered more than 10 major systems to
customers within the traditional oil and gas market, as well as growing
markets like the LNG industry, aquaculture and floating offshore wind.
“Seasystems has worked systematically to develop hardy and costeffective mooring solutions, and we now see good results from this work,”
Torkjell Lisland, MD at Seasystems, states.

IMO puts forward FSO Safer solution
IMO Secretary-General urges States to support UN co-ordinated plan to
transfer oil from degrading floating storage unit off Yemen. IMO SecretaryGeneral Kitack Lim has urged further financial support for an UN-coordinated operational plan to address the threat of a major oil spill from
the FSO Safer, moored off Yemen, after a pledging event in The Hague
saw donors pledging US$33m in new funding.
IMO has been supporting contingency planning efforts in the region
to prepare for a possible spill from FSO Safer and to limit the impacts
should one occur. An oil spill from FSO Safer would be a humanitarian
and environmental disaster, with huge economic impacts for the shipping
and maritime industry throughout the region. The plan to mitigate the risk
by transferring the oil to a safe temporary vessel needs financial resources,
Mr. Lim said.
There is now $40m available for the operation, which includes
previously committed funds. The decaying floating storage and offloading
unit is moored off the coast of Yemen and holds around a million barrels
of oil. It could break apart or explode at any time.
The pledging event, hosted by the Government of the Netherlands and
the United Nations, marked the start in the effort to raise the US$144m
that the full plan requires, including US$80m for the emergency operation
to transfer the oil to a safe temporary vessel. Also critical to the plan’s
success is the installation of a long-term replacement capacity. SORJ
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By Paul Bartlett

Several of its largest investors have been linked to possible rescue
packages. Both Lamprell Holdings and Blofeld Investment Management
have been named. But so too has Saudi business owner, Sami Al Angari,
who recently raised his stake in the company from 6.6% to 18%.
It is understood that both Blofeld and Al Angari, through his company
Al Gihaz Holding Co must make firm offers on July 22nd and July 29th
respectively. However, it is also understood that the UK’s regulatory body,
The Takeover Panel, could choose to extend these deadlines.

Rig rates rise as energy
security concerns mount
The global energy system is in a bind. The pandemic, far from over in
many countries, disrupted energy supply chains - Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine has slashed imports of oil and gas to countries in Europe, forcing
them to find alternative supplies; and these challenges come at a time
when the world is facing a GHG crisis that threatens the planet’s future.
But this is a case of opportunity arising from adversity for offshore
rig operators working in various key sectors. Day rates are already
significantly higher than six months ago, more rigs are being reactivated,
and stranded rigs are being sold; all signs of an improving market.
However, experts say that utilisation rates have not yet returned to the
buoyant period prior to the oil price crash. But they are still moving in the
right direction in most offshore rig sectors.
According to Rystad Energy, an Oslo-based energy consultancy, day
rates for oil and gas rigs of all types and sizes are climbing – from jackups through to ultra-deep-water units in the Golden Triangle, which
stretches between the US Gulf, Brazil and West Africa. But improvements
are evident in other regions too. Analysts report that utilisation rates in
South East Asia are improving, partly because jack-up drilling rigs are
being pulled towards the Middle East following a large Saudi Aramco
tender.
Meanwhile, Keppel Offshore & Marine is reported to have signed
charter deals recently relating to four jack-up rigs with Middle East
counterparties. It is believed, though not confirmed, that the charter deals
could relate to four jack-ups ordered in 2013 and 2014 on which Keppel
Corporation subsidiary, Keppel FELS, terminated construction contracts in
April.
The offshore sector received another boost at the end of June, as it
became clear that the US Administration is planning to allow new offshore
drilling in the Gulf of Mexico. The proposals are not finalised yet, however,
as a 90-day consultation period has begun. But the direction of travel is
clear.
As in other parts of the world, the global energy crisis has forced
President Biden to re-think his campaign pledge to stop new oil and gas
developments on federal waters and land. The Trump Administration’s
aims to open up areas of the Atlantic and Pacific coasts to offshore
drilling, faced widespread opposition from coastal states, and these areas
will remain off-limits in President Biden’s draft proposals so far.
However, new leases will be offered in areas that already generate most
of America’s offshore oil production, policy watchers said. No surprise
that climate experts oppose the move – they argue that new exploration
will not do anything to ease rocketing energy prices in the short term; and,
what’s more, it will commit the country to more decades of hydrocarbon
dependence.
However, Ben Cahill, a senior fellow at the Centre for Strategic and
International Studies, took a more pragmatic line. He conceded that new
leases would not help to reduce energy prices in the short run but said that
the Biden Administration could use the move as part of a broader effort to
push his climate agenda. And he warned that the pandemic and Europe’s
response to Russia’s aggression have created a supply crunch that could
last for years.
There has never been a silver bullet because renewables are never
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Keppel signs Saudi agreement

The global energy crisis has forced President Biden to re-think his
campaign pledge to stop new oil and gas developments on federal waters

going to contribute sufficient energy to power the world’s major energy
consumers – cement, steel, agriculture and, of course, transport. But as
energy security has become a prime concern, the backdrop has changed
dramatically.
Coal is back on the agenda and even mothballed nuclear power plants
are being assessed for possible recommissioning. All energy options are
now on the table, and the offshore drilling sector is likely to be one of the
principal beneficiaries.

Singapore’s Keppel Offshore & Marine has signed agreements for the
utilisation of two KFELS B Class rigs to be deployed in Saudi Arabia.
These bareboat contracts are expected to generate revenue of about
S$135m for Keppel O&M including modification works to prepare them
for deployment. The two rigs will be chartered by ADES Saudi Limited
Company for a period of five years commencing in the fourth quarter of
2022.
According to a report by Clarksons Research published in April 2022,
rig markets have continued to tighten in 2022, with overall utilisation
now at its highest level since 2015 and dayrates rising noticeably for jackups and floaters. The outlook for the jack-up market is optimistic, with
demand expected to increase across 2022-23, underpinned by strong
activity of national oil companies.
Keppel O&M recently announced the termination of newbuild rig
contracts with certain customers, which will be used in turn to fulfil the

An example KFELS B Class rigs

latest bareboat charter contracts. As part of the definitive agreements
Keppel Corporation has signed in connection with the proposed
combination of Keppel O&M and Sembcorp Marine, these two rigs and
their bareboat charter agreements are part of Keppel O&M’s legacy rigs
and will be transferred to Asset Co that is majority-owned by external
investors on legal completion.

DNV awards AiP to Inocean
DNV has awarded Norway’s Inocean AS, a subsidiary of Technip
Energies, an AiP and Basic Design Approval for its new INO12TM semisubmersible platform concept. The INO12TM floating offshore wind
concept has been designed to accommodate a 12 MW wind turbine, with
a life span of 25 years without drydocking. The concept emerged initially

Lamprell founders
UAE-based oil field fabrication and engineering service company,
Lamprell PLC, had its shares suspended at 9.00 pence on the first day of
July after its stock lost 83% of value over the last year. The dramatic fall
accelerated as the company warned that it was facing ‘urgent and severe
liquidity constraints’.
The Dubai-based rig builder and service company constructs jack-ups
and wind turbine foundations for the energy industry but had not been
able to agree new funding arrangements since the beginning of the year.
In a statement, the company warned that it was at risk of not being able to
meet imminent funding obligations.

7

Shipyards:
Malta
Messina
Naples
Rijeka
Ancona
Savona
Marseille

17

Docks:

up to VLCC

Some Lamprell yards have been closed
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Sembcorp Marine
deliver Deepwater Atlas

DNV awards notation
for Dynamic positioning

Singapore’s Sembcorp Marine has successfully completed the delivery
of the world’s first eighth-generation drillship, the Deepwater Atlas, for
Transocean’s subsidiary Triton Atlas. The completion of Deepwater Atlas
marks a key milestone in Sembcorp Marine’s offshore construction track
record. The vessel’s successful delivery is a testament to the Group’s
proven capabilities in providing innovative and pioneering solutions.
The Deepwater Atlas is the first of two ultra-deepwater drillships based
on the Group’s proprietary Jurong Espadon 3T design. The completed
drillship features three-million- pound hook-load hoisting capacity and sets
a new frontier for next generation drillships with its ability to accommodate
well control systems for 20,000 psi drilling and completion operations.
Capable of operating at 12,000 feet (3,658 m) water depth and
drilling to depths of 40,000 feet (12,192 m), Deepwater Atlas represents
a breakthrough in the industry with leading-edge capabilities for
enhanced operational safety, efficiency and performance. With capacity
to accommodate a crew of 220, the drillship is designed and equipped to
optimise fuel consumption and lower emissions to support the industry’s
commitment to a reduction in carbon footprint.
Sembcorp Marine Head of Rigs and Floaters William Gu said, “We
are very pleased to achieve the delivery of Deepwater Atlas and to set
many record firsts in the process. It gives us great pride to have designed
and built for Transocean, the world’s first eighth-generation drillship of the
highest industry specification, complete with a three-million-pound hookload and breakthrough capabilities for 20,000 psi drilling operations.”
Wong Weng Sun, Sembcorp Marine President & CEO, said,
“Sembcorp Marine’s continuous investments in innovation and technology
development over the years have enabled the Group to move up the
value chain to develop industry-leading designs and solutions. We are very
pleased to partner Transocean to raise the bar for the design and build of
the next generation ultra-deepwater drillships.” SORJ

DNV has awarded TechnipFMC, its first-class notation for Data
Driven Verification (DDV) of Dynamic Positioning (DP) systems.
In addition, Kongsberg Maritime’s (KM) Dynamic Positioning
Digital Survey (DPDS) has been awarded an AiP under the DDV
notation and was the software system used in the data driven
verification process for the DP systems that have been tested
on-board the 17,688 gt pipe-layer Deep Star.
Dynamic Positioning systems are used by offshore vessels
for accurate manoeuvring, for maintaining a fixed position
or for track keeping (pipe/cable laying). These systems
require classification which is normally performed via onboard inspections where the surveyor witness tests of the DP
system and collects the relevant data for assessment by the
classification society.
With the DDV class notation the testing of the DP system
can now be performed on-board more conveniently with the
support of the crew and without the need for a surveyor to
physically attend. The use of a digital system enables the crew
to run test activities and automatically harvest secure and
reliable data on the vessel’s behaviour. This data can then be
verified by the surveyor using a digital playback application.
The DDV class notation sets the requirements for the
gathering, treatment, and delivery of collected data to ensure
the quality of this data for use in a class assessment. This means
that for the specified systems, the verified data can be used in
the certification and classification of those systems in maritime
and offshore vessels.
The notation enables secure and tamper-free data harvesting
to be performed by the crew without surveyors being present
on-board. Compared to traditional paper-based test reports,
the body of evidence represents an accurate and detailed
documentation of test activities, which can be revisited for as
long as the data is stored. The notation covers several different
verification methods, including self-verifying systems and digital
twins.

The INO12 semi-submersible platform concept

from internal research at Inocean and was further refined in the Windmoor
research project, four-year project funded by the Research Council of
Norway and the offshore wind industry. The semi-submersible floating
wind concept, which utilises a simple and lean design, has been tailored
towards mass production and scalability. The concept also offers the
possibility of full assembly at the quayside with direct access to the tower.
The design has been assessed for operations in Bretagne Sud (South
Brittany), based on the DNV class notation - OI Column-stabilised
floating offshore wind turbine installation POSMOOR in the DNV Rules
for Offshore Units DNV-RU-OU-0512, ‘Floating offshore wind turbine
installations’. The review conducted covers the hull structure, stability,
mooring, marine systems, and technical safety.
An AiP is an independent assessment of a concept within an agreed
framework, confirming that the design is feasible, and no significant
obstacles exist to prevent the concept from being realised. A Basic Design
Approval is the stage of review where global aspects of the design, hull
structure, stability, mooring, marine systems, and technical safety, are
reviewed and approved by DNV in order to clarify key details at an early
stage and reduce the scope of a subsequent full class approval.
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The Deepwater Atlas

The TechnipFMC vessel Deep Star
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An AiP is an independent assessment of a concept within an agreed
framework, confirming that the design is feasible, and no significant
obstacles exist to prevent the concept from being realised.

Edda Wind signs
class contract with DNV
DNV has signed a classification contract for two new Commissioning
Service Operation Vessels (CSOVs), ordered by Norway’s Edda Wind. The
vessels will be built in Sri Lanka and are designed for service operations
during the commissioning and operation of offshore wind farms and are
prepared for hydrogen operations. They are scheduled to be delivered
under the Norwegian Flag in January 2024 and July 2024.
Advanced CSOVs that offer both next generation technology and
comfortable accommodation are an important part of the value chain
in a booming offshore wind segment that is expected to grow as the
demand for renewable energy soars over the coming decade. The new
additions to the Edda Wind fleet will function as mother ships for wind
turbine technicians as they perform commissioning and maintenance work
on wind turbines, with accommodations for up to 97 technicians and
23 marine crew. The planned hydrogen fuel system will be based on the
Liquid Organic Hydrogen Carrier (LOHC) design by Hydrogenious LOHC
Maritime AS and prepares the vessels for future zero-emission operations.
The two CSOVs will be built to the Salt 0425 design and measure 89.3
m. They are in principal sister vessels to a DNV-classed newbuild, which
is currently in construction at the Spanish shipyard Astilleros Gondán.
Some of the key features include anti-heeling and roll reduction systems to
provide good working conditions on-board and a motion compensated
gangway system with an adjustable pedestal to ensure safe and optimal
connections to the turbines, even in harsh weather conditions.

In 2021 DEME Offshore US secured a transport and installation contract
for the 62 GE Haliade offshore wind turbines for the Vineyard Wind
1 project, which is located off the coast of Massachusetts. In addition
to the installation of the turbines, DEME Offshore will also handle the
transportation and installation of the monopile foundations, transition

An artist’s impression of the CSOVs

James Fisher charters
multi-purpose service vessel
UK’s James Fisher has signed a charter agreement with Go Marine Group
for the exclusive use of the multi-purpose service vessel, Go Electra,
adding much needed security for customers amid cost and supply chain
crunches in the industry. The agreement will see the boat used, throughout
the remainder of 2022, by its marine group companies James Fisher
Renewables (JF Renewables) and James Fisher Subtech (JF Subtech).
The long-standing agreement will see quicker response times and
tailored health and safety standards implemented, as well as stabilised and
reliable day rates for customers. In addition, there will be an increase in
operational uptime, with a consistent crew and shortened mobilisation and
demobilisation times between projects resulting in boosted productivity and
sustainability due to fewer overall transits to shore.
Putting sustainability and efficiency at the forefront of decision making,
James Fisher selected the Go Electra following an extensive vessel research
and evaluation process. The Go Electra was built in 2011 and measures
at around 80 m in length with DP2 capabilities, it has an on-board
capacity for 66 crew and passengers.
The Go Electra will be mobilised in and around UK waters, largely on
unexploded ordnance identification with remotely operated vehicles (ROV),
IMR activities and air diving projects, core services for both James Fisher
Renewables and James Fisher Subtech. The vessel will be configured with
a fully integrated, hanger deployed WROV and Observation Class ROV
and the added flexibility of switching between a 3rd ROV and Air Diving
Spread.
The charter will provide JF Renewables and James Fisher Subtech
customers with increased security and stability in operation, allowing for
increased productivity and the acceleration of projects that will support the
industry’s growth through a hastening energy transition. The Go Electra
will be mobilised by JF Renewables and James Fisher Subtech in March
2022, with opportunity for use by other James Fisher group companies
throughout the year.

An artist’s impression of the DEME/Barge Master concept

pieces, offshore substation and scour protection for the wind turbine
foundations, as well as the offshore substation foundation and platform.
DEME Offshore US is partnering leading US company Foss Maritime
in the development of the smart feeder barge concept to ensure that it is
fully compliant with the Jones Act. Following on from this, DEME Offshore
US has now announced a five-year agreement with the Dutch company
Barge Master, where it will utilise four motion compensation platforms
which will be installed on the US-flagged Foss Maritime barges.
This integrated, high-tech solution will enable the wind turbine
components to be transported from US ports to DEME’s specialised
offshore installation vessels. When arriving alongside the installation vessel
the Barge Master motion compensation technology ensures safe lifting
operations – even for these giant components - and increases workability.
The barges will also be towed and pushed by US-flagged tugs.
DEME Offshore US has developed special seafastening releasing
technology and new lifting tools in close collaboration with GE and Barge
Master. DEME Offshore US, Foss Maritime and Barge Master are set to
launch the new concept, which consists of two fully-equipped smart feeder
barges, in spring 2023.
The Barge Master concept is based on using patented technology,
whereby control systems and cylinders are supporting a platform and
actively compensating the motions of the barge. The wind turbine
components are fastened to the motion compensated platform. Barge
Master has two existing and proven platforms which have been used on
several offshore energy projects already. These two platforms and two
larger newbuild platforms will be specifically adapted to cope with the
needs for the Vineyard Wind 1 project.

Ship Repair | Conversions | Drydocking
by people who care about returning your vessel
to service on time and in budget

DEME signs agreement
with Barge Master

The Go Electra
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DEME Offshore US has taken a major step forward in the further
development of a US Jones Act compliant feeder solution for the
upcoming offshore wind projects by entering into a long-term agreement
with Barge Master. The two companies will work closely together to
develop motion compensation technology which will be deployed in
a pioneering feeder concept on the Vineyard Wind 1 project - the first
commercial-scale offshore wind farm in the US.

detyens.com
drydock@detyens.com
Charleston, South Carolina
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Activities at MSS
DemoSATH mooring, anchoring and quick connect solution is set for the
2 MW turbine that will be tested later this year and which will be the first
floating turbine connected to the Spanish grid. In early May, Denmark’s
Maersk Supply Service (MSS) completed the installation of six mooring
lines (comprised by hybrid lines of chain and fibre rope) and six drag
anchors with Maersk Mariner. The mobilisation and loading of the
mooring lines elements and preparation of the vessel was done at Punta
Sollana quay, in the port of Bilbao (Spain), where the onshore construction
of the floater is currently underway.
Once loaded, the vessel left the Port towards the installation site
at BiMEP test area where the elements’ connection and laying took
place. The lines will be recovered from the seabed for a plug and play
connection to the unit later this year.
Meanwhile, the onshore construction of the prestressed concrete
floating platform continues at the Port of Bilbao. Works on the transition
piece, single point mooring and boat landing are also carried out as
well as installation works inside the floaters. This will be followed by the
launching operation to put afloat the platform that will be then transported
to its final deployment site at BIMEP.
The DemoSATH means a steppingstone in SATH Technology
commercialisation roadmap. The 2 MW unit will be tested against real
sea operating conditions in a harsh Atlantic environment. The test field at
BiMEP facilities are located two miles off the Biscay coast where the sea
is 85 m deep. DemoSATH will generate sufficient electricity to cover the
energy demand of more than 2,000 local households.
This project aims to collect data and gain real-life knowledge from
the construction procedure, operation, and maintenance of DemoSATH
floating wind platform for a period of two years.
Meanwhile, MSS has been awarded an integrated marine services
contract by Esso Angola, for the provision of project management,
engineering and marine services in support of the development of offshore
drilling and production operations offshore Angola in the Block 15.
The Maersk Forza, a MSS subsea support vessel, will perform the
offshore marine operations, including offshore field maintenance support,
deep-water AHC precision lifting, and ROV operations for the installation
of subsea and other marine equipment. The vessel is due to be delivered
in the third quarter of 2022 and the crews and project teams are currently
being assembled in preparation.
With this contract, MSS continues to expand its track record as an
integrated solutions provider. By combining in-house project management
and technical expertise with the flexibility of a versatile fleet, MSS is able
to deliver solutions that meet complex project needs, simplify offshore
operations, and reduce cost and risk to its customers.

Vea, CEO of Østensjø Rederi. The fixed duration of the charter is two
years with options for further extensions.
Edda Freya is an advanced, hybrid-powered construction vessel
suited for operations worldwide, designed by Salt Ship Design with a
focus on cable laying operations, offshore constructions and advanced
maintenance and repair operations. She was built by Kleven Verft in
Ulsteinvik, Norway. Edda Freya is one of three Østensjø Rederi-vessels on
contract with DeepOcean. The new contract will commence on January 1st
2023, for a two-year charter with options for further extensions.

Sembcorp Marine
wins Brazilian contract
Singapore’s Sembcorp Marine, through its wholly owned subsidiaries,
Estaleiro Jurong Aracruz (EJA) and Sembcorp Marine Specialised
Shipbuilding (SMSS), and the establishment of a Special Purpose Entity
‘Polar 1 Construção Naval SPE Ltda’, has secured an EPC Contract
valued at about US$150m (approximately SG$200 m) from Emgepron, a
state-owned company linked to the Ministry of Defence in Brazil.
The Engineering, Procurement and Construction contract involves a
newbuild support vessel, the NApAnt, for the Brazilian Navy for scientific
research deployment in the Antarctic. Measuring 93.9 m in length, 18.5
m in width and weighing about 5,800 tonnes with a draft of 6 m, the
NApAnt is built to navigational ice field standards, classified as P-6.
The project will be executed through EJA yard in Brazil to comply
with the requirement of local content while drawing from the pooled
resources of Sembcorp Marine global network including the extensive
knowledge and experience of SMSS in the design and construction of
high-performance and specialised vessels.
Construction of the new vessel will commence in 2022 with scheduled
completion in the third quarter of 2025. On completion, NApAnt will
replace the ocean support vessel (NApOc) Ary Rongel (H-44) which is
approaching the end of its life cycle. The vessel is expected to add a new
operative dimension to the Brazilian Antarctic Programme. SORJ

Royston has completed engine overhaul work on the Stena Spey

Semi-submersible contract for Royston
UK’s Royston Marine has completed the overhaul of diesel generators onboard the semi-submersible mobile offshore drilling unit Stena Spey. The
work, which is part of an on-going diesel engine maintenance and service
programme for vessels owned by international drilling contractor Stena
Drilling, saw cylinder heads, pistons and conrods overhauled as part of an
extensive 12,000 running hour service of one Rolls Royce Bergen KVGB12

Diesel generators by Royston engineers on-board the vessel while it was
located at Orkney.
Reflecting continued success for Royston in the offshore marine services
sector despite current challenges, the work follows the previous overhaul of
diesel power units on-board other Stena vessels, including the Stena Don
rig, and the 58,000 dwt Stena IceMAX and Stena Carron drillships.
The engines were stripped down to allow engineers to carry-out
maintenance and repair work on the 12-cylinder heads, two-unit
inspections, main bearing inspection, camshaft inspection, timing chain
and drive inspection. Other work, which included repairs to water leaks
in No.3 generator, involved removing of cylinder head, piston and
connecting rod and renewing the cylinder liner. Following the service,
successful trials were completed to check the performance of both engines
and repair work was in-line with the manufacturer’s specification.
Meanwhile, work to overhaul main propulsion diesel engines on the
1,659 gt seismic support vessel Mainport Pine operated by Irish Mainport
Holdings, has been completed by UK’s Royston Marine. The work saw
engineers from Royston carry out a major overhaul of the port and
starboard Cummins QSK60 MCRS main engines on-board the 55 m
length, as part of a scheduled maintenance programme of critical power
systems while the vessel was alongside in the Port of Sunderland.
This involved the removal of fuel injectors, turbochargers, cylinder
heads, powerpack assemblies and camshafts. The engine was rebuilt
utilising service exchange components, new bearings, seals and gaskets

Østensjø and DeepOcean
extend co-operation
Norway’s Østensjø Rederi and DeepOcean have extended the
longstanding relationship around the state-of-the-art Edda Freya OCV.
“We are pleased that we have come to an agreement with DeepOcean
for Edda Freya, a vessel that was designed together with and has been on
contract with DeepOcean since delivery in 2016. We are satisfied with the
terms and our long and solid relationship with DeepOcean.” says Kristian
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before extensive sea trails consisting of incremental load testing and alarm
shutdowns.
The Mainport Pine is part of a current fleet of survey and research
ships, seismic support vessels and tugboats owned and operated by Corkbased Irish Mainport Holdings, which is a provider of marine services to
ship-owners, exporters, importers, oil companies, survey companies and
offshore wind companies.

Fibretrac crane contract for MacGregor
MacGregor, part of Cargotec, has secured a contract with Otto Candies,
to deliver an active heave compensated FibreTrac offshore crane, with
delivery expected to be completed by the end of the year. The scope of
supply encompasses full delivery of the 150 tonne AHC crane, rated for
the customer’s needs at 100 tonne lifting capacity, together with Lankhorst
Lanko Deep Dyneema DM20 fibre rope for 3,400 m operational depth.
The crane is the first of its type and provides the ability to lift heavy loads at
depths that normally require much larger cranes on larger vessels.
This highly innovative crane uses neutrally buoyant fibre rope with an
Applied Fibre termination connecting directly to the hook allowing full
payload at all depths. This is in contrast to standard wire-rope cranes,
where the weight of the steel wire steadily robs the crane of its lifting
capacity as more wire is paid out.
The FibreTrac concept was developed in close collaboration with
Parkburn Precision Handling Systems, who will deliver the fibre rope
Deepwater Capstan (DWC) that gently de-tensions the rope between the
high-tension operational side and the low-tension storage side. Parkburn
also developed the crane’s Lift Line Management System which manages
rope health monitoring and feedback using a combination of sensing
technologies and a lifetime usage algorithm developed by DSM based on
their DM20 material.
The subsea AHC fibre-rope crane will have the world’s first DNV-DRS
class notation based on the DNV-ST-E407 standard. This new standard
governs how such a crane and its rope system can remain continually
certified based on real-time measurements of rope health and represents a
significant departure from earlier certifications based on prescriptive rules
and periodic inspections.

Offshore - Equipment
Statement of compliance
for Ocean Technologies
Ocean Technologies Group (OTG) has gained a statement of compliance
for its offshore industry competency standard (OICS) from DNV. OTG’s
learning brands have a wealth of experience in both the design and
implementation of Competency Management Systems (CMS) and in
developing industry recognised competency standards.
OTG has created a new competency standard specifically for
the offshore sector, mapped to the International Marine Contractors
Association (IMCA) - Guidance on Competence Assurance and
Assessment (IMCA C 002 Rev.3). This standard includes competence
expectations for the various roles defined within the IMCA guidelines and
has earned a statement of compliance from DNV.
“OICS and IMCA’s international competence framework provides a
means by which the marine contracting industry can demonstrate the
competence of its personnel in the safety-critical positions and other key
positions they fulfil,” said Marius Tetlie, Global Manager, Competence
Management for OTG.
“At Ocean Technologies Group, we have a proven track record of
helping world-leading companies grow the knowledge and skills of their
teams through our Competency Management Systems, working closely
with them to implement both ready-made competencies linked to specific
industry standards and by developing bespoke systems tailored to the
needs of their business.”

process designed to massively optimise vessel performance. The process,
which takes digital vessel twinning to a new level, was undertaken by the
team at Columbia’s Performance Optimisation Control Room (POCR)
headed up by Captain Pankaj Sharma.
Using non-invasive next generation Internet of Things technology
through a wireless eco-system packed with full machine learning
capability, the connected vessel benefited from machinery health
monitoring as well as enhanced engine diagnostics.
Transforming the SMART vessels into an effective digital twin, the
process was one step ahead of pre-existing often fragmented shipto-shore connectivity solutions. And what makes it a SMART vessel?
According to Capt Sharma, it is as much about maximising IoT
technology and minimising human input as it is about focusing on
Artificial intelligence for predictive applications.
With sensor technology and data processing, the vessel uses advanced
analytic techniques to identify data trends and anomalies, providing
early indicators to avoid potential failures or downtime and help with
decision making for crew and shoreside personnel. By using non-invasive
sensors, the smart system on the vessel looks for any anomalies while
monitoring the vessel’s diagnostics and predictive warning systems. The
mix of technologies on-board the vessel has a proven track record in the
aviation, wind energy and marine industries.
Optimising engine and vessel performance through the ingenuity
of the POCR can help to reduce emissions as well as increase the life

of equipment on-board ship, boosting the return on investment for
the owner as well as providing accurate equipment maintenance and
condition records which can help to boost a vessel’s resale value. It can
also reduce fuel consumption by between 2% and 5% as well as generate
a basket of other benefits such as reduced dry dock costs - improved
insurance rates and the potential for near zero down time of the vessel.
Optimising lubrication can also reduce vessel by vessel lubrication costs
by up to 45%.

Floatel becomes part of
Kongsberg Digital’s Vessel Insight

Seaway 7 contract for Huisman
UK’s Seaway 7 has awarded Rotterdam’s Huisman a contract for the
delivery of a 3,000 tonne Spreader Bar. The Spreader Bar will support
installation of offshore wind turbines and is able to handle monopiles with
the largest diameter and length currently available.
Although the Spreader Bar will be built specifically to Seaway 7’s
requirements, it is based on a proven Huisman design. It is optimised
to increase both safety and efficiency in monopile and transition piece
installation. Safe operations are ensured via hands free sling handling of
monopiles, remotely controlled by an exchangeable battery pack.
Seaway 7 will initially employ the Spreader Bar during its execution of
the third phase of the Dogger Bank Wind Farm, Dogger Bank C. When
all three phases are completed, the wind farm, off the Yorkshire, UK coast,
will be the world’s largest with a capacity of 3.6 GW – enough to power
6m homes.
As it seeks to support the development of renewable energy sectors,
both on- and offshore, Huisman is expanding its product and service
portfolio. The company designs, constructs and maintains a wide range of
products to drive the growth of renewable energies and make mineral and
fossil fuel extraction more sustainable.

Floatel International will now become a part of and benefit from Kongsberg
Digital’s digital infrastructure Vessel Insight

Columbia’s Performance Optimisation Control Room

Floatel International provides top-quality offshore Floatels for extreme
conditions and will now become a part of and benefit from Kongsberg
Digital’s digital infrastructure Vessel Insight.
Floatel is currently operating in the North Sea region, Australia, Gulf
of Mexico and Brazil and have a fleet consisting of five semi-submersible
accommodation and construction support vessels. The company is
systematically working to reduce its emissions and optimise its operations.
As a part of Kongsberg Digital´s infrastructure Vessel Insight, the goal is
to gain better control and smarter solutions through digitalisation. Vessel
Insight will be deployed on all of Floatel International´s operational rigs.
SORJ

CSM creates SMART solution
The MacGregor active heave compensated FibreTrac offshore crane
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Columbia Shipmanagement (CSM) has created a totally SMART and fully
digitised jack-up barge under its management as part of a digital twinning
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Dockgate

By Michael Grey OBE

Shipbuilding on Clydeside was the largest in the world at one point

Unhappiness with orphans
Here is a little memory test for those of a certain age. How many shipyards
finally closed, or ended up in the hands of the receivers, after they had
taken orders for ‘one-off’ ships which they failed to deliver? I suppose
that the older you are, the more you will remember. It is a phenomenon
not confined to any particular country, although invariably those shipyards
which were already struggling with inflation, a general lack of orders and
economic downturns would have been lacking in resilience.
Sensible shipbuilders, it might be thought, will avoid these ‘orphan’
orders like the plague, concentrating on series production or ships that
are not beyond their technical abilities to construct. You don’t want to be
learning on the job, as it were, with a ship or technology in which you
and your workforce have little or no experience. Some shipyards have
a reputation for tackling innovative designs, but it is clearly not for every
shipbuilder.
Another pointer might be to the potential problems you might get into
with an owner who is unaccustomed to building new tonnage – such as
a single ship that is to replace another, ordered by an earlier generation people of exceedingly conservative mindsets, who don’t really like change.
I recall marvelling at a ferry built in the 1970s with a steam turbo-electric
propulsion system (with a steam bow thruster, believe it or not). The owner
didn’t think they could cope with a diesel installation.
Other difficult clients spelling disaster for a shipbuilder might be
governments or their agencies, who tend to be unaccustomed to the
ship construction process and tend to believe that the specification might
be entirely elastic, without any effect upon the ultimate price of the job.
Scientists and shipbuilders are often uneasy bedfellows. Such agencies will
invariably be indecisive about decisions, unaware of deadlines and ruled
by committees which meet but infrequently. If can rack your memory, you
can probably find examples of all these problems resulting in shipyards
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which exist only in the memories of those who knew them.
But it is also a fact that many of these orders that went badly wrong
were the consequence of a certain desperation, involving shipyards
that saw their orderbooks evaporating. They bid for these orphans
because they felt that there was no choice, or because of pressure
from governments to keep the work from going abroad. Nothing
dishonourable about that of course, if it came off, but too often it
didn’t and there was a half-finished ship towed away to be completed
elsewhere, and another yard consigned to oblivion. And frustrated owners
thinking their unspoken – “wish we had gone to Damen” (or some other
shipbuilder of proven competence, who probably wouldn’t stand too
much nonsense from the client).
In the UK, where the government has issued its ‘refreshed’ plan for
shipbuilding, there appears to be some comprehension about these
matters, as the need for continuity and the maintenance of a bank of
expertise have been built into the strategy, which owes much to the

expertise and experience of Sir John Parker. But while this might see many
improvements in naval procurement, there are still a number of civilian
‘one-off’ ships that have the potential to cause grief to those charged
with building them. There is the RFA solid store ship trio, and the socalled ‘Government Ship’ or the Royal Yacht that isn’t, and which has
already been nicknamed Sea Force One. There are lighthouse tenders
and research vessels and quite a lot of Scottish island ferries desperately
needing replacement.
With every one of these non-naval craft there will be huge pressure
from the shipbuilding unions possibly (even public opinion with a
post 2024 government), to ensure that these orders will be placed
domestically, presenting their owners with quite a dilemma. This might be
mitigated by perhaps having the basic hull built where they can do this
at a good price, bringing the ship back to the UK for fitting out. But even
this can present problems, where there is a dearth of experience.
At a recent meeting on the Clyde, where these matters have a certain
resonance because of the Ferguson/Scottish Government fiasco and the
age of the fleet serving the Scottish islands, there were some good ideas
emerging. If it is agreed that the ferry fleet requires replacement in the
short to medium term, there is surely scope for a proper programme that
could see a more standardised type of construction, in a range of ship
sizes, to effectively modernise the island connections.
Speaking at the meeting, Dr Stuart Ballantyne of the Australian
designers SeaTransport, cited examples where the prosperity of islands
has been greatly improved by the provision of modern and economic
ferries, replacing old and subsidised craft. An enthusiast for multihull
construction, with many years of experience in ferry building all around
the globe, he suggests that a shipyard in Scotland, working its way
through the considerable needs of the islands’ communities, could
revitalise civilian shipbuilding in Scotland. No orphans would be found in
such a strategy.
Indeed, some measure of the degree of desperation of Scottish
island communities can be gauged by recent suggestions that rather
than relying on the vicissitudes of the existing ferry system, they should
give up on ferries altogether and construct a series of tunnels between
the various crossings that will be unaffected by the vagaries of weather
and engine breakdowns. Apparently, the Norwegians (who of course
have a sovereign wealth fund of staggering proportions), are busily
tunnelling away to some West Coast island communities. Civil engineers
will doubtless enthuse about the plan, citing the success and prosperity
brought by other such constructions. Potential ferry builders really ought
to react – robustly, before it is too late.

storage of a million or so surplus containers might be something of a
social problem.
I can recall some earlier crisis when empty boxes became something
of an embarrassment in the 1990s and there was scarcely a flat space
around the ports that was not occupied by piles of empties. In Felixstowe
they used to call their empties park the Great Wall of China. In Hong
Kong at that time, even building sites in the middle of town would be
occupied by towering blocks of empties, making a few dollars for the
developers, but somewhat unsightly. They had even stuck them about six
high on a garage forecourt near our office.
The uncertainties about the war in the Ukraine, and the consequential
changes in tonne-miles also provide further difficulties for the planners.
Warnings about ‘normality’ might see a bit premature at the present, but
it doesn’t hurt to look ahead.

The coastal roads
It is always good when sinners repent, and after about half a century of
neglect there is hopefully going to be something of a reprise for coastal
shipping around New Zealand. It ought to be obvious that this is the way
to carry stuff around the periphery of two islands, both of which have
more working ports than they know what to do with. Time was when the
Union Steam Ship Company of New Zealand was a power in the land
with dozens of coastal traders, along with other carriers like Canterbury
Steam, but it all disappeared with the deregulation of road transport and
cheaper trucks.
Now the government of Jacinda Ardern has been convinced that
shipping can help to get some of the trucks off the roads, which, it is
cruelly said, have some of the world’s worst drivers loose on them. Some
modest funding has been allocated to help to sow the seeds of a sensible
return to a notably useful mode of transport that some New Zealanders
had forgotten. And across the Tasman, where there is a new Labour
government getting its feet under the legislative table, there are noises
being made about a new government shipping line. The unions are over
the moon. There, maybe, ought to be some caution here, however, as
previous state shipping initiatives (and they go right back to the beginning
of last century) have mostly ended in tears. SORJ

History repeats itself

Dr Stuart Ballantyne

It is just as well that there have been a few voices raised to tentatively
consider what might happen when the world returns to some degree
of normality, with the logistics chain working properly, as it mostly was,
before the pandemic and war rendered it all awry. With huge numbers
of ships waiting off ports to load and discharge, container builders have
been constructing boxes like there was no tomorrow, to compensate for
all the boxes that are in the wrong places. It has also been argued that
a return to normality could result in a large number of container ships
and other vessels, effectively operating as storage while they wait for
discharge, becoming redundant, once every one gets moving. That may
be no problem for the ships, as the oldest can be easily recycled, but the

The Tahiti owned by Union Steam Ship Co of New Zealand
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Cyprus

Mobile: +61 419880099
Email: semagent@iprimus.com.au
Contact: Iain Hempstead
Companies Represented:
Sembcorp Marine (Singapore)
SES Marine (Singapore)
ES Offshore and Marine Engineering (Thailand)

MARINE MARKETING
INTERNATIONAL LTD
Unit G15 Challenge House
Sherwood Drive, Bletchley,
Milton Keynes, MK3 6DP,
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1908 378822
Mobile: +44 (0) 7720 074113
Email: : repair@marine.marketing
Web: : www.marine.marketing
Contact: Mike McMahon,
Katie Grummett, Jen Buckley
Companies Represented:
Shipyards:
Asyad Shipyard (Duqm, Oman)
Carell SA (Piraeus, Greece)
CARENA (Abidjan, Ivory Coast)
CARIDOC (Chagueramas, Trinidad)
ChengXi Shipyard (Jiangyin, China)
CSBC Corporation (Kaohsiung, Taiwan)
CIC Shipyards Group (China)
CMR Tunisia (Menzel Bourguiba, Tunisia)
Cotecmar, (Cartagena, Colombia)
Colombo Dockyard (Colombo, Sri Lanka)
Detyens Shipyard (Charleston, USA)
EDR Antwerp Shipyard (Belgium)
Malaysia Marine & Heavy Engineering (Pasir Gudang, Malaysia)
Milaha Shipyard (Doha,Qatar)
MTG Dolphin (Varna, Bulgaria)
Namdock (Walvis Bay, Namibia)
Navalrocha SA (Lisbon, Portugal)
PGZ SW (Gdynia, Poland)
Qingdao Beihai Shipyard, (Qingdao, China)
Sandock Austral Shipyard (Durban, South Africa)
Shanhaiguan Shipyard (Qinghuangdao, China)
Guangzhou Wenchong Dockyard (Guangzhou, China)
Marine Services
BIO-UV Ballast Water Treatment (Lunel, France)
Boilerman Ltd (Shanghai, China)
Kwang Youn Gi Engineering (Kaohsiung, Taiwan)
Laser Cladding Technologies (Worksop, UK)
Marine Services and Shipping MSS (Farnham, UK)
PB Asher (Southampton, UK)
Singatac Engineering (Singapore and Bintan, Indonesia)
Sinco Automation (Singapore, Indonesia, Taiwan, Malaysia)
Sunrui Balchlor Ballast Water Treatment (Qingdao, China)
Shanghai Willing (Shanghai, China)
Zhoushan Haitong Tank Cleaning (Shanghai, China)
TruMarine Group (Rotterdam, Singapore, Tianjin, Shanghai,
Zhoushan, Guangzhou, Dubai)
PMax One Services (Singapore)

Australia

HEMPSTEAD MARINE SERVICES
31 Mitchell Street,Putney, Sydney,
NSW 2112, Australia

Baltic States
LLITHUANIA, LATVIA, ESTONIA,
POLAND, RUSSIA, UKRAINE

ORCA MARINE UAB
Silutes plentas 95D, LT-95112
Klaipeda, Lithuania
Tel: +370 46 246430
Mobile: +370 650 40900
Email: info@orca-marine.eu
Web: www.orca-marine.eu
Contact: Viktoras Cernusevicius
Shipyards:
ASABA Shipyard (Malabo, Equatorial Guinea);
ASMAR Shipyard (Chile);
BRODOTROGIR D.D. Shipyard Trogir (Croatia);
CARENA (Abidjan, Ivory Coast);
CHANTIER NAVAL de MARSEILLE (France);
COLOMBO Dockyards (Sri, Lanka);
COSCO Shipyards Group:
• COSCO Dalian (China);
• COSCO Nantong (China);
• COSCO Shanghai (China);
• COSCO Zhoushan (China);
• COSCO Guangdong (China);
• COSCO Lyanungang (China);
DAVIE (Quebec, Canada);
DETYENS Shipyard (N. Charleston, USA);
DONG SUNG Engineering & Shiprepair (S.Korea);
DAMEN Shiprepair Group:
• DAMEN Shiprepair Dunkerque (France);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Oranjewerf Amsterdam (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Brest (France);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Den Helder (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Shiprepair & Conversion Rotterdam (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Vlissingen (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Amsterdam (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Harlingen (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Oskarshamnsvarvet (Sweden);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Van Brink Rotterdam (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Curacao (Curacao, Dutch Antilles).
ENAVI Reparos Navais (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil);
FAMA Group (Cyprus);
GIBDOCK (Gibraltar);
HARLAND & WOLFF (Belfast, UK);
MMHE Shipyard (Malaysia);
MEC Shipyards (Panama);
NAMDOCK (Walvis Bay, Namibia)
NARP Shiprepair:
• Kiran/Erkal Tuzla (Tuzla, Turkey);
• HAT-SAN Shipyard (Yalova, Turkey);
•TERSAN Shipyard (Yalova, Turkey);
•SEFINE Shipyard (Yalova, Turkey);
• HICRI ERCILI Shipyard (Yalova, Turkey);
•GISAN Shipyard (Tuzla, Turkey);
OMAN DRYDOCK (Oman);
SIMA (Peru);

SAN GIORGIO del PORTO (Genova, Italy);
TANDANOR (Buenos Aires, Argentina);
TSAKOS Industrias Navales (Montevideo, Uruguay);
ZAMAKONA Yards:
• Zamakona Pasaia (Spain);
• Zamakona Las Palmas (Canary Isl., Spain);
Marine Service Companies:
ARGO NAVIS (Greece) - Marine consulting & engineering
(BWTS, SOxNOx);
CHINAPORT CLEANSEAS - de-slopping, cleaning (China);
DGS Industrial & Naval (Brazil) - afloat repairs;
ELSSI - Drug & Alcohol Testing;
MECHADINAMIK - mechanical services, Turkey
ONE NET - satelite communications, bridge equipment service;
ONE TECH - technical service;
RANDOX - Drug & Alcohol Testing;
SYM - afloat repairs & marine services.

Benelux

AYS SHIPREPAIR
Mobile: +31 6 47 952 452
Telephone: +31 85 0160 635
Email: hilka@aysshiprepair.nl
hilka@pcmaritime.nl
Web: www.aysshiprepair.nl
Oranjekanaal ZZ 14, 7853 TC Wezuperbrug, The Netherlands
SHIPYARDS:
EUROPE:
Bulyard (Bulgaria)
Bredo Drydocks (Germany)
Gibdock (Gibraltar)
Harland & Wolff (Ireland)
NORTH AMERICA – CARIBIC:
Canada East - Davie (Quebec)
Canada West - Seaspan (Vancouver)
Seaspan (Victoria)
US EASTCOAST Detyens
Grand Bahama Shipyards(Bahamas)
PERSIAN GULF:
NKOM - Nakilat Keppel Offshore Marine (Qatar)
AFRICA:
Namibia NAMDOCK (Walvis bay)
SOUTH AFRICA:
Dormac (Capetown)
Dormac (Durban)
Dormac(Saldanha)
ASIA:
Korea:Orient Shipyard (Busan)
Indonesia: ASL Marine( Batam)
AUSTRALIA:
Thales (NS Wales)
CHINA:
DSIC Changxingdao Shipyard (Dalian)
Yiu Lian Dockyards (Hong Kong)
Yiu Lian Dockyards(Shekou)
Yiu Lian Dockyards( Zhoushan)
Qingdao Beihai (Qingdao)
Intermarine Engineering (Shanghai)
SHIP REPAIR SERVICES:
BMT (Spain)

Rotterdam Ship Repair (Netherlands)
German Ship Repair (Germany)
Offshore Inland (US /GoM)
Bludworth Marine (Houston)
Unity Marine Services (Panama)
Mapamar (Brasil)
Brightsun(Singapore)
Trident divers (Worldwide)
Erma First (Greece)
HaeinEnC (Korea)
Greentec Marine( China)
Global Drone Service (The Netherlands)

ESMA MARINE
AGENCIES B.V.
Kuiperbergweg 35, 1101 AE
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 2 03 121 350
Email: shiprepair@esma.nl
Mob: +31 6 51 408 082
Web: www.esma.nl
Contact: Cees Onink
(Commercial Manager)
Mobile: +31 6 22 790 463
Contact: Jeroen Goedvree
(Technical Manager)
Mobile: +31 6 29 409 141
Companies Exclusively Represented:
EUROPE Kuzeystar (Tuzla/Istanbul, Turkey)
Lisnave (Setubal, Portugal)
Soby Vaerft (Soby Denmark)
West Sea Viana Shipyard (Viana do Castelo, Portugal)
MIDDLE EAST Drydocks World (Dubai, UAE)
Drydocks World Global Offshore Services
(DMC Dubai Maritime City, Shiplift)
FAR EAST –
Colombo Dockyards (Colombo, Sri Lanka)
PaxOcean (Asia)
PaxOcean (Singapore)
PaxOcean Pertama (Batam, Indonesia)
PaxOcean Graha (Batam, Indonesia)
PaxOcean Nanindah (Batam, Indonesia)
CHINA Cosco Shipyard Group
Cosco Dalian Shipyard (Dalian)
Cosco Nantong Shipyard (Nantong)
Cosco Qidong Shipyard (Qidong)
Cosco Shanghai Shipyard (Shanghai)
Cosco Zhoushan Shipyard (Zhoushan)
Cosco Guangdong Shipyard (Guangdong)
PaxOcean (Asia)
PaxOcean (Zhoushan)
WEST AFRICA Dakarnave (Dakar, Senegal)

SORJ (Ship and Offshore Repair Journal) takes no responsibility for the accuracy of the information in Agents Contact Directory (ACD). All information was supplied by the individual agents
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AIMSS V.O.F

WSR SERVICES LTD

Jan van Polanenkade 3,
4811 KM, Breda, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 76 737 0002
Email: sales@aimss.nl
Web: aimss.nl
Contacts:
Sami Golestanian
E: sg@aimss.nl | Mobile: +31 6 28 96 38 48
Onno Kramer
E: ok@aimss.nl | Mobile: +31 6 27 28 90 98
Shipyards:
• ASL Batam (Indonesia)
• Asmar - Punta Arenas, Talcahuano & Valparaiso (Chile)
• Cammell Laird Birkenhead (UK)
• NASCO Group Zhoushan- ZTHI on Changbai Island & NASCO
on Ce’zi Island (China)
• Oman Drydock Duqm (Oman)
• SAS Durban (South Africa)
• Tersan Yalova (Turkey)
• TNG Veracruz (Mexico)
• Unithai Chonburi (Thailand)
Marine Services:
• Diamond Ship (Taiwan) - Shop Stores Supply
• General Shipping (Greece) - Tank Coating, Docking Services
& Turnkey Projects
• Index-Cool (Singapore) - A/C & Refrigeration Plants & HVAC
Turnkey Solutions
• Nico International (UAE) - Afloat, Underwater & Voyage
Repairs
• PBM (Croatia) - Governors & ME Services, Woodward Parts
& Services
• PMS (Panama) - Afloat, Underwater & Voyage Repairs
• Riding Team (Romania & Bulgaria) - Supply of Qualified
Welders, Fitters, Technicians, Electricians etc.
• WAROM (China) - Marine & Offshore Lighting Products
• Winkong (China) - Afloat, Underwater & Voyage Repairs
• Zebec Marine (India) - Design, Engineering & Consulting
Solution

China

A. P. & A. LTD (CHINA)
No. 9 Block1, Feng Quan Yuan,
Guang Yuan East Road
Xing Tang, Zheng Cheng,
Guangdong 511340, P.R. China
Tel: +86 20 8280 7680
Email: china@apanda.com
Contact: Haojun Liao
Companies Represented (in China and Hong Kong):
Gdansk Shiprepair Yard Remontowa (Poland)

234 Ayias Fylaxeos,
CY 3082 Limassol, Cyprus
Tel: +357 25344418
Email: mail.cy@umarwsr.com
Web: www.umarwsr.com
Companies Represented – Shipyards:
ASRY - Bahrain
Bredo Dry Docks - Germany
Caribbean Dockyard - Trinidad & Tobago
Chengxi Shipyard - Shanghai, China
Colombo Dockyard Ltd - Sri Lanka
CUD ( Weihai) Shipyard - North China
Dakarnave - Dakar, Senegal
Detyens Shipyards - Charleston, South Carolina, USA
Dormac Marine & Engineering - Capetown/Durban, South Africa
EDR Antwerp - Belgium
Fayard A/S - Munkebo, Denmark
Gemak Shipyard - Turkey
Guangzhou Wenchong - South China
Harland and Wolff Heavy Industries - Belfast , N. Ireland
HRDD Dockyard - Shanghai, China
Hutchison Ports TNG (Talleres Navales del Golfo S.A.) - VeraCruz
, Mexico
InternaYonal Ship Repair - Tampa, Florida, USA
Lisnave Estaleiros Navais - Setubal, Portugal
Loyd WerZ - Bremerhaven, Germany
MTG Dolphin - Varna, Bulgaria
Netaman Repair Group - Tallinn, Estonia
Onex Syros Shipyard - Syros Island Greece
Papua New Guinea Dockyard - Papua New Guinea
Sembcorp Marine Repairs & Upgrades - Singapore
Sociber - Valparaiso, Chile
IMC Shipyard (Zhoushan) - China
Zhoushan Nanyang Star Shipbuilding - China
Shanhaiguan Shipyard - North China
Orient Shipyard - Korea
Underwater and Afloat:
Argus Marine Services - Columbia
Avalontec Engineering - Singapore
NICO InternaYonal ( Dubai,Fujairah)
Boilerman - China, Singapore, Kobe
Zener MariYme - India, Singapore,Ro_erdam,Houston,Dubai
LongKong Marine Eng. Co, Ltd - China
Technodive Ltd - Greece
Trident BV - The Nederlands, Las Palmas, Italy
ROG Ship Repair - Ro_erdam
AtlanYs Marine Services LLC - Fujairah, UAE
ORCA Dive Services - Singapore
Underwater Contractors -Spain
Resolve Marine Services - Gibraltar
Reprosub - Las Palmas
RIMS BV

Denmark / Finland

Email: peter@bsaship.com
Web: www.bsaship.com
Emden Dockyard (Germany)
Dutch Offshore (The Netherlands)
ROG Ship Repair (The Netherlands)
Brodogradiliste d.o.o Shipyard LP (Croatia)
Cernaval Group Algeciras/Malaga (Spain)
Hidramar S.L (Canary Islands)
General Shipping S. A (Greece)
TK Tuzla Shipyard (Turkey)
Sandock Austral Shipyards, (South Africa)
Nakilat – Keppel Offshore & Marine Ltd N-KOM (Qatar)
Unithai Shipyard & Engineering Ltd (Thailand)
Fujian Huadong Shipyard Ltd (China)
HuaRunDadong Dockyard Ltd HRDD (China)
Caribbean Drydock Company S.A CDC (Cuba)

JML SHIPYARD AGENCY
Norra Hamngatan 38,
457 40 Fjällbacka, Sweden
Tel: +46 525 310 83
Contact: Jens Larsson, Managing Director
Mobile: +46 702 20 37 41
Email: jens@jmlshipyardagency.com
Contact: Markus Larsson, Partner
Mobile: +46 702 20 37 43
Email: markus@jmlshipyardagency.com
Contact: Tomas Järund, Business Development Manager
Mobile: +46 704 45 50 87
Email: tomas.jarund@jmlshipyardagency.com
Web: www.jmlshipyardagency.com
Shipyards Represented:
Europe
Astander, Santander, Spain
Astican, Las Palmas, Spain
Lloyd Werft, Bremerhaven, Germany
MSR Gryfia Shipyard, Szczecin, Polen
Sefine Shipyard, Tuzla, Turkey
San Giorgio del Porto, Genoa, Italy
Chantier Naval de Marseille, France
Middle East
Drydocks World, Dubai
Far East
PaxOcean, Singapore & Batam
Chengxi Shipyard, Jiangyin, China
Guangzhou Wenchong Shipyard, China
PaxOcean, Zhoushan, China
DSIC Marine Services, Dalian, China
Changhong International Shipyard, Zhoushan, China
US, Canada & Caribbean
Talleres Navales del Golfo, Veracruz, Mexico
Ciramar Shipyard, Dominican Republic
Chantier Davie, Quebec, Canada
Caribbean Dockyard, Trinidad & Tobago
Afloat Repair:
Global Offshore Service, Dubai UAE
Offshore Inland, US Gulf/Mexico

Germany

COMBITRADE GMBH

ADVERTISE WITH US
www.shipandoffshorerepair.com

BSA SHIPPING
AGENCIES ANS
Akershusstranda 15, skur 35
0150 Oslo, Norway
Contact: Thord Peter Mossberg
Tel: +4723085000
Mobile: +4792012755

Caffamacherreihe 7, 20355
Hamburg, Germany
Tel: +49 40 80 80 110 600
Fax: +49 40 80 80 110 699
Email: combitrade@combitrade.de
Contact:
Timo Schultze (+49 172 453 9610)

Marco Löffelholz (+40 151 74230009)
Frederico Dreves (+49 151 742 30000)
Shipyards Represented:
EUROPE
A&P Tyne (UK)
A&P Tees (UK)
A&P Falmouth (UK)
Aviles Shipyard (North of Spain)
Desan Shipyard (Turkey)
Eiffel Industries Marine (France Atlantic Side)
Gibdock (Gibraltar)
La Nuova Meccanica Navale Srl (Italy)
MTG Dolphin (Bulgaria)
Nauta Shipyard (Poland)
MIDDLE EAST
Heisco (Kuwait)
AFRICA
NAMDOCK, Walvis Bay (Namibia)
Elgin Brown & Hamer Pty. Ltd. (Elgin Brown & Hamer Group) –
(Durban – Capetown – East London) (South Africa)
SINGAPORE
ST Engineering Marine (Singapore)
INDIAN OCEAN
Colombo Dockyard (Sri Lanka)
FAR EAST
CHI Dalian (China)
CHI Nantong (China)
CHI Shanghai (Changxing + Huajing) (China)
CHI Zhoushan (China)
CHI Guangdong (China)
Zhoushan Xinya Shipyard, Zhoushan (China)
Jinhai Shipyard, Zhoushan (China)
Fujian Huadong Shipyard, Fuzhou (China)
Beihai Shipyard, Qingdao (China)
CUD, Weihai (China)
CSSV Guangxi Shipbuilding, Qingdao (China)
ZTHI (China)
Nasco (China)
Huangpu Wenchong (China)
CSBC Koahsiung (Taiwan)
CSBC Keelung (Taiwan)
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (Japan)
Hyundai Mipo Dockyard (Korea)
ORIENT SHIPYARD CO. LTD (HQ) Busan & Gwangyang
Shipyard (Korea)
Sam Kang Shipbuilding & Conversion (Korea)
CENTRAL AMERICA
Caribbean Drydock (Cuba)
Caribbean Dockyard (Trinidad & Tobago)
SOUTH AMERICA
SIMA, Callao (PERU)
Cotecmar, Mamonal (Colombia)
Tsakos Industrias Navales (Uruguay)
Special Services:
Edilcom Ou – worldwide (Thickness Measurement,
Flying Squad),
Entirely Shipping & Trading - Romania
(afloat voyage repair/main engine overhaul),
Marcontrel – worldwide (Port Repair, Voyage Repair and Electric
Cargo Crane Automation),
Marship (afloat repair with own berth/voyage repair in
European ports/yards),
STEP Consolidated – workshops in Brazil, Portugal and South
Africa(Port Repair, Voyage Repair incl Flying Squads)
M.M. Shipping - Whole Indian Coast
(port/voyage repair/spares supply)
Seagull Marine – SE Asia (Port Repair, Voyage Repair,
specialised in PBCT propeller),
Kwang-Youn-Gi Engineering Co. Ltd – Taiwan
(Repair workshop with flying squad),
Alnmaritec (Aluminium-Workboats),
Port Marine Contractors (PTY) LTD – South Africa
(Port Repair, Voyage Repair),
Pasras - Balboa (port repair, specialised in
ship’s automation / main engine remote & safety)
Bacviet, Haiphong (Taiwan) (port and voyage repair
incl spare parts)
Shanghai Marine Technology (China) (specialized in port
repair, voyage repair)
Hatchtec Marine Service, Shanghai (China) (specialized
in hatch cover/deck crane/windless/winch/roro/grab)
Kingfisher Marine Service, Shanghai (China)
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(supply & general service, supervision & engineering)
Dai Hwa Engineering (port repair, voyage repair).

GERMANIA SHIPYARD AGENCY GMBH
Schauenburgerstr. 35, 20095 Hamburg, Germany
Tel: +49 40 300 877 99
Fax: +49 40 303 826 07
Email: germania@shipyard-agency.de
Web: www.shipyard-agency.com
Contacts: Christof Gross, Eliane Tietz, Oliver Kirmse
Shipyards:
North America/Central America/Shipyards:
North America/Central America/Caribbean:
* Chantier Davie Canada Inc. (Canada)
* Seaspan Vancouver Drydock (Canada)
* Seaspan Victoria Shipyards Company Ltd. (Canada)
* TNG Talleres Navales del Golfo (Mexico)
South America:
* SPI Astilleros S.A. (Argentina)
Far East:
* DSIC Changxingdao Shipyard Co., Ltd. (Dalian)
* Huarun Dadong Dockyard Co., Ltd. (China)
* IMC Shipyard (Zhoushan) Co., Ltd.
* PaxOcean Engineering Zhoushan Co. Ltd. (China)
* PaxOcean Shipyard Pte. Ltd. (Singapore)
* PaxOcean Asia (Pertama, Indonesia)
* Qingdao Beihai Shipbuilding Heavy Industry Co. Ltd.
* Unithai Shipyard and Engineering Ltd (Thailand)
* Yiu Lian Dockyards Limited (Hongkong)
* Yiu Lian Dockyards (Shekou) Limited, China
* Yiu Lian Dockyards (Weihai) Limited, China
* Yiu Lian Dockyards (Zhoushan) Limited, China
Persian Gulf:
* Drydocks World Dubai LLC (UAE)
Med/Black Sea:
* Bulyard Shipbuilding Industry AD (Bulgaria)
* Carell S.A. (Greece)
* Chantier Naval de Marseille (France)
* San Giorgio del Porto Genoa (Italy)
* Sefine Shipyard (Turkey)
Europe Atlantic/Baltic:
* Astander (Spain)
* Astican (Gran Canaria, Spain)
* Balt Yard (Gdynia)
* BREDO Dry Docks GmbH (Germany)
* Blohm+Voss B.V. & Co. KG (Germany)
* Harland&Wolff (Belfast, UK)
* Navikon SRY Ltd (Poland)
* Oresund Drydocks (Sweden)
* Pregol Shipyard (Kaliningrad)
Afloat Companies:
* Bludworth Marine (USA)
* BMT Repairs (Spain)
* Drydocks World Global Offshore Services (UAE)
* DSK Co., Ltd (Korea)
* HON Marine (Malaysia)
* Longkong Marine Engineering Co., Ltd (China)
* Oceantrans Marine Services Co. Ltd (China)
* Offshore Inland Marine & Oilfield, LLC (USA)
* On Site Alignment (Netherlands, UK, USA, Singapore)
* MarineService Hirthals A.S. (Denmark)
* Metalock (Brasil)
* ROG Rotterdam Offshore Group (Netherlands)
* Trident B.V. (Netherlands)
* Trident (Italia)
* Trident (Malta)
* Trident (Spain)
* Trident (UAE)
* UMA Marine Group (India)
Spares and Equipment:
* Brightsun Marine Pte. Ltd. (Singapore)
* Greentec Marine Engineering Co. Ltd
* IHB ShipDesign AD
* LAB S.A.
* SunRui Marine Environment Engineering Company (China)
* Senda Shipping Engineering & Service Ltd (China)
* VICUS Desarrollos Tecnologicos S.L. (Spain)

Agents
Contact
Directory
Agent’
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Directory
Greece

A. P. & A. LTD (GREECE)
Bona Vista Plaza, 3 Xanthou Street,
166 74 Glyfada, Athens, Greece
Tel: +30 210 8983 463
Fax: +30 210 8983 434
Email: repairs@apaltd.gr
Contact: Andreas Papadakis,
Ingrid Papadakis
China
Cosco Group
Qingdao Beihai Shipbuilding Heavy Industry
DSIC Changxingdao ex DSIC Marine
Shanhaiguan Shipbuilding Industry
CUD Weihai
Huarun Dadong Dockyard
Zhoushan Xinya Shipyard
Zhoushan IMC-YongYue Shipyard
Paxocean Zhoushan
Zhoushan Huafeng Shipyard
Zhoushan Nanyang Star Shipbuilding ex Nasco
Yiu Lian Dockyards - Zhoushan
Yiu Lian Dockyards - Shekou
Yiu Lian Dockyards - Hong Kong
Guangzhou Wenchong Dockyard
Fujian Huadong Shipyard
South East Asia
Sembcorp Marine Repairs - Singapore (case by case)
Paxocean Singapore
Paxocean Indonesia - Batam Island
ASL Shipyard - Batam Island
Turkey - Black Sea
Sefine Shipyard
TK Tuzla Shipyard
Besiktas Shipyard
Odessos Shiprepair Yard - Bulgaria
Bulyard Shipbuilding - Bulgaria
Africa
Namibia Drydock - Namibia
Dormac Marine & Engineering - South Africa
Caribbean Area
Caribbean Dockyard & Engineering Services

T J GIAVRIDIS MARINE SERVICES CO LTD
Georgada 16, 145 61 Kifissia – Athens – Greece
Tel: (0030) 211 10 42000,
Fax: (0030) 210-4182 432
Email: info@giavridisgroup.gr
Web: www.giavridisgroup.gr
Contact: Mr John Giavridis
Mobile: (0030) 6936 201988
Contact: Mr Nikolaos Giavridis
Mobile: (0030) 6936 766165
Shipyards and Ship Repairers Represented
AFRICA
NAMDOCK – Namibia Drydock & Ship Repair (Pty.) Ltd. Walvis Bay (Namibia)
Dormac Marine & Offshore Engineering
AMERICAS
Breakwater International (U.S.A.)
Detyens Shipyard (U.S.A)
Offshore Inland (U.S.A.)
Breakwater International (U.S.A.)
Talleres Industriales S.A. (Panama)
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Proios S.A. (Argentina)Tandanor Shipyard (Argentina)
Vancouver Drydock Co. - SEASPAN GROUP (Canada)
Vancouver Shipyards Co. Ltd. - SEASPAN GROUP (Canada)
Victoria Shipyards Co. Ltd. - SEASPAN GROUP (Canada)
ASIA
Cosco Shipping Heavy Industry Group (China)
Cosco Shipping Heavy Industry Dalian Shipyard
Cosco Shipping Heavy Industry Zhoushan Shipyard
Cosco Shipping Heavy Industry Shanghai Shipyard
Cosco Shipping Heavy Industry Nantong Shipyard
Cosco Shipping Heavy Industry Guangdong Shipyard
Keppel Offshore & Marine Group (Singapore)
Keppel Shipyard Ltd. - Benoi (Singapore)
Keppel Shipyard Ltd. - Gul (Singapore)
Keppel Shipyard Ltd. - Tuas (Singapore)
Keppel Philippines Marine Inc.
Keppel Subic Shipyard & Engineering (Philippines)
Keppel Batangas Shipyard (Philippines)
Nakilat Keppel Offshore & Marine Shipyard - Keppel
Group(Qatar)
Sasebo Heavy Industries Co. Ltd. (Japan)
Orient Shipyard Co. Ltd. ( South Korea)
Shanhaiguan Shipyard (China)
Yiulian Dockyards Shekou (China)
Yiu Lian Dockyards – Zhoushan
Yiu Lian Dockyards – Weihai
Yiu Lian Dockyards - Hong Kong
Guangzhou Wenchong Dockyard
Yiu Lian Dockyards - Hong Kong
Huarun Dadong Shipyard (China)
Qingdao Beihai Shipyard (China)
Fujian Huadong Shipyard (China)
Chengxi Shipyard (China)
CUD Weihai Shipyard (China)
Zhoushan IMC Shipyard (China)
Zhoushan Changhong Shipyard (China)
Dalian Shipbuilding Industry Company (China)
Zhoushan Paxocean Shipyard (China)
Ruitai Nantong Shipyard (China)
Zhoushan Xinya Shipyard (China)
Zhoushan Huafeng Shipyard (China)
Guangzhou Wechong Shipyard (China)
Long Kong Marine Engineering (China)
Kwang Youn Gi Engineering (Taiwan)
Tru - Marine Pte. Ltd. (Singapore)
Tru - Marine Dubai (U.A.E.)
Tru - Marine Shanghai, Tianjin, Guangdong, Zhoushan (China)
Pmax One Technologies Pte. Ltd. (Singapore)
HAEIN (South Korea)
EUROPE
Remontowa Ship Repair Yard (Poland)
Astilleros Canarios S.A. (Astican Shipyard ) (Spain)
Astilleros De Santander S.A. (Astander Shipyard) (Spain)
Fincantieri Cantieri Navali Italiani S.P.A. Group (Italy)
Fincantieri Palermo Shipyard (Italy)
Fincantieri Trieste Shipyard (Italy)
Fincantieri Muggiano Shipyard (Italy)
Desan Shipyard (Turkey)
Gemak Shipyard (Turkey)
Sefine Shipyard (Turkey)
T.K. Tuzla Shipyard (Turkey)
Tersan Shipyard (Turkey)
Bulyard Shipyard (Bulgaria)
Tru - Marine Rotterdam (The Netherlands)
Rotterdam Shiprepair RSR(The Netherlands)
German Shiprepair GSR ( Germany)
OCEANIA
Babcock Fitzroy Ltd. (New Zealand)

Email: main@resolute.gr
Web: www.resolute.gr
Contact: Alex Scaramangas
& Nikos Pappas
Principals
Asry (Bahrain)
Dakarnave (Senegal)
Lisnave (Portugal)
Gemak/TGE Shipyards (Turkey)
CAPPS International UK
Co-operation with
Ciramar (Dominican Republic)
CL Marine - Caribbean Dockyard
(Trinidad and Tobago)
Dalian Daeyang Shipyard (China)
Daishan Haizhou Shipyard (China)
Fujian Huadong Shipyard (China)
Signal Ship Repair (Mobile, Alabama,
US Gulf)

RESOLUTE MARITIME SERVICES INC.

SEADOCK MARINE AGENCIES LTD

233, Syngrou Avenue, 171 21 N. Smyrni, Athens - Greece
Tel: +30 211 182 9000
+30 211 182 8991
Fax: +30 211 182 9002

Akti Miaouli & Skouze 1,
Piraeus 185 35, Greece
Tel: +30 21 0429 2251
Mobile: +30 6947 56 46 36

WSR SERVICES LTD
4, Kifisias Avenue, 1st Floor,
15125, Marousi
Tel: +3021 0428 2552
Email: mail.gr@umarwsr.com
Web: www.umarwsr.com
Companies Represented – Shipyards:
Bredo Dry Docks - Germany
Caribbean Dockyard - Trinidad & Tobago
Chengxi Shipyard - Shanghai, China
Colombo Dockyard Ltd - Sri Lanka
Detyens Shipyards - Charleston, South Carolina, USA
Dormac Marine & Engineering - Capetown/Durban, South Africa
Fayard A/S - Munkebo, Denmark
Gemak - Turkey
Guangzhou Wenchong - South China
Harland and Wolff Heavy Industries - Belfast , N. Ireland
HRDD Dockyard - Shanghai, China
InternaYonal Ship Repair - Tampa, Florida, USA
Loyd WerZ - Bremerhaven, Germany
MTG Dolphin - Varna, Bulgaria
Netaman Repair Group - Tallinn, Estonia
Papua New Guinea Dockyard - Papua New Guinea
IMC Shipyard (Zhoushan) - China
Zhoushan Nanyang Star Shipbuilding - China
Shanhaiguan Shipyard - North China
Underwater and Afloat:
Argus Marine Services - Columbia
Avalontec Engineering - Singapore
NICO InternaYonal ( Dubai,Fujairah)
Boilerman - China, Singapore, Kobe
Zener MariYme - India, Singapore,Ro_erdam,Houston,Dubai
LongKong Marine Eng. Co, Ltd - China
Technodive Ltd - Greece
Trident BV - The Nederlands, Las Palmas, Italy
ROG Ship Repair - Ro_erdam
AtlanYs Marine Services LLC - Fujairah, UAE
ORCA Dive Services - Singapore
Underwater Contractors -Spain
Resolve Marine Services - Gibraltar
Reprosub - Las Palmas
RIMS

Email: piraeus@seadockmarine.com
Web: www.seadockmarine.com
Contact: George Lyras
Companies Represented:
Emden Dockyard (Emden, Germany)
Lloydwerft Bremerhaven (Germany)
Desan Shipyard (Tuzla, Turkey)
Ozata Shipyard (Yalova, Turkey)
Tersan Shipyard (Tuzla - Yalova, Turkey)
Seltaş Shipyard (Yalova, Turkey)
Bulyard, (Varna, Bulgaria)
Ruitai Shipyard (Nantong, China)
IMC YY (Zhoushan, China)
HRDD Shipyard (Shanghai, China)
PaxOcean (Zhoushan China, Singapore, Indonesia)
Zhoushan Huafeng Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Xinya Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Longshan Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Stonestar Shipyard (Weihai, China)
CUD Shipyard (Weihai, China)
Weihai Huadong (Weihai, China)
Qingdao Beihai Shipyard (Qingdao, China)
Yiu Lian Dockyards (Shekou) (Mazhou Islands, China)
Guangzhou Wenchong Shipyard (Guangzhou, China)
Fujian Huadong Shipyard (Fuzhou, China)
ASL Shipyard (Batam, Indonesia)
Hankook Made (Mokpo, Korea)
TurboTechnik GmbH & Co. KG (Wilhelmshaven, Germany)
Hesper Engineering (Cape Town, South Africa)
Dynamic Co (Piraeus, Greece)
RSR (Rotterdam, Holland)
Caribbean Dockyard and Engineering Services Limited (Trinidad
and Tobago)

Italy

BANCHERO COSTA & C.
Agenzia Marittima S.p.A.,
2 Via Pammatone,
16121 Genoa, Italy
Tel: +39 010 5631 626/629/634
Fax: +39 010 5631 602
Email: shipyard@bcagy.it
Web: www.bancosta.it
Contact: Fabio Bertolini
Mobile: +39 335 8078217
Contact: Daniele Perotti
Mobile: +39 335 7366801
Contact: Giovanna Ximone
Mobile: +39 335 7366802
Companies Represented:
Asaba shipyard (Equatorial Guinea)
Astilleros Cernaval, Algeciras (Spain)
Astilleros Mario Lopez, Malaga (Spain)
Chengxi Shipyard (China)
CM Korea Ltd
CMR Tunisie (Tunisia)
Colombo Dockyard (Sri Lanka)
Cromwell & C. (Argentina)
Damen Shiprepair & Conversion
•Damen Shiprepair Amsterdam (The Netherlands)
•Damen Shiprepair Oranjewerf, Amsterdam (The Netherlands)
•Damen Shiprepair Brest (France)
•Damen Shipyards Den Helder (The Netherlands)
•Damen Shiprepair Dunkerque (France)
•Damen Shiprepair Harlingen (The Netherlands)
•Damen Oskarshamnsvarvet (Sweden)
•Damen Shiprepair Van Brink Rotterdam (The Netherlands)
•Damen Shiprepair Rotterdam (The Netherlands)
•Damen Shiprepair Vlissingen (The Netherlands)
•Damen Shipyards Sharjah-Albwardy Marine Engineering (UAE)
• Damen Curacao shipyard
• Damen Mangalia (former Daewoo Mangalia)
• Damen Verolme (former Keppel Verolme)
DIANCA Astilleros (Venezuela)
EST Engineering Ship Technology (Singapore)
Gemak Shipyard (Turkey)
General Naval Control (Italy)

General Shipping S.A (Greece)
Guangzhou Dengtai Shipyard (China)
Hyundai Mipo Dockyard (South Korea)
Hyundai Vinashin Shipyard (Vietnam)
Ibercisa (Spanish winches and deck machinery producer)
Komas-Korean Maritime Repairs Service (South Korea)
Malaysia Marine & Heavy Engineering (Malaysia)
MSR Gryfia Shiprepair Yard (Poland)
Paxocean Batam
Paxocean Singapore
Pregol Shiprepair Yard - Kaliningrad (Russian Federation)
Qingdao Beihai Shipyard (China)
Riga Shipyard (Latvia)
Sasebo Heavy Industries (Japan)
Shanghai Shipyard (China)
Sociber (Chile)
SYM (Barcelona, Spain - Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic)
ST Marine
Underwater Shipcare, Singapore.
Zhoushan Xinya Shipyard (China)

CAMBIASO RISSO
SERVICES SAM
Gildo Pastor Center, 7 Rue du Gabian,
MC 98000, Monaco
Switchboard: + 377 98801360
Fax: + 377 97987848
Email: tech@cariservice.com
Web: www.cambiasorissoservice.com
Contact: Massimiliano (Max) Iguera
Direct Line: +377 98 801361
Mobile: +33 640 623327
Private email: max@cariservice.com
Contact: Giovanni Palumbo
Direct Line: + 377 98801362
Mobile: +33 640616602
Contact: : Stefano Goffi
Direct Line: +37798801363
Mobile: +33640623184
Companies Represented:
Alabama Shipyard – Mobile (USA)
ASMAR, Chile
China Shipbuilding Corporation (Taiwan)
• Kaohsiung Shipyard
• Keelung Shipyard
Cosco Shipping Heavy Industry
• Cosco Dalian Shipyard
• Cosco Guangdong Shipyard
• Cosco Nantong Shipyard
• Cosco Shanghai Shipyard
• Cosco Zhoushan Shipyard
• Cosco Qidong Offshore
• Cosco Shipping Ppa, Greece
• Cic Changxing Shipyard
• Cic Boluomiao Shipyard
• Nacks
• Dacks
• Cic Jiangsu
CUD Weihai (China)
Dakarnave (Senegal)
Drydock World Dubai
Elgin Brown & Hamer (South Africa)
Fincantieri Group (Italy)
Grand Bahama Shipyard (Bahamas)
Guangzhou Wenchong Dockyard (China)
Gulf Copper (Port Arthur / Galveston / Corpus Christi – USA)
IMC – Yy Zhoushan (Zhoushan, China),
Lisnave Estaleiros Navais SA (Portugal)
Namibia Drydock
Odessos Shiprepair Yard (Bulgaria)
Orient Shipyard (South Korea)
PaxOcean Batam
PaxOcean Singapore
Qingdao Beihai Shipyard (China)

Remontowa Shiprepair Yard (Poland)
Renave (Brasil)
Santierul Naval Costanta (Romania)
Scamp Network Ltd (Gibraltar)
Smit International (Rotterdam)
Sefine Shipyard (Turkey)
Tersan Shipyard (Turkey)
Tsakos Indusrias Navales (Montevideo, Uruguay)
Tuzla Shipyard (Turkey)
Unithai Shipyard & Engineering (Thailand)
Western India Shipyard (India)

STUDIO TECNICO LONOCE
Le Montagne7, Av. De Grande Bretagne, MONACO - 98000
Contact: Mr. Lorenzo Lonoce
Tel: +377 93258673
Mobile: +33 640 615643
Email: info@gme.mc
Companies Represented:
Keppel Shipyard
Keppel Philippines
• Batangas Yard
• Subic Shipyard
N-Kom
Paxocean Engineering Zhoushan

Guangzhou Wenchong Dockyard (China)
Gulf Copper (Port Arthur / Galveston / Corpus Christi – USA)
IMC – Yy Zhoushan (Zhoushan, China),
Lisnave Estaleiros Navais SA (Portugal)
Namibia Drydock
Odessos Shiprepair Yard (Bulgaria)
Orient Shipyard (South Korea)
PaxOcean Batam
PaxOcean Singapore
Qingdao Beihai Shipyard (China)
Remontowa Shiprepair Yard (Poland)
Renave (Brasil)
Santierul Naval Costanta (Romania)
Scamp Network Ltd (Gibraltar)
Smit International (Rotterdam)
Sefine Shipyard (Turkey)
Tersan Shipyard (Turkey)
Tsakos Indusrias Navales (Montevideo, Uruguay)
Tuzla Shipyard (Turkey)
Unithai Shipyard & Engineering (Thailand)
Western India Shipyard (India)

Italy / Monaco / Switzerland

Monaco

VICTORIA MARITIME SERVICES
CAMBIASO RISSO
SERVICES SAM
Gildo Pastor Center, 7 Rue du Gabian,
MC 98000, Monaco
Switchboard: + 377 98801360
Fax: + 377 97987848
Email: tech@cariservice.com
Web: www.cambiasorissoservice.com
Contact: Massimiliano (Max) Iguera
Direct Line: +377 98 801361
Mobile: +33 640 623327
Private email: max@cariservice.com
Contact: Giovanni Palumbo
Direct Line: + 377 98801362
Mobile: +33 640616602
Contact: Stefano Goffi
Direct Line: +37798801363
Mobile: +33640623184
Companies Represented:
Alabama Shipyard – Mobile (USA)
ASMAR, Chile
China Shipbuilding Corporation (Taiwan)
• Kaohsiung Shipyard
• Keelung Shipyard
Cosco Shipping Heavy Industry
• Cosco Dalian Shipyard
• Cosco Guangdong Shipyard
• Cosco Nantong Shipyard
• Cosco Shanghai Shipyard
• Cosco Zhoushan Shipyard
• Cosco Qidong Offshore
• Cosco Shipping Ppa, Greece
• Cic Changxing Shipyard
• Cic Boluomiao Shipyard
• Nacks
• Dacks
• Cic Jiangsu
CUD Weihai (China)
Dakarnave (Senegal)
Drydocks World Dubai (United Arab Emirates)
Elgin Brown & Hamer (South Africa)
Fincantieri Group (Italy)
Grand Bahama Shipyard (Bahamas)

7 Avenue des Papalins,
MC 98000, Monaco
Tel: +377 99995160
Email: shiprepair@victoriamaritime.com
Web: www.victoriamaritime.com
Contact: Luca Spinelli-Donati,
Julia Sandmann,
Carlo Spinelli-Donati
Shipyards Represented:
Art Shipyard (Turkey);
ASRY (Bahrain);
ASTANDER (Spain);
ASTIBAL (Panama);
ASTICAN (Spain);
Besiktas Shipyard (Turkey);
BLRT Group:
* Tallinn Shipyard (Estonia);
* Turku Repair Yard (Finland);
* Western Shipyard (Lithuania);
Cammell Laird (UK);
Carell (Greece);
Changhong International Shipyard (China);
Chantier Naval de Marseille (France);
Dormac (South Africa and Namibia);
DS Ship / Yeosu Ocean (Korea);
EDR (Netherlands);
Fujian Huadong Shipyard (China);
Gulf Marine Repair (USA);
Huarun Dadong Dockyard (China);
International Ship Repair & Marine Services (USA);
Multimarine Services (Cyprus);
Oresund Drydocks (Sweden);
Rosetti Marino YSV (Italy);
San Giorgio del Porto (Italy);
SEMBCORP MARINE REPAIRS & UPGRADES (Singapore):
* Sembcorp Marine Admiralty Yard ;
* Sembcorp Marine Tuas Boulevard Yard;
* Estaleiro Jurong Aracruz (Brazil).
Shanhaiguan Shipyard (China);
Talleres Navales del Golfo (Mexico);
TANDANOR (Argentina);
Yu Lian Dockyards (Hong Kong) ;
Zhoushan Xinya Shipyard (China).
Marine Service Companies Represented
Elettrotek Kabel (Italy);
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FTTM (Italy);
Harris Pye Group (UK);
PBM (Croatia);
Polyflake (USA) ;
SES Marine Services (Singapore) ;
Turbo-Technik Repair Yard (Germany).

The Netherlands

ESMA MARINE
AGENCIES B.V.
Kuiperbergweg 35, 1101 AE
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 20 3121350
Email: shiprepair@esma.nl
Mobile: +31 6 51 408 082
Web: www.esma.nl
Contact: Cees Onink (commercial manager)
Direct: +31 6 22 790 463
Mobile: +31 6 22 790 463
Contact: Jeroen Goedvree (technical manager)
Direct: +31 6 29 409 141
Companies Exclusively Represented
EUROPE Kuzeystar (Tuzla/Istanbul, Turkey)
Lisnave (Setubal, Portugal)
Soby Vaerft (Soby Denmark)
West Sea Viana Shipyard (Viana do Castelo, Portugal)
MIDDLE EAST Drydocks World (Dubai, UAE)
Drydocks World Global Offshore Services
(DMC Dubai Maritime City, Shiplift)
FAR EAST Colombo Dockyards (Colombo, Sri Lanka)
PaxOcean (Asia)
PaxOcean (Singapore)
PaxOcean Pertama (Batam, Indonesia)
PaxOcean Graha (Batam, Indonesia)
PaxOcean Nanindah (Batam, Indonesia)
CHINA Cosco Shipyard Group
Cosco Dalian Shipyard (Dalian)
Cosco Nantong Shipyard (Nantong)
Cosco Qidong Shipyard (Qidong)
Cosco Shanghai Shipyard (Qidong)
Cosco Zhoushan Shipyard (Zhoushan)
Cosco Guangdong Shipyard (Guangdong)
PaxOcean (Asia)
PaxOcean (Zhoushan)
WEST AFRICA Dakarnave (Dakar, Senegal)

AYS SHIPREPAIR
Oranjekanaal ZZ 14, 7853TC Wezuperbrug, The Netherlands
Mobile: +31 6 47 952 452
Telephone: +31 85 0160 635
Email: hilka@aysshiprepair.nl
hilka@pcmaritime.nl
Web: www.aysshiprepair.nl
SHIPYARDS:

EUROPE:
Bulyard (Bulgaria)
Bredo Drydocks (Germany)
Gibdock (Gibraltar)
Harland & Wolff (Ireland)
NORTH AMERICA – CARIBIC:
Canada East - Davie (Quebec)
Canada West - Seaspan (Vancouver)
Seaspan (Victoria)
US EASTCOAST Detyens
Grand Bahama Shipyards(Bahamas)
PERSIAN GULF:
NKOM - Nakilat Keppel Offshore Marine (Qatar)
AFRICA:
Namibia NAMDOCK (Walvis bay)
SOUTH AFRICA:
Dormac (Capetown)
Dormac (Durban)
Dormac(Saldanha)
ASIA:
Korea:Orient Shipyard (Busan)
Indonesia: ASL Marine( Batam)
AUSTRALIA:
Thales (NS Wales)
CHINA:
DSIC Changxingdao Shipyard (Dalian)
Yiu Lian Dockyards (Hong Kong)
Yiu Lian Dockyards(Shekou)
Yiu Lian Dockyards( Zhoushan)
Qingdao Beihai (Qingdao)
Intermarine Engineering (Shanghai)
SHIP REPAIR SERVICES:
BMT (Spain)
Rotterdam Ship Repair (Netherlands)
German Ship Repair (Germany)
Offshore Inland (US /GoM)
Bludworth Marine (Houston)
Unity Marine Services (Panama)
Mapamar (Brasil)
Brightsun(Singapore)
Trident divers (Worldwide)
Erma First (Greece)
HaeinEnC (Korea)
Greentec Marine (China)
Global Drone Service (The Netherlands)
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& Turnkey Projects
• Index-Cool (Singapore) - A/C & Refrigeration Plants & HVAC
Turnkey Solutions
• Nico International (UAE) - Afloat, Underwater & Voyage
Repairs
• PBM (Croatia) - Governors & ME Services, Woodward Parts
& Services
• PMS (Panama) - Afloat, Underwater & Voyage Repairs
• Riding Team (Romania & Bulgaria) - Supply of Qualified
Welders, Fitters, Technicians, Electricians etc.
• WAROM (China) - Marine & Offshore Lighting Products
• Winkong (China) - Afloat, Underwater & Voyage Repairs
• Zebec Marine (India) - Design, Engineering & Consulting
Solution

Norway

BSA SHIPPING
AGENCIES ANS
Akershusstranda 15, skur 35
0150 Oslo, Norway
Contact: Thord Peter Mossberg
Tel: +4723085000
Mobile: +4792012755
Email: peter@bsaship.com
Web: www.bsaship.com
Søby Værft (Denmark)
Emden Dockyard (Germany)
Dutch Offshore (The Netherlands)
ROG Ship Repair (The Netherlands)
Brodogradiliste d.o.o Shipyard LP (Croatia)
Cernaval Group Algeciras/Malaga (Spain)
Hidramar S.L (Canary Islands)
General Shipping S. A (Greece)
TK Tuzla Shipyard (Turkey)
Sandock Austral Shipyards, (South Africa)
Nakilat – Keppel Offshore & Marine Ltd N-KOM (Qatar)
Unithai Shipyard & Engineering Ltd (Thailand)
Fujian Huadong Shipyard Ltd (China)
HuaRunDadong Dockyard Ltd HRDD (China)
Caribbean Drydock Company S.A CDC (Cuba)

AIMSS V.O.F

JML SHIPYARD AGENCY

Jan van Polanenkade 3,
4811 KM, Breda, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 76 737 0002
Email: sales@aimss.nl
Web: aimss.nl
Contacts:
Sami Golestanian
E: sg@aimss.nl | Mobile: +31 6 28 96 38 48
Onno Kramer
E: ok@aimss.nl | Mobile: +31 6 27 28 90 98
Shipyards:
• ASL Batam (Indonesia)
• Asmar - Punta Arenas, Talcahuano & Valparaiso (Chile)
• Cammell Laird Birkenhead (UK)
• NASCO Group Zhoushan- ZTHI on Changbai Island & NASCO
on Ce’zi Island (China)
• Oman Drydock Duqm (Oman)
• SAS Durban (South Africa)
• Tersan Yalova (Turkey)
• TNG Veracruz (Mexico)
• Unithai Chonburi (Thailand)
Marine Services
• Diamond Ship (Taiwan) - Shop Stores Supply
• General Shipping (Greece) - Tank Coating, Docking Services

Norra Hamngatan 38,
457 40 Fjällbacka, Sweden
Tel: +46 525 310 83
Contact: Jens Larsson, Managing Director
Mobile: +46 702 20 37 41
Email: jens@jmlshipyardagency.com
Contact: Markus Larsson, Partner
Mobile: +46 702 20 37 43
Email: markus@jmlshipyardagency.com
Contact: Tomas Järund, Business Development Manager
Mobile: +46 704 45 50 87
Email: tomas.jarund@jmlshipyardagency.com
Web: www.jmlshipyardagency.com
Shipyards Represented:
Europe
Lloyd Werft, Bremerhaven, Germany
Sefine Shipyard, Tuzla, Turkey
San Giorgio del Porto, Genoa, Italy
Chantier Naval de Marseille, France
Middle East
Drydocks World, Dubai
Far East
PaxOcean, Singapore & Batam
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Chengxi Shipyard, Jiangyin, China
Guangzhou Wenchong Shipyard, China
PaxOcean, Zhoushan, China
DSIC Marine Services, Dalian, China
Changhong International Shipyard, Zhoushan, China
US, Canada & Caribbean
Talleres Navales del Golfo, Veracruz, Mexico
Ciramar Shipyard, Dominican Republic
Chantier Davie, Quebec, Canada
Caribbean Dockyard, Trinidad & Tobago
Afloat Repair:
Global Offshore Service, Dubai UAE
Offshore Inland, US Gulf/Mexico

LINDSTRØM MARINE
AGENCIES AS
Thorøyaveien 32, 3209 Sandefjord, Norway
Tel: +47 3344 6567
Fax: + 47 3345 4371
Mobile: +47 9188 5803
Email: tom.lindstrom@lmagency.no
Contact: Tom E. Lindstrøm
Shipyards Represented:
Sembcorp Marine Ltd Repairs & Upgrade, Singapore
Admiralty Yard
Tuas Boulevard Yard
Benoi Yard
Tuas Road Yard
Sembcorp Marine Kakinada, India
Fincantieri, Italy
Oceanus Marine, Malta

ULRIK QVALE & PARTNERS AS
Hoffsveien 13, 0275 Oslo
Tel: +47 22511616
Email: post@uqp.no
Web: www.uqp.no
Contact: Oivind Qvale or Anders Lindheim
Shipyards Represented:
Europe:
Bredo Drydocks (Germany)
Gemak (Turkey)
Lisnave (Portugal)
Nauta Shipyard (Poland)
Africa:
Dakarnave (Senegal)
Dormac Marine & Engineering (South Africa)
Americas:
Asmar (Chile)
Grand Bahama Shipyard (Bahamas)
Renave Industrial Group (Brazil)
Seaspan Vancouver Shipyard (Canada)
Asia:
ARAB Shipbuilding and Repair Yard (ASRY)
CHI Dalian Shipyard (China)
CHI Guangzhou Shipyard (China)
COSCO Shipping Shipyard (NANTONG) CO Ltd (China)
CHI Shanghai Shipyard (China)
CHI Xidong (China)
CHI Zhoushan Shipyard (China)
HSD Marine (Singapore)
Japan Marine United Corp (Japan)

Poland

A. P & A. POLAND LTD
ul Jaskowa Dolina 112,
80-286 Gdansk, Poland
Tel: +48 58 341 7988
Fax: +48 58 345 4801
Email: apapol@apaltd.com.pl
Contact: Kostas Milionis
Companies Represented:
COSCO Shipyard Group (China)
• Dalian
• Guandong
• Lianyungang
• Nantong
• Shanghai
• Zhoushan
Chengxi Shipyard (Guangzhou) (China)
Pallion Shipyard (UK)
Shanhaiguan Shipyard (China)

NARP Shiprepair:
• Hidrodinamik Shipyard (Tuzla, Turkey)
• Kiran/Erkal Shipyard (Tuzla, Turkey)
• Hat-San Shipyard (Yalova, Turkey)
• Tersan Shipyard (Yalova, Turkey)
• Sefine Shipyard (Yalova, Turkey)OMAN DRYDOCK (Oman);
SIMA (Peru);
SAN GIORGIO del PORTO (Genova, Italy);
TANDANOR (Buenos Aires, Argentina);
TSAKOS Industrias Navales (Montevideo, Uruguay);
ZAMAKONA Yards:
• Zamakona Pasaia (Spain);
• Zamakona Las Palmas (Canary Isl., Spain);
Marine Service Companies:
ARGO NAVIS (Greece) - Marine consulting & engineering
(BWTS, SOxNOx);
CHINAPORT CLEANSEAS - de-slopping, cleaning (China);
DGS Industrial & Naval (Brazil) - afloat repairs;
ELSSI - Drug & Alcohol Testing;
ONE NET - satelite communications, bridge equipment service;
ONE TECH - technical service;
RANDOX - Drug & Alcohol Testing;
SHANGHAI WILLING - repair & conversion
management in China.
SYM - afloat repairs & marine services.

Russia

LITHUANIA, LATVIA, ESTONIA,
POLAND, RUSSIA, UKRAINE

ORCA MARINE UAB

Silutes plentas 95A, LT-95112,
Klaipeda, Lithuania
Tel: +370 46 246430
Mobile: +370 650 40900
Email: info@orca-marine.eu
Web: www.orca-marine.eu
Contact: Viktoras Cernusevicius
Shipyards:
ASABA Shipyard (Malabo, Equatorial Guinea);
ASMAR Shipyard (Chile);
BRODOTROGIR D.D. Shipyard Trogir (Croatia);
CARENA (Abidjan, Ivory Coast);
CHANTIER NAVAL de MARSEILLE (France);
COLOMBO Dockyards (Sri, Lanka);
COSCO Shipyards Group:
• COSCO Dalian (China);
• COSCO Nantong (China);
• COSCO Shanghai (China);
• COSCO Zhoushan (China);
• COSCO Guangdong (China);
• COSCO Lyanungang (China);
DAVIE (Quebec, Canada);
DETYENS Shipyard (N. Charleston, USA);
DONG SUNG Engineering & Shiprepair (S.Korea);
DAMEN Shiprepair Group:
• DAMEN Shiprepair Dunkerque (France);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Oranjewerf Amsterdam (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Brest (France);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Den Helder (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Shiprepair & Conversion Rotterdam (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Vlissingen (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Amsterdam (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Harlingen (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Oskarshamnsvarvet (Sweden);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Van Brink Rotterdam (Netherlands);
• DAMEN Shiprepair Curacao (Curacao, Dutch Antilles).
ENAVI Reparos Navais (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil);
EBH NAMIBIA (Walvis Bay, Namibia);
FAMA Group (Cyprus);
GIBDOCK (Gibraltar);
HARLAND & WOLFF (Belfast, UK);
SEMBCORP (Singapore);
MEC Shipyards (Panama);

WSR SERVICES LTD
17, Serova street, prem. X
Novorossiysk, Russia
Tel: +749 9918 4307
Email: mail.ru@umarwsr.com
Web: www.umarwsr.com
Companies Represented - Shipyards:
ASRY - Bahrain
Bredo Dry Docks - Germany
Caribbean Dockyard - Trinidad & Tobago
Chengxi Shipyard - Shanghai, China
Colombo Dockyard Ltd - Sri Lanka
CUD ( Weihai) Shipyard - North China
Dakarnave - Dakar, Senegal
Detyens Shipyards - Charleston, South Carolina, USA
Dormac Marine & Engineering - Capetown/Durban, South Africa
EDR Antwerp - Belgium
Fayard A/S - Munkebo, Denmark
Gemak Shipyard - Turkey
Guangzhou Wenchong - South China
Harland and Wolff Heavy Industries - Belfast , N. Ireland
HRDD Dockyard - Shanghai, China
Hutchison Ports TNG (Talleres Navales del Golfo S.A.) - Vera
Cruz , Mexico
InternaYonal Ship Repair - Tampa, Florida, USA
Lisnave Estaleiros Navais - Setubal, Portugal
Loyd WerZ - Bremerhaven, Germany
MTG Dolphin - Varna, Bulgaria
Netaman Repair Group - Tallinn, Estonia
Onex Syros Shipyard - Syros Island Greece
Papua New Guinea Dockyard - Papua New Guinea
Sembcorp Marine Repairs & Upgrades - Singapore
Sociber - Valparaiso, Chile
IMC Shipyard (Zhoushan) - China
Zhoushan Nanyang Star Shipbuilding - China
Shanhaiguan Shipyard - North China
Orient Shipyard - Korea
Underwater and Afloat
Argus Marine Services - Columbia
Avalontec Engineering - Singapore
NICO InternaYonal ( Dubai,Fujairah)
Boilerman - China, Singapore, Kobe
Zener MariYme - India, Singapore,Ro_erdam,Houston,Dubai
LongKong Marine Eng. Co, Ltd - China
Technodive Ltd - Greece
Trident BV - The Nederlands, Las Palmas, Italy
ROG Ship Repair - Ro_erdam

AtlanYs Marine Services LLC - Fujairah, UAE
ORCA Dive Services - Singapore
Underwater Contractors -Spain
Resolve Marine Services - Gibraltar
Reprosub - Las Palmas
RIMS

JML SHIPYARD AGENCY

Singapore

WSR SERVICES LTD
10 Eunos Road 8, #13-06,
Singapore Post Centre, S408600
Tel: +65 315 81050
Email: mail.sg@umarwsr.com
Web: www.umarwsr.com
Companies Represented - Shipyards:
Caribbean Dockyard - Trinidad & Tobago
Chengxi Shipyard - Shanghai, China
Ciramar - Dominican Republic
Colombo Dockyard Ltd - Sri Lanka
CUD ( Weihai) Shipyard - North China
Detyens Shipyards - Charleston, South Carolina, USA
Dormac Marine & Engineering - Capetown/Durban, South Africa
EDR Antwerp - Belgium
Fayard A/S - Munkebo, Denmark
Guangzhou Wenchong - South China
HRDD Dockyard - Shanghai, China
Hutchison Ports TNG (Talleres Navales del Golfo S.A.) - Vera
Cruz , Mexico
InternaYonal Ship Repair - Tampa, Florida, USA
Netaman Repair Group - Tallinn, Estonia
Onex Syros Shipyard - Syros Island Greece
IMC Shipyard (Zhoushan) - China
Shanhaiguan Shipyard - North China
Zhoushan Nanyang Star Shipbuilding - China
Underwater and Afloat
Technodive Ltd - Greece
Trident BV - The Nederlands, Las Palmas, Italy
AtlanYs Marine Services LLC - Fujairah, UAE
Underwater Contractors -Spain
Argus Marine Services - Columbia

Norra Hamngatan 38,
457 40 Fjällbacka, Sweden
Tel: +46 525 310 83
Contact: Jens Larsson, Managing Director
Mobile: +46 702 20 37 41
Email: jens@jmlshipyardagency.com
Contact: Markus Larsson, Partner
Mobile: +46 702 20 37 43
Email: markus@jmlshipyardagency.com
Contact: Tomas Järund, Business Development Manager
Mobile: +46 704 45 50 87
Email: tomas.jarund@jmlshipyardagency.com
Web: www.jmlshipyardagency.com
Shipyards Represented
Europe
Astander, Santander, Spain
Astican, Las Palmas, Spain
Lloyd Werft, Bremerhaven, Germany
MSR Gryfia Shipyard, Szczecin, Polen
Sefine Shipyard, Tuzla, Turkey
San Giorgio del Porto, Genoa, Italy
Chantier Naval de Marseille, France
Middle East
Drydocks World, Dubai
Far East
PaxOcean, Singapore & Batam
Chengxi Shipyard, Jiangyin, China
Guangzhou Wenchong Shipyard, China
PaxOcean, Zhoushan, China
DSIC Marine Services, Dalian, China
Changhong International Shipyard, Zhoushan, China
US, Canada & Caribbean
Talleres Navales del Golfo, Veracruz, Mexico
Ciramar Shipyard, Dominican Republic
Chantier Davie, Quebec, Canada
Caribbean Dockyard, Trinidad & Tobago
Afloat Repair
Global Offshore Service, Dubai UAE
Offshore Inland, US Gulf/Mexico

Switzerland

Sweden

ENCOMPASS MARINE LIMITED
BSA SHIPPING
AGENCIES ANS
Akershusstranda 15, skur 35
0150 Oslo, Norway
Contact: Thord Peter Mossberg
Tel: +4723085000
Mobile: +4792012755
Email: peter@bsaship.com
Web: www.bsaship.com
Emden Dockyard (Germany)
Dutch Offshore (The Netherlands)
ROG Ship Repair (The Netherlands)
Brodogradiliste d.o.o Shipyard LP (Croatia)
Cernaval Group Algeciras/Malaga (Spain)
Hidramar S.L (Canary Islands)
General Shipping S. A (Greece)
TK Tuzla Shipyard (Turkey)
Sandock Austral Shipyards, (South Africa)
Nakilat – Keppel Offshore & Marine Ltd N-KOM (Qatar)
Unithai Shipyard & Engineering Ltd (Thailand)
Fujian Huadong Shipyard Ltd (China)
HuaRunDadong Dockyard Ltd HRDD (China)
Caribbean Drydock Company S.A CDC (Cuba)

26 Flour Square, Grimsby
NE Lincs, DN31 3LP
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1472 245500
Fax: +44 (0) 1472 245511
Email: services@encompassmarine.com
Web: www.encompassmarine.com
Contacts: David Maitland, Jon Thompson
Diving & Marine: Alan Jagger, Danielle Roberts
Shipyards Represented
ART (Tuzla, Turkey)
Asaba Shipyard (Malabo, Equitorial Guinea)
Cammell Laird Shiprepairers (Merseyside, UK)
Chengxi Shipyard (Jaingyin & Xinrong, China)
Grand Bahama Shipyard (Freeport, Bahamas)
Guangzhou Wenchong Dockyard (Guangzhou, China)
Hidramar Shipyards (Canary Isles, Spain)
Hidrodinamik Shipyard (Tuzla, Turkey)
Keppel Philippines Marine (Philippines)
• Keppel Batangas Shipyard (Batangas)
• Subic Shipyard (Subic)
Navantia (Spain)
• Cadiz Shipyard (Cadiz)
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• Cartagena Shipyard (Cartagena)
• Ferrol-Fene Shipyard (Ferrol)
• San Fernando Shipyard (San Fernando)
Orient Shipyards (Busan/ Gwanyang, Korea)
Shanhaiguan Shipyard (Qinhuangdoo, China)
Zhoushan IMC-YongYue Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Zhoushan Xinya Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Diving & Marine Service Companies Represented
Atlantis Marine Services (Fujairah, UAE)
Blay Marine Tech (Spain)
Hellenika (Bulgaria)
Irwin Marine
Komas (Korea)
KET Marine (The Netherlands)
Lagersmit
Link Instrumentation (UAE & Singapore)
Marine Technical Services (Poland)
Maritime Shipcleaning Rotterdam
NARP Ship Repair (Turkey)
Rentong Marine (China)
Rotterdam Ship Repair
South Bank Marine Charts (Grimsby, UK)
Underwater Shipcare (Singapore)
Underwater Contractors Spain (Spain)
VICUSdt
Zener Maritime (Rotterdam, Mumbai, Singapore)
Over 200 diving stations worldwide

U.A.E

WSR SERVICES LTD
Churchill Tower 1, Business Bay, Office 1403, Dubai, U.A.E.
T:+971 4338 8918
Email: mail.ae@umarwsr.com
Web: www.umarwsr.com
Companies Represented - Shipyards:
Caribbean Dockyard - Trinidad & Tobago
Chengxi Shipyard - Shanghai, China
Ciramar - Dominican Republic
Colombo Dockyard Ltd - Sri Lanka
Detyens Shipyards - Charleston, South Carolina, USA
Dormac Marine & Engineering - Capetown/Durban, South Africa
EDR Antwerp - Belgium
Fayard A/S - Munkebo, Denmark
Guangzhou Wenchong - South China
HRDD Dockyard - Shanghai, China
Hutchison Ports TNG (Talleres Navales del Golfo S.A.) - Vera
Cruz , Mexico
InternaYonal Ship Repair - Tampa, Florida, USA
Netaman Repair Group - Tallinn, Estonia
Onex Syros Shipyard - Syros Island Greece
IMC Shipyard (Zhoushan) - China
Zhoushan Nanyang Star Shipbuilding - China
Shanhaiguan Shipyard - North China
Underwater and Afloat
Argus Marine Services - Columbia
Boilerman - China, Singapore, Kobe

United Kingdom

Web: aimss.co.uk
Shipyards:
• ASL (Indonesia)
• Cernaval (Spain)
• Kuzey Star (Turkey)
• NASCO Group (China)
• Reimerswaal (The Netherlands)
• SAS (South Africa)
• SNC (Romania)
• TNG (Mexico)
• Unithai Thailand)
Marine Services:
• DSMS (The Netherlands)
Supply & Overhaul of Engine Parts, T/C, Pumps, Pneumatics
& Hydraulics
• Diamond Ship (Taiwan)
Ship Stores Supply
• Hai Ha M&S (Vietnam)
Afloat, Underwater & Voyage Repairs
• Index-Cool (Singapore)
A/C & Refrigeration Plants & HVAC Turnkey Solutions
• MME (The Netherlands)
NTD, Advanced NDT, Marine Surveys & Rope Access
• On Site Alignment (The Netherlands)
Alignment
• PBM (Croatia)
Governors & ME Services, Woodward Parts & Services
• PMS (Panama)
Afloat, Underwater & Voyage Repairs
• RIMS (The Netherlands)
Inspection with Drones
• ROG (The Netherlands)
Afloat & Voyage Repairs
• Riding Team (Romania & Bulgaria)
Supply of Qualified Welders, Fitters, Technicians, Electricians etc.
• WAROM (China)
Marine & Offshore Lighting Products
• Winkong (China
Afloat, Underwater & Voyage Repairs
• Zebec Marine (India)
Design, Engineering & Consulting Solutions

A. P. & A. Ltd
International House, 7 High St,
London, W5 5DB, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 20 8840 8845
Fax: +44 20 8840 8843
Email: ship@apanda.com
Web: www.apanda.com
Contact: Andreas Papadakis,
George Papadakis
Companies Represented (Exclusive):
Gdansk Shiprepair Yard Remontowa (Poland)
Chantier Naval de Marseille
San Giorgio del Porto, Genoa
COSCO Heavy Industries Group (China)
• Dalian
• Guangdong
• Nantong
• Shanghai
• Zhoushan
Oman Dry Dock
Tuzla Shipyard (Turkey)
Coimbra Shiprepair (Brazil)
Odessos Shiprepair Yard (Bulgaria)
Unithai Shipyard ( Thailand)

AIMSS GROUP LTD
71-75 Shelton Street, London,
WC2H 9FD, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 20 3488 5528
Email: sales@aimss.co.uk
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CALVEY MARINE LIMITED
Broomers Barn, Merrywood Lane,
Storrington, West Sussex RH20 3HD, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1903 748860
Email: calvey@calveymarine.co.uk
Web: www.calveymarine.co.uk
Contact: Steven Black
Mobile: +44 (0) 7885 217869
Contact: Suzanne Black
Mobile: +44 (0) 7867 785957
Contact: Jessica Black
Mobile: +44 (0) 7917 726274
Companies Represented:
AMI Exchangers (Hartlepool)
Beihai Shipyard (Qingdao)
Beihai Lifeboats (Qingdao)
Brightsun Group (Singapore) `
Cassar Ship Repair (Malta)
Chengxi Shipyard (Jiangyin)
Chengxi Shipyard (Xinrong)
Changxing Shipyard (Shanghai)
CHI Shipyards (China)
Ciramar Shipyard (Dominican Republic)
Diesel Marine International (Worldwide)
Drydocks World Dubai (UAE)
Drydocks World Dubai Global Offshore Services (UAE)
Fujian Shipyard – Huadong
Guangzhou Wenchong Dockyard
Greens Power (UK)
JinHai Shipyard (Zhoushan) Co.,Ltd.China
King-Marine (Global based in China)
Lisnave Shipyard (Portugal)
Nauta Shiprepair (Gdynia, Poland)
North East Ship Repair, (Boston)
North East Ship Repair (Philadelphia)
Offshore Inland Marine & Oilfield Services (Alabama, USA)
Pan Asia Company Ltd, South Korea
PaxOcean Graha (Indonesia)
PaxOcean Nanindah (Indonesia)
PaxOcean Offshore Zhuhai
PaxOcean Pertama (Indonesia)
PaxOcean Shipyard Zhoushan
PaxOcean Singapore
Professional Manpower Supply (Panama)
Shanhaiguan Shipyard (North China)
Seatec Repair Services – (Worldwide)
Tersan Shipyard – (Tuzla, Yalova)
UMC International - (Worldwide)
Vancouver Shipyard - (Vancouver)
Victoria Shipyard - (Victoria)
Viktor Lenac Shipyard (Croatia)
Worldwide Underwater Services
Yiu Lian Dockyards (Hong Kong)
Yiu Lian Dockyards (Shekou)
Yiu Lian Dockyards, Zhoushan, China
Young & Cunningham Valves (North Shield)

ENCOMPASS MARINE LIMITED
26 Flour Square, Grimsby,
NE Lincs, DN31 3LP, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1472 245500
Email: services@encompassmarine.com

Web: www.encompassmarine.com
Contacts: David Maitland, Jon Thompson
Diving & Marine: Alan Jagger, Danielle Roberts
Shipyards Represented:
ART (Tuzla, Turkey)
Asaba Shipyard (Malabo, Equatorial Guinea)
Besiktas Shipyard (Yalova, Turkey)
BLRT Group
• Tallinn Shipyard (Tallinn, Estonia)
• Turku Repair Yard (Turku, Finland
• Western Shipyard (Klaipeda, Lithuania)
Cammell Laird Shiprepairers (Merseyside, UK)
Chengxi Shipyard (Jaingyin & Xinrong, China)
ENA Shipyard (Martinique)
Guangzhou Wenchong Dockyard (Guangzhou, China)
Hidramar Shipyards (Canary Isles, Spain)
Hidrodinamik Shipyard (Tuzla, Turkey)
ISR Repair & Marine Service (Tampa, USA)
Keppel Shipyard (Singapore)
Keppel Philippines Marine (Philippines)
• Keppel Batangas Shipyard (Batangas)
• Subic Shipyard (Subic)
Orient Shipyards (Busan/ Gwanyang, Korea)
Shanhaiguan Shipyard (Qinhuangdao, China)
West Sea Viana Shipyard (Viana de Castelo, Portugal)
Zhoushan IMC-YongYue Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Zhoushan Xinya Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Diving & Marine Service Companies Represented
Atlantis Marine Services (Fujairah, UAE)
Blay Marine Tech (Spain)
Hellenika (Bulgaria)
Irwin Marine
Komas (Korea)
KET Marine (The Netherlands)
Keyser Technologies (Singapore)
Lagersmit
Link Instrumentation (UAE & Singapore)
Marine Technical Services (Poland)
Maritime Shipcleaning Rotterdam
Malin International Ship Repair (Texas, USA)
Metalock Brasil (Brasil)
Metalock Engineering DE (Germany)
NARP Ship Repair (Tuzla, Turkey)
Rotterdam Ship Repair
South Bank Marine Charts (Grimsby, UK)
Talleras Industriales (Panama)
Techcross BWMS (Korea)
Underwater Contractors Spain (Algeciras, Spain)
Underwater Shipcare (Singapore)
VICUSdt
Zener Maritime (Rotterdam, Mumbai, Singapore)
Over 200 diving stations worldwide

Diving Services Worldwide (For diving enquiries contact
Jamie Skillen +44 7624 232916)
Companies Represented:
Electro Partners NV - Electrical/Electro Mechanical Workshop
and Vessel Based Repairs (Antwerp/NW Europe)
Marine Marketing Int (agent for IOM only)
Course Managed:
Ship Superintendents’ Training Course. (For all enquiries and
reservations contact Cheryl Reeday)
Sister Company:
Ramsey Shipping Services: Above and below waterline
repairs at Ramsey Shipyard, Isle of Man plus ships’
agency services

L&R MIDLAND (UK) LTD.
27 Milton Road
Hampton TW122LL
Tel: +44 (0) 20 3856 6520
D: +44 (0) 20 3856 6521
Mobile: +44 (0) 77 1214 8881
Email: jholloway@lrmidland.com
Web: www.lrmidland.co.uk
Contact: Jon Holloway
Shipyards Represented:
Shipyards Represented:
Sembcorp Marine (Singapore)
- Sembcorp Marine Admiralty Yard
- Sembcorp Marine Tuas Boulevard Yard
Asmar (Chile)
- Punta Arenas
- Talcahuano
- Valparaiso
ASRY (Bahrain)
Dakarnave – Dakar (Senegal)
Dormac (South Africa)
- Cape Town
- Durban
- Walvis Bay
Estaleriro Jurong Aracruz – Aracruz (Brazil)
Gemak – Tuzla (Turkey)
Gibdock (Gibraltar)
Grand Bahama Shipyard – Freeport (Bahamas)
Mare Island Dry Dock – Vallejo, Ca (USA)
NICO International (UAE)
- Abu Dhabi
- Dubai
- Fujairah
Oresund Drydocks – Landskrona (Sweden)

EMCS INTERNATIONAL LTD
(MLC2006 Approved/ISO9001:2015 Accredited)

Marion House
9 Station Road
Port Erin, Isle of Man IM9 6AE
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1624 833955
Group email: enquiries@emcs.co.im
Web: www.emcs.co.im
Contact: Steve George/Richard George
Mobile: +44 7624 492 716
Contact: Amanda Green (North East UK Representative)
Tel: 0191 5160010
Mobile: +44 77363 18126
Services Provided:
Labour Supply for afloat (“riding teams”)/shipyard/offshore
repairs and maintenance
All trades provided including welders, platers, mechanical/
engine fitters, pipefitters, scaffolders, riggers, blaster/painters,
tank cleaners, electricians plus chargehands and foremen.
Consultancy Services/Vessel Inspections

MARINE MARKETING
INTERNATIONAL LTD

Unit G15 Challenge House
Sherwood Drive, Bletchley,
Milton Keynes, MK3 6DP,
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1908 378822
Mobile: +44 (0) 7720 074113
Email: repair@marine.marketing
Web: www.marine.marketing
Contact: Mike McMahon, Katie Grummett,
Jen Buckley
Companies Represented:
Shipyards:
Asyad Shipyard (Duqm, Oman)

Carell SA (Piraeus, Greece)
CARENA (Abidjan, Ivory Coast)
CARIDOC (Chagueramas, Trinidad)
ChengXi Shipyard (Jiangyin, China)
CSBC Corporation (Kaohsiung, Taiwan)
CIC Shipyards Group (China)
CMR Tunisia (Menzel Bourguiba, Tunisia)
Cotecmar, (Cartagena, Colombia)
Colombo Dockyard (Colombo, Sri Lanka)
Detyens Shipyard (Charleston, USA)
EDR Antwerp Shipyard (Belgium)
Malaysia Marine & Heavy Engineering (Pasir Gudang, Malaysia)
Milaha Shipyard (Doha,Qatar)
MTG Dolphin (Varna, Bulgaria)
Namdock (Walvis Bay, Namibia)
Navalrocha SA (Lisbon, Portugal)
PGZ SW (Gdynia, Poland)
Qingdao Beihai Shipyard, (Qingdao, China)
Sandock Austral Shipyard (Durban, South Africa)
Shanhaiguan Shipyard (Qinghuangdao, China)
Guangzhou Wenchong Dockyard (Guangzhou, China)
Marine Services
BIO-UV Ballast Water Treatment (Lunel, France)
Boilerman Ltd (Shanghai, China)
Kwang Youn Gi Engineering (Kaohsiung, Taiwan)
Laser Cladding Technologies (Worksop, UK)
Marine Services and Shipping MSS (Farnham, UK)
PB Asher (Southampton, UK)
Singatac Engineering (Singapore and Bintan, Indonesia)
Sinco Automation (Singapore, Indonesia, Taiwan, Malaysia)
Sunrui Balchlor Ballast Water Treatment (Qingdao, China)
Shanghai Willing (Shanghai, China)
Zhoushan Haitong Tank Cleaning (Shanghai, China)
TruMarine Group (Rotterdam, Singapore, Tianjin, Shanghai,
Zhoushan, Guangzhou, Dubai)
PMax One Services (Singapore)

SEADOCK MARINE
AGENCIES LTD
123 Minories, London EC3N 1NT,
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7680 4000
Fax: +44 (0) 20 7553 0001
Mobile: +44 (0) 77 10 327 004
Email: sales@seadockmarine.com
Web: www.seadockmarine.com
Contact: George D. Skinitis
Companies Represented:
Emden Dockyard (Emden, Germany)
Chalkis Shipyards (Chalkis, Greece)
Metalships & Docks (Vigo, Spain)
Ozata Shipyard (Yalova, Turkey)
Tersan Shipyard (Tuzla - Yalova, Turkey)
Ruitai Shipyard (Nantong, China)
IMC YY Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Stonestar Shipyard (Weihai, China)
HRDD Shipyard (Shanghai, China)
PaxOcean (Zhoushan China, Singapore, Indonesia)
Zhoushan Huafeng Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Xinya Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
Longshan Shipyard (Zhoushan, China)
CUD Shipyard (Weihai, China)
Weihai Huadong (Weihai, China)
Qingdao Beihai Shipyard (Qingdao, China)
Yiu Lian Dockyards (Shekou) (Mazhou Islands, China)
Guangzhou Wenchong Shipyard (Guangzhou, China)
Fujian Huadong Shipyard (Fuzhou, China)
Hankook Made (Mokpo, Korea)
TurboTechnik GmbH & Co. KG (Wilhelmshaven, Germany)
Dynamic Co. (Piraeus, Greece)
Bulyard (Varna, Bulgaria)
Astilleros Cernaval (Algeciras, Spain)
N-KOM (Qatar)
RSR (Rotterdam, Holland)

United States

SHIP REPAIRERS & SHIPBUILDERS LTD
The Manor Grain Store,
Eastleach, Cirencester,
Gloucestershire GL7 3NQ
Tel: +44 (0) 1367 860 050
Mobile: +44 (0) 7767 690 704
Email: ship@shiprepairers.co.uk
Web: www.shiprepairers.co.uk
Contact: Roderick Wordie
Tel: +44 (0) 7767 690704
Shipyards Represented:
Barkmeijer Shipyards (Netherlands)
Fayard (Denmark)
HongKong United Dockyard (HKG)
Huarun Dadong (Shanghai)
ST Engineering Marine (SGP)
Taskos (Uruguay)
Agencies:
EMCS & SES Marine
SPS Technology

L&R MIDLAND INC.
788 W Sam Houston Pkwy North
Suite 200
Houston, TX 77024
USA
Tel: + 001 713 680 0909
Fax: +001 713 680 9704
Email: shipyard@lrmidland.com
Web: www.lrmidland.com
Contact: Tom McQuilling,
Ryan Smith,
James McQuilling
Shipyards Represented:
Sembcorp Marine (Singapore)
- Sembcorp Marine Admiralty Yard
- Sembcorp Marine Tuas Boulevard Yard
Damen Shiprepair & Conversion (Netherlands)
- Amsterdam
- Rotterdam
- Vlissingen
Damen Shiprepair & Conversion (France)
- Dunkerque
- Brest
Damen Shiprepair & Conversion (Curacao)
- Willemstad
Dormac (South Africa)
- Cape Town
- Durban
- Walvis Bay
Fincantieri (Italy)

VOGLER MARINE AGENCIES LLC
20 Bartles Corner Road, Flemington
New Jersey 08822, USA
Tel: +1-908-237-9500
Fax: + 1-908-237-9503
Email: shiprepair@vogler.net
Contact: Donald W Vogler
Shipyards Exclusively Represented:
ASRY Arab Shipbuilding and Repair Yard (Bahrain)
DORMAC Pty. Ltd. (Durban, Cape Town, Richards Bay,
Saldanha Bay, Walvis Bay South Africa)
SOCIBER (Chile)
ASMAR Shipyards CHILE (Talcahuano, Punta Arenas
and Valparaiso)
Shiprepair Companies Exclusively Represented
Metalo ck do Brasil Ltda. (Brazil)

SIMPLEX AMERICAS LLC

20 Bartles Corner Road, Flemington,
New Jersey 08822, USA
Tel: +1-908-237-9099
Fax: +1-908-237-9503
Mobile: 24/7/365 +1-908-581-0900
Email: info@simplexamericas.com
Web: www.simplexamericas.com
Contact: Donald W Vogler – President
Factory Service, Spares and Sales
Jastram GmbH: Rudder Propellers and Thrusters
Nakashima Propeller Co. Ltd. CPP, Thrusters and CPP Thrusters
Niigata Power Systems Co. Ltd.
Z-Pellers and Marine Diesel Engines
RiverTrace Engineering Ltd. Oil Content Monitors,
Bilge Alarm Monitors
Simplex Compact Stern Tube Seals Service performed in dry
dock, afloat, as well as underwater
SKF Coupling Systems AB:
OKC and OKCS Shaft Couplings,
OKF Flange Couplings, Supergrip Bolts
Turbulo Oily Water Separators
Service, Spares and Sales
Controllable and Fixed Pitch Pitch Propellers, Thrusters,
Couplings, Gearbox, Z Drives
Full Propulsion Packages
Total Shafting Solutions
Sales and Service of Diesel Engines,CPP, Thrusters, Gearboxes,
& Couplings
Shaft Alignment, In-Situ Machining, Chocking and
Mounting Service
Underwater Repairs and Service
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LISNAVE

A worldwide reference
for ship’s maintenance
and repairs

www.lisnave.pt
+351 265 799 363
comercial@lisnave.pt
PORTUGAL
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